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President’s
Message
It gives me great pleasure to present
this issue of The Hong Kong Institute of
Architects (HKIA) Journal to you. First of
all, I would like to express my warmest
congratulations to the Editorial Board and
the Publication Committee under the Board
of Internal Affairs on the successful release
of this year's Journal.
With the theme of “Towers”, this year’s
Journal provides a timely opportunity for
architects across the globe to explore the
impacts of skyscrapers, potential challenges
they pose to the built environment,
and for HKIA Members to navigate the
challenges ahead and embrace such unique
opportunities to become an exemplar.
High-rise buildings create Hong Kong’s
unique skyline which symbolize immediate,
decisive and robust collaborations. Many
towers have become landmarks of our city.
The editors, writers and contributors are
pleased to share with you some of the latest

initiatives, insights and inspirations on
such an important and timely subject.
HKIA will continue our efforts in
facilitating the exchange of information
and ideas in relation to all aspects of
architecture and matters in connection with
the architectural profession.
In this issue, we also pay our heartfelt
tributes to our two Past Presidents – Dr Tao
Ho and Professor Barry Fegan Will who
sadly passed away earlier this year. Both Past
Presidents volunteered their valuable time
and leadership to scale up HKIA during
their presidencies. We will not dismiss
lightly their devotion and far-sighted visions
for the Institute, the profession and society.
They will be forever missed.
Last but not least, let us all join hands
to propel Hong Kong’s cityscape forward
by applying our wisdom, expertise and
experience for the benefit of our future
generations.

Regards,
Felix Li 李國興
FHKIA Registered Architect
President
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Occupy
Towers
香港塔樓

Hong Kong’s distinctive conditions in close proximity
to mountain and water have given rise to dense, highrise urban cores. As the dominant building type, towers
has become so extensive as to suggest a vertical fabric.
This issue is dedicated to the architecture of towers and
opens with a series of six public forums deliberating on
various aspects of tower design, from freespace, typology,
structure and envelope to programme and sustainability,
culminating in the “City of Tomorrow” forum which
addressed ways to better shape architectural and urban
spaces in future developments.
In light of the widespread and ongoing social unrest
of recent months, itself the culmination of increasing
disaffection in society due to various urban concerns
such as land and housing supply shortages, widening
economic inequalities and deepening polarization,
the critical awareness and commitment of architects
to influence the design of towers so as to contribute
to providing more equitable, inclusive and liveable
environments has never been more urgent.
Vertical Fabric grew out of an exploration of the
topic at the 2018 Venice Biennale Hong Kong Exhibition.
Over a hundred model towers by architects from Hong
Kong and abroad were curated to both demonstrate
Hong Kong’s compact conditions and incubate visions of
vertical “freespace” in response to the biennale theme. A
summary of the exhibition is followed by John Sandell’s
critical review of its framing, content and salient features.
Sandell’s appraisal identified three dominant tendencies,
namely gardens, domestic histories and public space,
and deciphered a complex dialogic between towers that
suggested a dynamic expansion of meaning through
multi-dimensional associations. Giusi Ciotoli examines
the morphological criteria of a vertical urban fabric and
its horizontal connective structures. For Ciotoli, Hong
Kong, with its hyper-connectivity “structured on the
reciprocal organicity between infrastructure, retail and the
skyscraper”, can be considered “the most complete example
of vertical fabric at an urban scale to date”.
Three essays further elaborate the possibilities
of a vertical fabric in terms of structure as form, tectonics
as use and programme as framework respectively. Angela
Pang’s “Rational Form Making” explores the collaborative
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relationship between architecture and structure by
describing her own experiments (graduate studio and
installation work) in the pursuit of meaning in forms that
has been inspired by the rationalist approach to structure
and constructability in architectural design. Au Fai’s
“Questions of Efficiency” contemplates alternative tectonics
in high-rise living in Hong Kong to redefine the city’s profitcraving and “absolute will to efficiency”. Au uses student
projects to test unorthodox youth housing in extreme sites
and Tetris Living, a playful project, to generate communal
spaces via misfits between apartments. Frankie Lui and
Larry Tsoi’s “Skyward City” imgines a vertical commons
supported by a “symbiotic, collective work-live micro
urbanism” in the form of a “levitated streetscape” that is
formed by a “walkable core” of cascading public spaces
being enveloped by an “open lattice” residential skin.
The section closes with an interview with MVRDV
co-founder Winy Maas. Besides sharing his projects, views
and visions for Hong Kong’s vertical urbanism as well as
China and beyond, Maas reveals a genuine concern for
a more ecologically equitable, socially responsible and
collaborative future for our world.
Tall Stories begins with a brief narration of the
development of Hong Kong’s tall buildings in terms
of height, structure and construction, technology and
equipment and sectional variations. Four features on newly
built towers follow: William Lim introduces his latest range
of stylish urban towers, while Aedas’ pixelated boutique
hotel pencil tower in Mong Kok converses with P&T Group’s
SKYPARK across the road. Florence Chan conceptualises
the Victoria Dockside and the ICC, both works of her
firm KPF, in terms of how the towers touch the ground.
Two worthy adaptive reuse projects of existing towers are
then covered: The Murray by Foster + Partners revamped
the original designed by Ron Phillips, and AD+RG
renovated Szeto Wai’s YWCA Kowloon Centre. The
section ends by revisiting three iconic towers: Norman
Foster’s ground-breaking HSBC headquarters, Paul
Rudolph’s Bond Centre through the eyes of Nora Leung and
Tao Ho’s chef-d'œuvre, the Hong Kong Arts Centre.
Platform pays tribute to two HKIA Past Presidents Dr
Tao Ho and Professor Barry Fegan Will who sadly passed
away earlier this year in March and August respectively.
We remember Tao’s exceptional talent, brilliant
achievements and wide-ranging influence in and beyond
architecture, including the well-attended public Memorial
Symposium that celebrated his spirit and lasting legacies
for the city. The vivid obituary-cum-eulogy on Barry is a
combined effort to recount Barry’s wonderfully lived life,
his enormous contribution and tireless dedication to the
Institute and the architectural profession as well as his
instrumental role in establishing many of our schools
of architecture. A tower-themed homage to the late
architectural giant I M Pei concludes the issue.
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On Hong Kong
Towers
論香港塔樓

Taking the momentum of the Hong Kong
Towers Exhibition from the 2018 Venice
Biennale back to Hong Kong, the forum
series for Occupy Towers explored critical
issues on tower design covering typology,
tectonics and sustainability as well as on
public and communal space. With over 100
architects participating in the exhibition
as well as over 40 architects and planners
joining a total of six forums, our shared
concerns for Hong Kong’s architecture and
urbanism are:
If high-density compact living is not
only a pragmatic land-use model, but also
our shared value of building sustainable
urban-rural patterns for conserving nature,
what architectural innovations we can still
explore for an urbanism of towers? Working

with strict building regulations and
development demands for floor efficiency,
what freespace do we still have for tower
architecture that can sustain quality places
for humanity and community?
Le Corbusier’s visionary proposal of
a city for three million inhabitants in the
1920s outlined “The City of Tomorrow” with
progressive ideas of office towers, greenery
and residential blocks. Facing opportunities
to build 21st century new town housing for
population of millions in Hong Kong, are
we just going to repeat current models of
cookie-cutter towers with repetition and
extrusions, or are we able to think and
explore, experiment and act, so as to build
up a new architectural paradigm for a 21st
century’s City of Tomorrow?
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Freespace 自由空間

Friday 29th March 2019
7:30 - 9:00pm, City Gallery, Central

Moderator
Weijen WANG 王維仁 (WW)
Professor, HKU
Panelists
Edwin CHAN 陳志偉 (EC)
New World Development
Joel CHAN 陳祖聲 (JC)
President, HKIUD,
Director, P&T
Donald CHOI 蔡宏興 (DC)
CEO, Chinachem Group
Karl CHU 朱瑞麟 (KC)
Founder, Metaxy
KK LING 凌嘉勤 (KL)
Professor, Hong Kong PolyU,
Former Director of Planning
Winy MAAS (WM)
Founder, MVRDV
Alice YEUNG 楊麗芳 (AY)
Assistant Director
(Architectural), Arch SD
Rocco YIM 嚴迅奇 (RY)
Principal,
Rocco Design Architects
Associates

The Tower: Freespace forum explored how we can improve tower
design and liveability in Hong Kong’s high-density context. If we
are to build “Lantau Tomorrow”, how can we use that to imagine
a new paradigm for high-rise living? If we believe in our existing
urban compactness and that there should be also be public,
communal and green spaces in towers, what are the problems
with our current model and how can we move forward? We
invited practicing architects, government officials and developers
to present their positions and to have a stimulating debate on how
to free up Hong Kong’s tower architecture and urbanism. WW
Why do we have towers? In 12th century Bologna, those mythical
towers were probably for defence. In modern Pyong Yang, that lone
skyscraper is likely for pride. But in 1920s Manhattan and post-war Hong
Kong, towers are created not because of ego or fantasy. We need them
because they are efficient enough to sustain our growing population. If
we sacrifice efficiency, those towers will lose their meaning. So for towers
of the future the ground is important, where public functions can diffuse
upwards to a certain level then become privately communal. Exploring
configurations enabling public accessibility to seep upwards could lead
to making urban density bearable. Linking up towers across property
ownership and public facilities will only work if we establish a datum
at another infrastructural level. If towers are generally all of the same
height, with just a few protruding higher, that would allow us to link up the
majority of roofs and create a common stratum where people could get
up to and move across the city efficiently as part of a public network. So
to be visionary but also realistic, I would concentrate on permeability from
the ground up and on a pre-set datum somewhere in mid-air where public
functions could be connected across the city and be sustained. RY
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We have a hypnotic attraction for external building form and
appearance, but it is the communal urban space or public
realm that matters. My proposal is to focus on the inclusiveness
and diversity of the urban void to serve and allow engagement
in the community. I agree with Rocco that we need a common
datum above ground. Our four towers are connected by
skybridges to create multiple ground planes in a vertical
city. I also think technology is progressing faster than we can
imagine. Mobility in the air will be realized in the near future.
How can our towers facilitate interaction between public and
private? Tower design needs to expand outside its envelope,
to engage and connect people’s daily life with this urban free
space, literally and metaphorically. Tower urbanism is about
encouraging activities surrounding our towers, that is key to our
urban quality of life. DC
Most of the tower designs here talk about multiple levels of
public space, green space and communal space. If we want
more penetrations, airflow and social interaction, what are the
obstacles? Actually, we need more relaxation of the building
height because we are carving more voids, and enlarging
the building volume. We need to solve the GFA issue, as well
as have alternative structural ideas. On a practical note, how
we are going to manage all these spaces, are they public or
privately communal? We need a new type of town planning
method. Two years ago, we created a datum of green on the
rooftop of a residential building in Mong Kok, and broke down
the podium massing to allow natural light, ventilation and the
city to come in. EC
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For the 21st Century, we are transforming our government
facilities as vertical municipal cities within our city. The
Ping Shan Tin Shui Wai Leisure and Cultural Building has
the second largest library in Hong Kong, a community hall
and a dance hall. We carved out the building mass to create
interconnected atrium and courtyard at various levels to
allow natural light to the lowest floor of the building and so
create dialogues between the spaces and visitors. The
Government complex in Siu Lun, Tuen Mun is another project
demonstrating the idea of compactness in the form of a
vertical city by means of a vertical courtyard and link bridges.
We also utilized the fifth elevation to have a roof garden for the
enjoyment of the public and staff. AY

We have double aging in Hong Kong – population aging and building stock
aging. Our massive post-war buildings were solutions for rapid population
growth in the 1950s. They are now inadequate and deteriorating, but
redevelopment is not viable. While we have the luxury of thinking ahead,
we also need ways to fix our present problems. Definitely, we don’t want
to repeat the problem of existing towers. Lantau Tomorrow may provide
relocation sites for residents affected by urban renewal, thus we may have
larger-scale redevelopment for our old districts. How can we achieve this?
At the moment, our present planning regulations, administration policies
and mechanisms will not lead us to achieve this objective. KL
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Over-restrictive regulations actually kill creativity. There are many
examples that our legislations sometimes unintentionally destroy the
character and identity of our city. Neon signs give our city character,
but our new regulation requires signage exceeding a certain size and
projection to undergo a complicated structural submission. Our current
system needs a revamp because the future East Lantau Metropolis,
with its planned 700,000 population, will be extremely dense. If we
keep the current planning system and building regulations, we will be
repeating seven or eight times what we are doing in our current new town
development such as Kwu Tung North NDA. This will be alarming. As
President of the Hong Kong Urban Design Institute, I keep advocating for
architects and urban designers to be involved early on and as a team. If
we want to do something different for East Lantau that matches with the
standard of international arena, we have to join our efforts to try to prepare
a different set of rules. The conventional way of bringing the MTR in and
cutting the land into parcels won’t work. We need a breakthrough. JC

Discussion
The presenters have more or less
the same opinions on what to
do and you summarized how the
tower situation will be like in the
future. The question is why don’t
we do it if we are so in agreement
with each other? Where are the
other thousands that are against
what is being proposed? WM
We cannot do it because I am not
at a high enough level. The chief
government official won’t hear
our voice unless we can channel
up to the top and say, “We really
have something else different
for the East Lantau metropolis.”
The institute is trying to lobby, but
the battle is difficult because it is
engineers who are dominating,
and they don’t really care about
the liveability issue. JC
Singapore’s Duxton Place has
sky decks linking up the towers,
but somehow they do not feel

truly public. How can we make
public domains in the air really
vibrant, user-friendly, accessible
and manageable? No one will
willingly do that unless there is
a truly convincing scenario. The
podium is a good second datum
for the public realm because of
the larger footprint at the base
and manageable distances
between buildings. But usually,
for rooftop gardens, the towers’
footprint is limited and good only
for exclusive bars and restaurants
to enjoy views. Making public
spaces in high level work requires
thorough thinking and detailed
hard work. RY
We don’t arbitrarily make roof
gardens – we make them
strategically. WOHA’s housing
works because you get out of the
lift and you go through the garden
to get home. It’s very different
from Hong Kong housing, where

I go to a shopping mall and I take
the lift to arrive home. WW
The datum that I am proposing
already exists, but we haven’t
utilized it because of building
regulations. There are regulations
to control roughly where the
refuge floor is. We just need
to push a bit more to fix it at a
meaningful level. The regulations
are not stopping us from being
creative in that way. What we need
is a mechanism that encourages
innovation. JC
In the old days, the greed
expressed by the development
business forced the government
to lay down this sort of regulations.
If we do not understand the
purpose of these regulations,
there’s no way to change them. We
work with the system and actually
the system has a lot of grey area
that we can play around with. To
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a certain extent, we may need to
change a law. But what’s more
important is how to interpret the
law; for that you need to exercise
your professional skills. KL
It’s not about the regulations, but
the concept of town planning. The
term ‘building boundary’ controls
everything. If we can rethink the
concept of building boundary in
town planning, I think it could help
a lot. It’s not about the size or bulk,
but the boundary of the parcels.
Can we go beyond the boundary
that makes sense to the street? It is
under the outline zoning plan. EC
We are witnessing a paradigm
shift in architecture. There are
four cosmologies at work right
now. First is capital – that which
is governed by companies like
Google, Facebook, Microsoft, etc.
Second, in sync with the first, is
the democratic utopia. Cities are
getting “intelligent”, synthesizing
and synchronizing in real time,
but we don’t have the capacity to

model and merge the
behaviour of cities yet. Third is
the myth of sustainability. All the
utopias are in conflict with each
other; capitalism is fundamentally
incompatible with sustainability.
Fourth is the emergence of the
planetary city, such as those
consolidated city regions in
China. I would suggest rethinking
architecture as the art of possible
world-making on a planetary scale.
While we are debating how to make
a city liveable, addressing issues
of density and so forth, Google is
also going to build cities. If future
cities are developed by private
corporations and not by developers,
they will be nothing like what
anybody is talking right now. KC
Shenzhen has a policy that all
public buildings are open for
international competitions,
without licenses or preregistrations. The whole world of
architects can work for the city.
Why must Hong Kong set up a
public services department only
to monopolize public building
design? For regulations and the
zoning problem, a glaring mistake
since the land reclamation of the
1980s was to stop planning in
streets and allowing huge plots to
be sold to developers, with a naïve
belief that public space could
be returned at podium level. All
the streets disappeared and we
should stop that. We should be
self-critical and really force the
land lots to be sub-divided more.
Audience 1
I am an architect working in
China. In the private sector,
Hong Kong developers give us
the impression of being very
greedy for GFA and plot ratios.
On the professional side, I think
HKIA, which represents our
professional interest, is not
high-profile enough. As for the
government, the rule makers
need to open up their minds to the
public and the profession. This
triangular relationship needs to be

restructured. It is kind of a value
system, not about creativity. Also,
the government only releases
competitions on small-scale
pavilions; it is not a good way
to encourage young architects.
Audience 2
I am pessimistic about our
profession if we stay discussing
the problem within our own
discipline. We think we can
improve the world by just getting
friends together. We can’t! We
don’t like the regulations but
people, including architects,
made the regulations! Why
haven’t we got involved and
made the necessary change?
It’s politics and we need to
participate as a change agent. It
is not happening if we think that
we can solve our urban problems
with technical solutions only.
High-density living,
more green space and even
“Brownfield Tower” and
“Zootopia”. There is a technical
solution to each of these issues,
but are we actually barking up
the wrong tree? If we truly care
about a liveable city and healthy
living environment, then we
actually need to work outside
our discipline to ensure the right
questions are being asked and
strive for the leadership role in
shaping our built environment.
Why do we have to lobby as a
follower but not become the team
leader of urban infrastructure
building? This is where I think
we have failed our younger
generation. But young architects
can be the leader in the future.
We have to work outside our
traditional discipline to gain
the resources in order to make
positive change in our society.
DC
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Typology 類型

Sunday 24th March 2019
2:00 - 3:30pm, City Gallery, Central

Moderator
Tao ZHU 朱濤 (TZ)
Associate Professor, HKU
Panelists
L K CHAN 陳麗喬 (LC)
Founder, arQstudio, aTTempspace
Marvin CHEN 陳沐文 (MC)
Director, AMQ / Amasia
Annette CHU 朱珮汶 (AC)
Director, Eureka
Ken WAI 韋業啟 (KW)
Global Design Principal, Aedas
Rosman WAI 衛翠芷 (RW)
Scholar on Hong Kong Housing
Weijen WANG 王維仁 (WW)
Professor, HKU
Jingxiang ZHU 朱競翔 (JZ)
Associate Professor, CUHK

The Towers: Typology forum attempted to measure the conditions
and map out the constraints that shape tower design in the global and
Hong Kong contexts to better understand the possibilities of freespace
or “free-of-charge spaces” in high-rise architecture. Drawing on panel
members from diverse backgrounds, the forum provided a collective
understanding of towers from the general to the specific. Beginning
from a typological evolution of towers, it recalled key moments,
players and ways of tackling issues of individual tower design. TZ
In additional to structure, core, and envelope, Hong Kong’s tower typology
is unique for its slender size and its stacking of mixed programmes which
create a compact and rich vertical urban fabric that is woven together.
Mapping exercises on tower size in Central show not only average towers
are smaller in footprint when compared to other tall cities like New York,
but also the wide range of tower size from large to small within adjacent
urban blocks. Pencil-like residential towers with small lanes in between
find themselves mixed in with larger office towers. WW

“Taller than the Burj!” was our Greater Bay Area client’s request for an
850m tower. Towers have never been rational. Starting from the rezoning
of the city in Chicago and later New York into small plots where developers
make a profit from adding more floors by building taller, it soon became a
competition of form follows finance or form follows vanity. Cities compete
with each other with the look and height of towers. With taller towers in city
centres come inequality and loss of human scale, but also increasing mixed
usage, such as the Shibuya’s Hakirie megaplex or the Vagelos Education
Centre, New York’s vertical campus. Now there’s the fun factor too – a glass
slide in LA’s US Bank building; fun rides in Las Vegas’ Stratosphere Tower.
But with their massive embodied carbon, towers are always
fighting for energy. Skins need to be intelligent; photovoltaics to generate
electricity, or automatic sun-shading with AI input. In Hong Kong, how
can we tackle the life cycle issues of obsolete buildings? We should look
at adaptive reuse as a new typology. In Sydney, we kept a 60s office
building to build around it and added a residential tower on top of it. KW
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I have built towers with footprints from 300m2 to 3,000m2, the
most typical tower projects being redeveloped from tenement
house lots. Unlike other places, most towers in Hong Kong
do not stand out but are built for survival. We have developed
lots of interesting survival skills and logics that create our very
spectacular concrete jungle – a diamond-shaped plan to allow
two sitting rooms next to the other to look out without being
overlooked. We have strange stackings – an office over a church,
a residential block over a school. We have shops, a kindergarten,
swimming pool, clubhouse, carpark, everything in the same block. In
Hong Kong, we do a very high density instead of dispersed garden
city, enjoying advantages of convenience, time-saving, intimacy,
diversity and privacy while keeping the natural landscape intact. LC

When designing high-rises, efficiency and financial aspects are important. As an
imported product, we need to know the tower’s historical development from Chicago. The
first Chicago School invented the steel frame, Chicago window, elevator and fireproof
construction, and included pioneers like Jenney, Burnham and Root and Louis Sullivan.
The second Chicago School involved institutions like IIT, Mies van der Rohe and SOM. But
I would single out Fazlur Khan, a civil engineer from Bangladesh who worked with SOM.
Khan alone invented several important structural systems – the tube system and the tubewithin-tube system – and designed many record-breaking towers like the John Hancock
Center and Sears Tower. Khan also invented organic solutions for resolving multiple
programmes in highrises and how to transform a rigid structure grid at top into a large span
at lower levels. This kind of heritage is not often mentioned nowadays. JZ

In Hong Kong, we had the Jardine House as the first tube-type
building in Asia back in 1972. Sui Wo Court, also by P&T, offers a beautiful
neighbourhood of residential towers. The competition between Foster
and I.M. Pei also left us with beautiful towers. We have these jewels but
we never know about them. Today, we have to refer to other countries – to
Singapore for merging high-rises with landscape; to Scandinavia and
Canada for using Cross-laminated timber construction. Architects in
Hong Kong need to forget about formal interest and look at the invisible
forces behind these forms. Otherwise, we are losing control of the vertical
efficiency of towers. In some cases, we have a 40% efficient which may
mean we need a 6m floor-to-floor height for a 3m net height, which is a
huge waste of public money and harm to the whole industry. JZ

Other than vertical urban fabric, I am also fascinated by the
potentials of creating vertical voids and sky patios in towers,
as well as connecting towers at their upper levels to form
3-dimensional urban spaces. For the Hong Kong Polytechnic
University Community College in Hung Hom, I participated in
its design and it was my first effort to create a system of urban
patios that move upwards. The existing sky-bridges that link
up towers in Central suggest the possibility of upper level
connections. If these can be carefully coordinated according
to specific datum levels, then something like an urban
infrastructure strategy can be developed. WW
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One thing when we come to think about architecture is that people haven’t changed
much. Imagine all those vernacular architecture which has been there for thousands of
years. They were built to fulfill basic needs, using local materials and limited resources.
Yet they are still amazing designs. All these make you think about the future, about
innovation and about the problems the earth is facing. Buildings are actually one of the
largest energy consumers in the world, especially the super high towers that use lots of
energy. Can we borrow anything from traditional wisdom? For example, you can have
urban windows so that the building doesn’t break the local breezeway or you can have sky
gardens and courtyards. All these initiatives are very much the same strategies adopted
in the olden days by our ancestors. MC
Right now, the Housing Authority has built 780,000 flats in 185
housing estates. In each estate, there are at least a few tower
blocks. Since 1954 when we started to have public housing, its
design has reflected social changes. In the 1960s, an era with
strengthened sense of identity among Hong Kong people, Wah
Fu Estate was the first time the design intention was to embrace
the neighbourhood. We had twin towers with balconies facing
inwards to enhance interaction between neighbours. In 1972, the
government launched the 10-year Housing Programme to cope
with new town development. It developed the Trident Block, a
more efficient type of 32 storeys. In the 80s, the Harmony Block
launched mechanized modular construction. Starting from the
millennium, site-specific design was introduced to address
concerns about the cityscape and sustainability. All design
evolution comes from the needs of society. Now, the question we
need to ask ourselves is what our problems and needs are, so that
we can better design our future towers. RW
I grew up in a tower, so I thought the spatial experience of living
in towers was very normal until I went to England to study and I
saw a photo of my estate on Winy Maas’s book FARMAX. They
were actually studying how Hong Kong towers are always related
to density. At Eureka, one of our early projects Roofscapes was
inspired by Hong Kong movie scenes. We stacked this continuation
of inside and outside spatial experience and modelled them into
towers. Our VB tower “Gondola Market” attempts to redefine
the value of “free GFA features”. Now used mainly for cleaning
windows, gondolas will be modified and installed between façade
features. Our tower proposes to reclaim the free air-space in
front of individual flats collectively as an upward extension of the
disappearing street markets. Travelling up and down the tower
using the gondolas, strangers could meet residents of the towers.
Balconies, bay windows, air-conditioning platforms would be
transformed into stalls, bar counters, shelves.... AC

Typical Low-rise Floor Plan 1:500
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Ground Floor Plan 1:400

Typical Medium-rise Floor Plan 1:500

Fig. 1: Circular windows that featured Jardine House.

Fig.2: Huge angular columns supporting the facade allowing more light for the lower levels.

Fig.3: Modular interior working spaces aligning with circular windows.
Notes
1. "HK Jardine House," Wikimedia Commons, accessed March 17, 2018, https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:HK_Jardine_House.jpg.
2."Jardine House," Hong Kong Land, accessed February 14, 2018, http://www.hkland.com/en/properties/
china/hong-kong/jardine-house.html
3. "Workplace Jardine House," Bean Buro, accessed March 27, 2018, http://www.beanburo.com/workplacejardine-house/.

Longitudinal Section 1:500

East Elevation 1:500
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Discussion
The Building Regulations are very
much based on the assumption
that you are going to build illegal
construction for extra floor area,
therefore the government is doing
everything to stop you from doing
that. I think the Housing Authority
has the possibility to make
changes, have better designs, and
to create manoeuvring room for
regulations. When they do that,
private developers can follow. So
I’m very curious to ask architects
of the Housing Authority what
they think of Singapore's housing.
If Singapore’s housing has roof
gardens and so on, why can't we
have such things? WW
Developers make money out
of property, it is the only way.
That’s why all the brains are
researching how to get around
the Building Regulations and why
the government says you can’t
do things. I think we should really
be diversifying the economy
by investing in innovation and
technology. When there’s
something else to do to make
money, you can then introduce
new spaces for living, working and
enjoyment for the whole society.
KW

It’s easy to criticize public housing
but when we are talking about
towers, I don't find those like Tai
Koo Shing or Mei Foo any better
than public housing. We need
to look at the whole community
because there are really the
constraints that we need to utilize
every inch. RW
Hong Kong is not an open
market. It’s so hard to expand
the pool – good architects and
designers from outside cannot
easily enter and compete in Hong
Kong. Sometimes we lose really
good competitors with our system.
So a collective way forward has
to be found as housing is always
a collective effort. Architects,
engineers, contractors, planners,
decision makers and investors
need to form a community. JZ
Collectivity is not only for the
professionals. When we are
talking about towers, we may need
to look at them collectively but not
their individual forms. Hong Kong
is so dense that the effect of all
these vertical towers together is
horizontal. From there we can look
at them from the cityscape’s point
of view. RW

We always think of architecture
like it’s fashion and that we must
make sexy forms and iconic
buildings. But on the other end
of the spectrum is housing, this
basic need. LC
When we talk about how Hong
Kong architecture can be better,
for me it is about space and
spatial quality. As for housing
design, maybe the spatial quality
is not there because you are
bound to have a certain size per
unit. In Singapore, the HDB there
is able to give public housing
projects to private architects,
so there’s open competition
to get the best design. There’s
something about the system we
can work on. WW
We should always remember the
good quality of spaces and create
spaces for people. I agree it’s not
about form but how the form can
create real spaces. Even when
the scale is small, that’s very
important. How far can you push
your design as an architect? I
think these are also questions for
all of us to consider. AC
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Structure / Envelope / Sustainability 結構、表層、可持續性
Sunday 24th March 2019
3:30 - 5:00pm, City Gallery, Central

Moderator
Thomas TSANG 曾慶豪 (TT)
Associate Professor, HKU
Panelists
Florence CHAN 陳麗姍 (FC)
Director, KPF
Vincent CHENG 鄭世有 (VC)
Director, ARUP
Karl CHU 朱瑞麟 (KC)
Founder, Metaxy
David DERNIE (DD)
Professor, CUHK
Hai LIN 林海 (HL)
Associate Director, ARUP
Angela PANG 彭一欣 (AP)
Principal, PangArchitect

The Towers: Structure Forum discussed specific aspects of tower
design by bringing together architects, engineers, academic
and critic. In 1853, Elisha Otis publicly demonstrated the safety
brake for elevators that prevented the elevator from dropping
in case the cable was cut off. Six years later, the Cooper Union
for the Advancement of Science and Art was opened in New
York. It was the first co-educational “free school” in the spirit of
freespace. It was the tallest building in New York City in 1859,
with a classical stone facade but a steel structural frame. Then,
when no building in New York had an elevator, the school's
founder Peter Cooper included an empty cylindrical shaft in the
six-storey building, which he imagined would house an elevator
in the future when the technology was available to achieve it. TT

Tower floor plate is generally featured by a central or
side core that takes up 30-40% of floor-plate area,
resulting in rectilinear perimeter spaces around the core.
A close examination of elements within the core, such
as elevators and stairs, is a way to reformulate the core
and liberate tower design from the current norm. New
inventions such as traction-based elevators can free the
core from being strictly vertical. Use of elevators with
emergency power and management plans that allow
them to be safely used for emergency evacuations can
help alleviate the current reliance on egress stairs. By
reducing the footprint of the core, tower floor plate will
enjoy higher levels of flexibility, allowing more variety of
programmes to take place – the premise of the Typical
Plan. FC
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In Hong Kong we have grown neutral to living high up and in compact space, but it
is definitely the inferior choice when compared to low rise and larger living space.
On top of this, the city is facing challenges with climate change and increasingly
strong typhoons. Solutions to these problems go beyond managing problems
with the treatment of facades – they call for a collective effort between engineers,
urban planners and architects. The solutions also need to be future-proof, not only
tackling our problems but those of our next generations as well. VC
It is safe to assume that fifty years from now our lives will be
very different. Right now we base our architecture on solving
current problems, but it is completely irresponsible for us not
to think about the present in relation to the past and the future.
We are moving towards a new kind of architecture that I call
“genetic architecture” – this means buildings that can grow
and build themselves, forming multiple possible configurations
as necessary. Eventually, we are moving from a solid, material
regime to a liquid, plasma regime of architecture. Only through
understanding such concepts can we radically trans-form the
way we think about an architecture for the future. KC
Towers present challenges to questions of human
well being and the balance of the natural and built
environments. They provide a tiny capsule-like living
space and thrust us into a world of looking downwards. We
build towers for reasons of financial gain, but is that really
how we want to coexist on the planet? The alternatives
to density are much less well explored and perhaps
more ambiguous, but in the current climate crisis we
might usefully begin by taking the natural world as
a key driver. By designing towers as isolated objects,
we are barricading ourselves from the natural world.
Instead we should look to the natural world for imaginative
approaches to not only rethinking the form of towers
but also the interdependence of our dense cities and the
natural environment. It is a problem of relational thinking in
design, about what makes a heathy planet rather than the
next highly profitable uniquely shaped tall form. DD
Despite having different shapes and massing,
the structural system of a tower can be separated
into its perimeter structure and its core. More and
more innovative structure and facade integration
has been made possible with advancements in
computational tools and the collaboration between
structural engineers, architects, government bureaus
and contractors. The China Resources HQ tower
demonstrates this by using a curvilinear structural
facade to accommodate the changing core size
between lower, middle and high segments of the
building, allowing column-free spaces to be created
in the interiors. Generally, earlier involvement of
engineers in design optimization of shape, structural
system and materials will help with balancing
performance and cost. HL
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In our research on tower precedents, we
wondered how we can make space in a vertical
building without following the conventions
of a tower where space revolves around a
structural core. We want to first treat structure
independently from circulation as this poses
another set of issues. We want to dissolve the
core into an infinite number of vertical support
that allows us to find new ways of making space.
From this came the concept for our exhibited
tower: to create a landscape of columns that
replace the core. Where the columns have a
strong presence at the base due to the logic of
support, the density of the columns reduces
as the plans proceed up. The plans become
more free towards to create an open horizon. A
gradated abstraction of space is created. The
typology of the plans in a tower is no longer
limited to the core and structural grid framework
as we have accepted it conventionally. AP

Discussion
How do you approach designing
a tower?
After so many years of
collaboration among architects,
engineers and specialists, we
do not have a total solution to
architecture. It is a constant
challenge to decide what the
objective of our designs should
be: whether it is more important
that the building achieves
sustainability or to create spaces
for people to enjoy and create
good memories. VC
During the design stage, we
spent most of the time not just on
the building form and the core,
but also on the lower part of the
tower where it interfaces with the
ground and its surroundings. It is
where the human dimensions is
particular needed, and it helps to
connect users to the tower. FC
I always see the relationship
between a building and its
surroundings as the first
consideration. There is thinking
that goes into making a new
building fit into an existing site,

with suitable massing, shape,
and structure system; but it is a
different situation when you are
designing in a new district and
need to declare the difference you
are trying to make. In high-tech
towers, the cost of architect’s
intent and structure etc. is usually
lower than that of a building’s daily
operation; we need to elaborate
operation aspects during the
design stage as well. HL
The curators have set the “100
Towers” exhibition with four core
types as bases for the exhibitors
to design their own towers. The
idea of the core sets a framework
for the challenge. You have to
think about what it is you’re trying
to say beyond just the physical
form-making. AP
We often work under the
premise that we are looking
for the most eco-sustainable,
most popular, most functionally
efficient building. But I think that
architecture depends on the
cultural, local, contextual situation.
You have to entirely intervene into
the existing framework in order

to find a suitable function for the
architecture – it is not always
about optimization. KC
How do we build “sustainably”?
“Sustainable” describes actions
we do today that don’t prejudice
what people want to do tomorrow.
But the truth is that there is so
much remedial work to be done
in order for future generations to
enjoy what we have today. Being
“sustainable” no longer suffices
we should be thinking about
ways to be “regenerative”. DD
There is no such thing as
sustainable capitalism;
democracy, capitalism and the
environment always end up
bumping heads with each other.
KC
With water and concrete being
the two most consumed materials
on earth, I believe this is not
just a problem in the discussion
of towers but in the field of
architecture and construction. AP
Revisit user expectation and
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design standards such as relaxing
the maximum waiting time for an
elevator are approaches that can
reduce the core size. It is also
about integrated design – simply
using a high performance glass
facade can increase operational
efficiency very effectively. VC
The construction (and demolition)
of buildings takes up a lot of energy
and resources. Being able to keep
a building, and adapt it to the
constant changing demands of the
market will be key to sustainability.
A lot of historic buildings are given
a new life with adaptive reuses.
Some towers in Hong Kong get
knocked down at 30-40 years
old because they no longer fit
market requirements. That points
to limitations of our contemporary
architecture. In current conditions,
where most cores stand in the
middle of the floor plate, a lot of
flexibility is compromised due
to the narrow spaces createsd
around them, preventing those
spaces from being turned into
other types of space when
necessary. FC

There are several simple ways
to improve the way we build.
First, build with the intention of
keeping the building functional
for 150 years. Second, build so
that the materials can be reused
afterwards. Third, material
innovation helps us move towards
alternative natural building
material, or materials with lower
embodied energy. Fourth, forget
funny shapes – they cost the
planet and often don’t work! DD
Both the design and operation
have an impact on the efficiency
of a building. Neither is more
important than the other. As for
the durability of a building, it
seems to depend on the context in
which it is built. In mainland China
today, cities are quickly upgraded,
and people are changing their
minds and behaviour so quickly that
it is difficult to predict what wil be
needed in 20 years’ time. Perhaps
by then, however, once society
and the economy have calmed
down, people will have more time
and money to think of how to plan,
design and construct buildings
that last for 100 years. HL
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Commons / Community / Programme 公共、社區、功能
Friday 29th March 2019
5:00 - 6:20pm, City Gallery, Central

Moderator
Thomas CHUNG 鍾宏亮 (TC)
Associate Professor, CUHK
Panelists
AU Fai 歐暉 (AF)
Principal, O Studio
Tim LI 李民偉 (TL)
Senior Architect, HKHA
Eric SCHULDENFREI 邵達輝 (ES)
Head of Department, HKU
Ida SZE 施琪珊 (IS)
Co-founder, Ida&Billy Architects
Larry TSOI 蔡暉 (LT)
Director, Atelier Global
Tao ZHU 朱濤 (TZ)
Associate Professor, HKU

The Towers: Commons Forum explored the common
denominators of collective living in Hong Kong that address the
city’s tight constraints across different domains – statistical,
institutional, cultural, topographical. The panelists highlighted
diverse architectural tactics: from public housing to individual
design speculations; from recalling common memories of urban
experience to anticipating the potentials of human agency; and
ingenious tectonic reconfigurations responding to socio-cultural
and environmental conditions. TC
First, Hong Kong’s extraordinary density is made
possible by its converse city-nature distribution. Can
a single tower achieve the dual-feature of densifying
one part and emptying the other? Second, the
dichotomy of water and mountain gives a unique
urban pattern. All the commercial towers rush to the
waterfront for the view, while the residential towers
look towards the mountain. Can a single tower
achieve the dual-feature of containing the office/
commercial part that faces water and the residential
mountains? Third, we discover that there are three
tiers of floor-to-floor height that can accommodate
all programmes and urban life within the building:
3m for housing; 4.5-6m for commercial; 9-12m for
public transport and urban space, etc. Can a single
tower achieve the triple-feature of containing three
tiers of floor-to-floor heights that accommodate all
programmes? We reorganized the tower so that
the horizontal and vertical slabs interlock while the
vertical cores freely float within the floors. The point
is that we can still create freedom, something freeof-charge, under the extremely harsh conditions of
Hong Kong. TZ
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In Hong Kong, architects achieve maximum efficiency by making
everything inside the residential unit as big as possible but
everything outside the flat very tiny. In my teaching, the most
interesting outcome from students is that the circulation space,
lobby and the communal space are being considered extensions
of the unit itself. For Tetris Living, each resident would insert
their choice of “basic blocks” into the tower. More instances of
“misfits” between units mean more shared communal space.
In Hong Kong, beyond complex issues such as planning guidelines
and building regulations, I think that the most vital thing are our own
expectations. If the general public just accepts residential highrises as they are practiced currently, we will never get something
new, instead these will become our only available choices. I have
tried to raise questions about efficiency and hope the general
public will think about this as more than just numbers. AF
Our tower design “Highrise - Stairs Street” explores how we
can form communal spaces inside a high-rise. We related to
our experiences and memories of the city. Ladder streets are
typical because Hong Kong is hilly. There is a rich diversity of
dimension and informal uses, and changing vistas offer a very
interesting experience. Our tower design is a continuation of this
ladder street experience from the city. The bottom is narrow,
the middle is more open and compressed as it goes up and
the top is open to the sky. It doesn’t mean you have to climb up
the stairs every day, but occasionally you have the chance to
connect to different neighborhoods and have this collection of
experiences in a high-rise. IS
Human agency is about each of us believing that we have the power to do something to
our built environment. For our tower design “Interstitial Landscape”, we created different
types of interstitial parts, such as a fountain, forest, gallery, art bridge, and column that can
go into existing towers. This suggests the idea that we have the power to shape our spaces
and make adjustments. We noticed that Hong Kong is a rather serious city, so we designed
these elements that allow play to happen. As a concept, we are thinking of extreme cases
of public housing in which you can’t control the very small living space you are given. We
think we can structure a bridge between which is why we call it “Interstitial Landscape”. The
city is not something that is handed off as an idea that you have to fit within, but something
you want to evolve, to take ownership of, to change and reconfigure. ES
Hong Kong’s rising population and limited buildable
land push our boundaries towards the sky. But does
that mean that we have to leave behind lively communal
spaces on the ground,? In our tower, we think about
a core and a shell. Can we design a more livable and
walkable core? We turn street space with the blocks
and in-between spaces into a vertical walkable core
with programmes, shared spaces and outdoor gardens.
For the shell, we have a lattice plugging in a framework
that users can choose. We try to attract visitors to look
through the permeable skin and crossover the living
units and the public spaces that can create many
“unexpectancies” that can be associated with the
multifaceted and diverse character of Hong Kong. LT
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In our exhibited towers, we used four angles to narrate the Housing
Authority’s story. Tower of History has four compartments to cover
the 65 years of the public housing history and evolution. Tower of
Design reveals the standard modular flat design. As land resources
are so limited, we need to optimize site potential. The modular flats
units are like LEGO blocks, which can be assembled to respond to
site constraints. Tower of Element illustrates the use of prefabrication
technology in public housing. We continue to extend the use of precast
concrete components with the aim of using up to 90% precast rate, and
to explore the Modular Integrated Construction (MiC) concept via pilot
projects. Tower of People recounts collective stories projected through
videos and photo collages interwoven with mirror reflections of visitors.
For public housing in Hong Kong, we may not have the luxury to have
spacious units but we endeavour to build green and healthy homes for
low-income families in need. TL
Discussion
Efficiency is one of the keywords
for living in Hong Kong. Sometime
we need to reimagine some of
the general concepts here in
order to set free innovative minds.
My recent experience in a town
planning process has triggered
me to rethink the definition of
efficiency. The statutory town
planning process in a rigid time
frame needs to consider different
stakeholders’ opinions in its
approval. But from time to time, not
all stakeholders will be satisfied
with the result of this rigid planning
process. This dissatisfaction can
lead to conflict, making the later
design and construction stages
difficult and therefore possibly
affecting the overall success of the
project. I think when we rethink the
concept of efficiency, we should
consider overall quality, including
stakeholder expectations on top
of time and cost. TL

how to have those ideas heard. ES

You mentioned the word
innovation, I think innovation
requires opportunity. When we
look at Michael Wolf’s photos of
the city everything is so mundane
and organized and almost all
the same. Then you look at
the tower exhibits and see a
completely different city. How to
have these ideas reach the Town
Planning Board? It’s about how to
communicate such tower designs
into the policies. The key part is

Who decides? Who sets the
efficiency criteria for us? If I cannot
ask developers to be less efficient,
can we ask the Housing Authority
because our government is
supposedly push for innovation and
quality? If we are to build the City
of Tomorrow, can we build Lantau
Tomorrow differently? WW

There are timeless human
needs like playfulness, diversity,
possibility and the common needs
of the time. There was the need for
security when the city first began
and those when the city became
a metropolis. Now we talk about
sustainability and the needs of
today. As architects, we are given
a brief which is something that the
client wants, but at the same time
we also know what human beings
want, so we try to capture this
opportunity to meet both needs. IS
Architects need to let go of some of
their ego because we need some
collectiveness to work out buildings
that really work. We need to work
with end users, ask them how they
would use the space, and then we
create that space, instead of just
imposing what we want for them. LT

The Housing Authority is selffinanced, and the building
committee approves all budgets.

So, theoretically, the committee
can actually decide initiatives like
having more communal areas or
bigger modular units. However, we
are dealing with public resources,
so if those initiatives touch on
sensitive issues like production
number and public housing
waiting time, we need to listen
to different voices and consider
pubic expectations. Those sensitive
questions will attract public
debate, and probably also debate
at the Legislative Council level.
We need to build consensus
on such issues within society. In
my opinion, If we want to start
a change, we should start with
people not rules. TL
I have two concrete suggestions.
For whatever new land there is, cut
it into smaller street blocks to stop
gigantic shopping malls from killing
the city. What makes Manhattan
so lovely is the small street blocks.
Transportation is about efficiency,
but street is about experience
and communal life. Then on urban
regulations, like Manhattan dealing
with its housing crisis, where all
the developments had to build
50% affordable housing, we
should impose a percentage of
affordable housing and also of free
space. Just imagine if all towers
were forced to build 10% of space
for free, then Hong Kong will be
changed. TZ
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City of Tomorrow 明日城市

Sunday 20th May 2019
2:00 - 3:30pm, Heritage Discovery Centre, Kowloon Park, Tsim Sha Tsui
Moderator
Weijen WANG 王維仁 (WW)
Professor, HKU
Panelists
Joel Chan 陳祖聲 (JC)
President, HKIUD
Thomas Cheung 張廣揚 (TCh)
Founder,
Cheung Kong-Yeung architects
Ivan Fu 符展成 (IF)
Director, LWK & Partners
Freddie Hai 解端泰 (FH)
Director, Rocco Design Architects
Associates
Raymond Lee 李啟榮 (RL)
JP, Director of Planning
Frank Leung 梁以立 (FLe)
Founder and Principal, VIA
Bernard Lim 林雲峰 (BL)
Principal, AD+RG
Respondents
Marvin Chen 陳沐文 (MC)
Director, AMQ / Amasia
PPHKIA
Wallace Chang 鄭炳鴻 (WC)
Associate professor, HKU
Andy Leung 梁傑文 (AL)
Managing Director,
Ronald Lu & Partners
Felix Li 李國興 (FL)
President, HKIA
Johnny Mok 莫偉堅 (JM)
Director, A&D Surveyors Ltd
Paul Mui 梅鉅川 (PM)
Adjunct Assistant Professor, HKU
William Tsang 曾偉倫 (WT)
Senior Architect, ArchSD

This forum addressed ways of shaping better architectural
and urban spaces for high-density Hong Kong. While the
government is planning new housing in projects such as
Lantau Tomorrow Vision, how we can design towers with more
flexibility and innovation, allow programmatic interventions
as well as possibilities for public accessibility and communal
green spaces at various levels? How can we improve planning
mechanisms, such as considering new methods of coverage and
plot ratio calculations, for establishing a three-dimensional
vertical fabric for Hong Kong?
The issues raised included porosity, connectivity,
diversity, and housing Innovation. How to encourage more
porous high-rises with accessible sky-gardens, terraces and
patios? How to incentivise better public connectivity at strategic
levels between towers by providing sky-bridges? How to
facilitate diversity for architecture and urban spaces through
reconsidering land parcelisation and infrastructure planning
and design? How to explore innovative housing design that has
communal sky-gardens and accessible semi-outdoor spaces at
different levels? WW
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Architecture and urban design
The 1,000 hectares of Lantau Tomorrow is roughly seven times that of Kwu
Tung North NDA in Fanling, how can we not avoid repeat its conventional
new town planning approach simply repeating seven times in Lantau
Tomorrow? In Singapore, The Pinnacle and many other high-rises have
connected sky gardens at refuge floors; in Dubai, they can have huge
overhangs, in Taiwan they can have large off-set balconies up to 25% of
the flat area. We need a better governance and a more flexible regulations
that promote creative livable and sustainable design. Through the urban
transformation of old districts such as Kwun Tong, can we create variety
in the city environment by relaxing building heights instead of sticking to
the doctrine of the harbour front principles of monotonous building height
profile, say for example connecting the 100m high rooftops of existing
industrial buildings with the refuge floors of newly redeveloped towers,
utilizing under-utilized roof and refuge areas in the city for better connectivity
and enjoyment? JC
Of course we all support the forum’s four keywords, but I have three
points to make today. First, existing rules and regulations are here for a
reason and cannot be easily discarded. There are examples of creative
design like Zaha’s Innovation Tower at Polytechnic University, City
University’s Creative Media Centre and the West Kowloon terminus that
work within the prevailing rules. Second, it is inappropriate to adopt a
prescriptive approach in planning. We have to allow for creative design
initiatives in adapting to changing community needs and aspirations.
Third, we must ensure integration of urban design considerations in
the early stage of infrastructure projects while integrating them with
urban design principles early on. We should ask ourselves how can
we proactively engage in transforming our regulations to address our
present and future needs. RL
In building economics, bringing retail / commercial programmes up to
high levels puts a lot of pressure on vertical circulation. In urban design,
we think it is too mechanical and limiting to determine our urban skyline
based on preserving the view of mountain ridge lines from arbitrary visual
perspectives or certain viewpoints. Instead, can we invert the roofscape’s
undulating profile by bringing it down to become streetscape, keeping the
rich retail commercial programmes down below? We can create a new
datum on the roof and make it a new surface and destination on which we
can place ‘spiritual’, sports or recreational functions. There are examples
in history of rooftop activities, like rooftop car-track at the Fiat Factory in
Turin or Bernard Tschumi’s competition entry for the National Library of
France in Paris that had a running track on top of the library. FH
My angle is more practical. In some old districts like
Sai Ying Pun, street experience in the older fabric can
be improved. In our landlocked site, we amalgamated
older lots. We surrendered 30% of the site coverage
in exchange for bonus area in the tower above,
gaining a luxurious 3.5m floor-to-floor height. More
importantly we gave back to the neighbourhood by
widening the pedestrian routes, getting rid of an
alleyway dead-end to improve the public realm. We
think streetscape is an important urban element to
consider for tower design as well. TCh
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Architects are always working under strict regulations when it comes to housing
design. Take ODA’s Jackson Avenue project in New York City for example. The
studio challenged the city’s rules to propose an innovative solution for housing
developments. They used the term “unboxing the tower” to describe structures that
have an articulated envelope with stepped balconies and terraces, although this is
really a horizontal high-rise due to limitations in the city’s typologies. In Hong Kong,
we have Montane Mansion (海山樓). The building reflects the way of life of a bygone
era, but over the years it has also evolved and grown organically from within the
apartment units. This is what our project “Scaffold/Cell” attempts to illustrate. FLe
Mechanisms, rules, stakeholders
The remit of the Building Ordinance is preventive: to ensure public health and safety, rather
than to promote innovation. We don’t have any urban design implementation mechanism,
and the Town Planning Ordinance is our only tool for translating urban design, even though
it is undoubtedly inadequate. For example, the masses of in-depth studies done for the
Kai Tak Development were distilled down to Outline Zoning Plans which only indicate and
control land use, building height, intensity and Non-Building Area (NDA). All the great ideas
for environmental design became irrelevant and were lost in translation. We don’t lack
design talent or vision, we lack effective systems and mechanisms. At Dills Corner in Kwu
Tung, we looked at innovative ideas like underground urban waste management, car-free
zones, the whole smart city idea of using big data, you name it. But our system inherently
lacks the tools to bring these kind of ideas forward for execution. IF
It is crucial to be aware of the 'four-stakeholders relationship', between
the general public, government authority, project proponent and
designer, each with their different interests and goals. Designers strive
for design quality and progressive visions, project proponents (who may
be developers) consider financial return, government authorities have a
tricky job to deliver and take criticisms, usually by the public stakeholders.
The realization of the city vision and safeguarding of the public
realm is also controlled by the 'three-jackets system' – Town Planning
Ordinance (TPO), Buildings Ordinance (BO) and Lease Control. Over
the years, these regulatory mechanisms have responded to various
public concerns, avoiding undesirable situations such as the ‘wall
effect’, bulky buildings, ‘inflated flats’, etc. The challenge for innovative
design is always (a lack of) time to satisfy all the control mechanisms
that balance the diverging interests of the four stakeholders in order to
realize what is best for the city. AL
We need regulations and controls, but on things like site
coverage, plot ratio exemption to encourage better design,
can there be flexibility, room for negotiation? WW
The Town Planning Board (TPB) needs to be reformed.
Hong Kong is no longer a ‘town’. It needs to be planned
on different scales and layers, and be district specific.
To bring about change, empowerment and gearing are
important. At the district level, architects and planners
need to be more involved in projects and follow through
the whole process in the long run. Then there needs
to be an effective gearing mechanism, like the EKEO.
Developers can be geared in the early planning stages
to consider things like street design. WC
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Some argue that it is not easy to talk about flexibility with government officials because of
liability. While rules and regulations concern things that architects “cannot do”, we should
focus on defining what we “can do”. We should have rules and agree on “opportunities”,
through competition, engagement or expert advice from big names, and incorporate
those ideas into guidelines. Once those ideas have been proven to be worth doing, then
they can be realized. Hong Kong should set up statutory urban design guidelines. This way,
government officials could agree that any design with reference to the guidelines is policy
driven and happily approve it. The existing Town Planning Ordinance and Lease Control
view Hong Kong as a homogeneous city, requiring equality for all districts. The reality is
more complicated, for example the New Territories and Central are very different. WT
The development process is a complex one. We should come up
with solutions tailor-made for Hong Kong. We cannot copy methods
from other cities and apply them to address our problems. We need
to work on our own strengths in coming up with innovative solution.
Planning, design, development control and implementation are all
different concepts. Planning is not design. TPB / OZP mechanisms
are for development control purposes – they are not appropriate
tools to promote good design. Planning itself involves a lot more than
development control, so purely relying on building height control does
not produce good urban design. It really requires a mindset change of
all development-related professionals to appreciate and aspire to good
urban design before any meaning discussion on effective restrictions or
prescriptive design requirements can take place. RL

Lantau Tomorrow Vision:
an opportunity
Lantau Tomorrow Vision is a very
good opportunity to be a pilot
scheme for large-scale local
urban planning on reclaimed
land combined with advanced
urban infrastructural planning.
The government should present
a clearer vision for the project.
A special planning commission
could also be formed for the
project to implement new
regulations dedicated only for
the Lantau Tomorrow Vision.
Furthermore, design competitions
to gather innovative ideas could be

held. With such an arrangement,
planning could be engaged with the
public and might gain more public
support. The government could also
consider having a planning process
that could be re-assessed every
few years to adapt to social and
technological changes. FL
The government tries to
emphasize how this will provide
job opportunities for local
architects, but the more important
aspect should be how the project
will impact the city’s future. It

is all of our responsibilities to
collectively grasp this opportunity
for self-transformation. MC
Lantau Tomorrow should be a
laboratory, a special zone with
different rules, a new battleground
to test a completely new system.
We need holistic design, an
overview with centralized
executive authority such as a
Commissioner. We need to get
away from today’s TPO and BO to
have any chance of getting closer
to our vision. IF
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A Planning Commissioner
If we look at cities abroad, there
is always a centralized authority
encouraging innovation. From
Sydney, New York, Paris to
Singapore, they all have some
sort of commissioner with
strong leadership, often led by
a group of urban design-trained
professionals. JC
EKEO and West Kowloon
Cultural District Authority are
two exemplary organizations
that enable inter-departmental
coordination. I suggest setting up
a Lantau Tomorrow Office, a group
or task force, it could even be
under the TPB, or under the Metro
Planning Committee. BL

had vision. There used to be ‘bond
meetings’ and ‘stick meetings’
for some infrastructure projects
such as West Rail that brought a
group of civil servants together to
resolve issues. FH
It is more important to have
a new visionary commission
than to fight for flexibility in the
existing Building Ordinance.
The Commission should be
responsible for coordination
from the earliest procedure like
laying down infrastructure by
CEDD and working with a number

In London which is actually
quite conservative, the Planning
Commissioner has the power
to lead and coordinate a
development project. That's
how Lloyd’s and the Gherkin got
realized. In the past, Hong Kong
Design competitions
Another way to get creative
designs is through design
competitions or open calls.
Copenhagen’s renowned Finger
Plan was a 1950s winning entry
that has driven the city’s planning
until now, making Copenhagen
one of the most livable cities
in the world. We can also learn
from the recent experience of
Mainland China. Qianhai is a
staged development, the initial
urban design concepts came
from James Corner’s winning
scheme and then Arup worked on
the implementation process. It
is now almost completed and we
can see the results. JC
From the experience of
Shenzhen’s Bao’an District
Development, it took only
six months for the Chinese
government to complete a
competition with two stages.
In stage one, an international

open call was organized.
The Urban Planning &
Design Institute of Shenzhen
formulated a comprehensive
planning brief, which included
all the technical aspects such
as environmental impact
assessment, transport
planning, conservation, etc.
The jury panel was formed by
international experts. Selection
was done by voting after
discussion and debate. Open
lectures were also organized
to share the jury’s aspirations
and insights. In stage two,
shortlisted teams were invited
to Shenzhen to meet the jury
panel. Representatives from
different departments in
Shenzhen attended to provide
technical analysis. At the end
the winning team had to work
closely with the government
UPDIS to improve the scheme.
BL

of departments from the Leisure
and Cultural Services Department
to the Highways Department.
Only by doing this can the design
opportunity be maximised. WT
The Director of Planning can
also set up a commission
or committee. Ideally, the
committee could be led by a
public official and an academic
/ scholar figure, but private
practitioners can be involved as
expert committees. JM
Strong Leadership from the
government is key, because even
procedures can be amended for
a reason. Also, the stakeholder
of ‘client’ or developer is also
important, especially if the client
trusts the architect, then more
things can be pushed. For the
Lantau Tomorrow commission,
major developer clients could also
be invited to give suggestions to
the debate. PM

In the process, the government
valued the opinions from
scholars and practitioners, but
the government made the final
decision. WW
If we are to organise a
competition for the Lantau
Tomorrow Vision, HKIA should
continue our long-term
cooperation with UABB, the
Hong Kong Institute of Planners
(HKIP), Hong Kong Designer
Association (HKDA), the Hong
Kong Institution of Engineers
(HKIE), etc and get experts from
different professions involved.
BL
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Beyond: Belt & Road 一帶一路
Sunday 20th April 2019
2:00 - 3:30pm, City Gallery, Central

Moderator
Thomas CHUNG 鍾宏亮 (TC)
Associate Professor, CUHK
Weijen WANG 王維仁 (WW)
Professor, HKU
Panelists
Merve Bedir (MB)
Co-founder,
Land + Civilization Compositions,
Aformal Academy
Angus Chan 陳錦棠 (AC)
Director, P&T Group
Thomas Cheung 張廣揚 (TCh)
Founder,
Cheung Kong-Yeung architects
Jason Hilgefort (JH)
Co-founder,
Land + Civilization Compositions,
Aformal Academy
Bernard Lim 林雲峰 (BL)
Principal, AD+RG
PPHKIA, PPHKIUD
Andrew Xu 徐翥 (AX)
Assistant Professor, HKU

The Towers Beyond: Belt & Road extended our discussion on
Vertical Fabric exhibition to China’s ambitious Belt & Road
initiative. With both strategic and economic aims, the BRI
envisions infrastructural connectivity across Afro-Euro-Asia via
construction of overland trade corridors through Central Asia
to Europe as well as a maritime “string of pearls” connecting to
India, the Middle East and Africa. Some see the BRI as necessary
to facilitate China’s economic transformation by investing abroad
to build regional infrastructure in Asia and beyond, while others
regard it as China’s grand project to expand its influence globally.
With Hong Kong’s expertise in urban planning, engineering
and architecture, what roles can our design professionals play?
What positions should practices and academia take? How can
Hong Kong’s experience in high-rise architecture and compact
urbanism contribute in a meaningful way? TC
The Silk Road has a long history that began after military conquests,
when ancient civilizations interacted in trade and religion (Buddhism),
where merchants, missionaries and pilgrims enabled cross-cultural
dialogue. In the first phase we had at least three tower traditions: four
to five storey timber towers in Han dynasty Chang’an, the earthen core
hemispherical stupas in India and multi-storey, tiered constructions
topped with long spires in Central Asia. Next during the ‘Golden age’
(medieval Tang, 5th-9th centuries), trade prospered and cities developed
(Xian, Guangzhou, the Srivijaya empire, Kyoto and Nara, etc.), buildings
became monumental in scale, especially engendering thousands of high
rise pagodas in Luoyang. In the 11th century, Hindu temples reached 60
metres in height, subsequently influencing the Khmer culture and Angkor
Wat. China finally achieved sophisticated timber towers up to nine storeys
tall with usable floor space. Their rings of structural reinforcements are
similar in principle to modern high-rises. AX
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P&T has worked in over 73 Belt & Road countries. In Africa,
Dubai and Sri Lanka, there is demand for more luxurious
residential buildings due to the rise of the middle class.
In more developed Indonesia and Malaysia, we revitalize
some of the older areas while building in new ones. Vietnam
is playing catch up and has ambitious masterplans to
develop, while in the Philippines we focus on more luxurious
residences. Working in Belt & Road countries, it is a real
challenge getting to know the local culture and traditions of
the place rather than just focusing on the overview in Asia.
AC

Besides the old silk and new silk roads, China is also investing in “digital silk roads”
– virtual highways that run on satellites, optical fibre and AA1 networks, etc. We try to
understand, map out and visualize what is happening with the Belt & Road Initiative on the
ground – geographical connections, investment plans and infrastructure constructions.
We call it “Constellation Urbanism”. For this way, the rural is assumed to be a
continuation of the urban. A related concept is the “special economic zone” or territories
of exception or concession – like Hong Kong itself, Shenzhen and other historical
examples. We see this idea of connecting a constellation of exceptional territories as
the foundational basis of the Belt & Road initiative. One example is Tbilisi, where China
redeveloped obsolete Soviet infrastructures into Tbilisi New City. It is Chinese urbanism
exported to another context.
Another of our initiatives is “transitional school” in which we established a
network with schools along the Belt & Road initiative. “Silk Road Dreams” is a speculative
depiction, a constellation of new and old technologies and typologies, as well as culture,
labour and other social aspects. We re-made and re-processed these knowledges into
new proposals based on the schools’ context in different cities such as Bangkok, Doha
and Istanbul. MB
In Hong Kong, besides building high, we also look for efficiency, of structure, and of
how people live. Our hostel development for the University of Hong Kong is one of
the pilot projects that will use modular-integrated construction (MIC). Prefabricated,
fully furnished modules will be shipped to Hong Kong and lifted onto site. The
technology has been explored in Hong Kong for decades but only deployed now.
In the Tuen Mun Hospital we are stacking over 23 operation theatres, where we
will be using, for the first time in Hong Kong, modular panels manufactured in
Germany with minimum joints, easy maintenance and that are very durable. This is
knowledge on tower design that can contribute to Belt & Road initiatives. BL
ARCASIA has a committee on social responsibility, and in recent
years we have focused on establishing emergency architects for
helping in disasters in membership cities. After an earthquake in
Jakarta, volunteer architects from Western countries proposed a
concrete domed house. Although its construction is very efficient, it
was only welcomed by younger generations. The Indonesians dislike
the Western style indoor kitchen as they consider kitchen work as
“dirty work” which they do outside their houses. This shows the kind of
cultural difference you can see between places. If you are practicing in
other countries, how much can ‘imported culture’ work and how much
do you need to understand the local culture and way of living before
designing for others? TCh
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Discussion
People connect China’s Belt &
Road Initiative with “colonialism
3.0”. I think that’s worth reflecting
on. Hong Kong is the interface
between China and the world;
we can play an important role in
this middle ground. As citizens,
we can reflect on the formal
aspects of living in vertical cities,
or in one of the most expensive
cities in the world – how do we
allow for affordability and be
forward-looking (in both of which
we often compare ourselves
with Singapore). Or we can look
at the impact of high-density
living and pedestrian-scaled
infrastructure. In other aspects,
such as the transition from port
to city, we should be critical of
what is happening and offer
something nicer. Hong Kong has
water everywhere but it is often
extremely difficult to get to the
water, because the is not handled
specifically. Working ports like
Shenzhen and Shekou are also
transforming into cities, but how
should they evolve?
Besides the exchange of
goods using infrastructure, the Silk
Road is also known for knowledge
exchange. I think there’s a lot of
that lacking. We should be doing
knowledge exchange, learning
from each other; we should be the
China-world interface, not just be

offering our services. JH
Some say we have legal
knowledge, so we are better
operators in helping China.
But China has its models and
architects and they know how
to do things their way. Do you
think Hong Kong can really play
a role? For comments on neocolonialism, we know it is probably
a very smart move for China,
as a state expanding its power.
Russia, America and other strong
powers are all doing likewise. But
as responsible professionals, how
can architects in Hong Kong take
part in a more sensible way? WW
I think architects do bear some
responsibility. I keep reading that
Hong Kong's younger generations
are very dissatisfied and frustrated
with the cost of living, limited
opportunities, etc. I wonder
if the Belt & Road is another
opportunity, due to the influence
of rapid development and Chinese
monetary investment. JH
Insularity, lack of interest
Are Hong Kong architects
interested to take this path? I
think it is related to the societal
structure. Singapore is doing
it very well, but how many
people in Hong Kong are trying

to understand these different
cultures? We need to have more
cultural interaction. We need to
have more meetings, forums, joint
events etc, since most Hong Kong
architects lack general knowledge
of other countries. TCh
I agree with Thomas. Architects,
especially younger generations,
should step out of their comfort
zone to see the world. On
“neo-colonialism”, I don’t think
consultants or architects have
the capability to impose our world
onto other people. I would concur
it is more about knowledge and
idea exchange. AC
Some of you say that you as
well as young professionals are
not interested to necessarily
participate in Belt & Road. Is it
because they don’t feel that they
could have positive social or
environmental impact in those
works? Audience 1
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It is being explored whether Hong
Kong professionals could take
more part to strengthen the
momentum or bridge difficulties
in language, culture or trade
systems. But I agree with Thomas
that I’m not quite sure if our young
professionals would like to do so,
even working in the Greater Bay
Area. It’s a paradox that we were
invited by the government to
explore the Belt & Road initiative,
but I don’t see much energy from
our government to talk about this
now. BL
I read that some youth of Belt
& Road countries, like Vietnam,
have very positive views of China’s
monetary investment. To what
extent do you think these projects
or buildings are beneficial to the
younger generation there? Is it just
a promise? Are they really creating
opportunities? Audience 2
Young architects or small firms
need to invest a lot of time to
understand those countries to do
projects there, so even I would not
prioritize that. It also doesn’t make
things affordable in Hong Kong.
That’s why the Singaporeans are
better as they are already in tune
with these cultures for a long time.
A Singaporean understands easily
what a Malaysian needs, but for
Hong Kongers, it takes time to
understand their needs, therefore
we are not competitive. TCh
The uses of history?
I would challenge that the history
of Silk Road is part of the Belt &
Road initiative propaganda. How
much is necessary to know that
history in order to participate
in Belt & Road projects? What
do we use this knowledge for? I
would argue that an awareness
of the two decades before Belt &
Road started is more important,
because most of the infrastructure
projects and their sites originated
within that time. Understanding
who had previously done plans
and how they were consulted

is very important in order to
intervene today. Audience 3
I think the historical awareness
is very important because the
knowledge is there, although as
you said the term “Silk Road”
is really a modern-constructed
concept. These sites and cultures
were historically connected, and
there were influences like the
production of different pagodas.
So I’m here not to give a very
critical perspective of how the
historical background can serve
the agenda for the Belt & Road
initiative. I simply think we need to
have this knowledge when the Belt
& Road initiative is considered. AX
I think it is productive only if
new perspectives come out. For
example, Shenzhen has a political
agenda of what it wants to do,
but through Merve’s intervention
there’s a new reflection being
brought into that, and that I’m
sure would enrich architects in
Shenzhen to look at the issues
in more multi-perspective ways.
WW
From the institute’s point of view,
is there anything that can be done
to link up with schools or practices
that are interested? TC
Institutional support
ARCASIA has connections to
those countries, but we haven’t
received very keen requests. Some
are interested to advance further,
like the youngsters in Korean and

Japanese firms, but not those in
developing countries. Actually, it
took years for members in other
countries to become familiarized
with me, so it is a time investment if
you want to connect. TCh
Most HKIA practices are small or
medium firms, while most HKIA
members are entrepreneurs or
government employees. We have
a lot of talented young architects,
but Hong Kong professionals
do not have expertise for large
infrastructure projects, nor can
we excel in projects that mainland
architects and developers are
already doing. Instead Hong
Kong architects, whether from
academia or from small firms, can
contribute to common agendas
facing high density Asian cities
– aging population, deteriorating
urban areas, walkability, etc. The
government should spend energy
and give them more opportunities
in these areas. We should
rethink our position on the Belt &
Road, and how Hong Kong can
contribute. BL
What do we see as “Hong Kong”? If
we see ourselves as falling behind
with the Belt & Road initiative,
that is already a lost game. From
all these places we are trying to
understand, I see Hong Kong
not as something to export but
as a place with plural cultures,
experience and knowledge,
something to understand, connect
to and share. MB
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垂直肌理：密度的地景
2018威尼斯國際雙年展

Vertical Fabric
Density in Landscape
2018 Venice International Biennale Hong Kong Exhibition

1 Tower models in
courtyard
2 Tower-base types:
core, frame, wall,
each with 3 varying
base heights
3 Towers in room
4 Tower cluster in
courtyard
5 Tower models in
room with visitors
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Venice, 26 May – 25 November 2018
Looking down on Hong Kong’s Central district from
Victoria Peak, one sees that the city’s vertical fabric
comprises a wave of towers springing up from the sloping
terrain down to the harbour front, spreading along the
waterfront as a belt of tightly woven texture. The slender
towers, framed by the city's land economy and its demands
for density, establish the city’s dominating typology, not
only governing the urban skyline but also shaping its daily
urban and architectural experiences. Distinguishing itself
from other global cities, Hong Kong is unique in having
an urban form celebrating an aesthetic of density while
comprising a gigantic rhetoric of speculation for both
transaction and consumption.
Responding to the theme of “Freespace” of the 2018
Venice Biennale, the Hong Kong Exhibition Vertical Fabric:
Density in landscape demonstrated the urban conditions
of Hong Kong and explored the idea of freespace through
towers. The exhibition manifested innovation within
constraints while generating extraordinary spaces from
ordinary form. An unprecedented total of 89 groups of
exhibitors, including architects from Hong Kong, the
Mainland, Taiwan, Thailand, Japan, Brazil, USA, the
Netherlands, Spain and Switzerland made statements on

tower typology in the vertical city.
A total of 114 towers marched along the courtyard
before extending into interior rooms, illustrating Hong
Kong’s compact urban form. The idea was to simulate the
vertical intensity of Hong Kong’s unique urban condition of
a densely packed urban core with surrounding landscape
largely untouched, so allowing visitors to discover the
diversity of interpretations of freespace when walking in
between the rows of slender model towers.
Three basic tower infrastructure “types” of core,
frame and wall were provided for exhibitors to re-define the
typological, spatial and façade potential while maintaining
the constraint of its envelope as a collective urban form.
The white tower model-bases (with options of three
varying base-heights) had a 360mm square plan extrusion
supporting a 2.1m tall structure, approximating to a 1:100
scale for each tower. Exhibitors adopted one of these
infrastructures as the common denominator with which to
design their vertical freespace.
As a platform for dialogue with the world, the
exhibition framed the discourse on Hong Kong’s urbanism
and vertical architecture. It provided architects with
opportunities to rethink the design of tower typology and
beyond, incubating visions for vertical freespace facing
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global challenges in environment, society and culture.
The exhibition offered speculations on how
future towers in Hong Kong can be distinct from such
modern legends as the visions of the Chicago Tribune
Tower Competition, of Wright, Tatlin, Sant'Elia and the
work of Mies van der Rohe or even of Rem Koolhaas’
observations in Delirious New York. It also explored
how the programmes and aesthetics of towers can evolve
together with the definition of “skyscrapers”. Originally
defined as a 10-20 storey tall inhabitable structure, the
term is now used for 40-storeys or 150m tall buildings.
Beyond that, there are “super tall” (above 300m) and “mega
tall” (above 600m) categories. The exhibition pushes new
ideas in designing taller by stacking on a small footprint,
to anticipate technological progress while tackling
contemporary social and environmental concerns.
Hong Kong Response Exhibition
February – June 2019
After its six months in Venice, where it was well received
by the international media and audiences, the entire
exhibition was brought back to Hong Kong for a Response
Exhibition. After a successful preview at the F hall, Prison
yard of Tai Kwun in the Former Central Police Station
Compound (14 – 23 February), it was then moved to its
main venue at the City Gallery in Central (20 March – 22
April) with the support of the Planning Department.
Its final venue was the Hong Kong Heritage Discovery
Centre in Kowloon Park, Tsim Sha Tsui (26 April – 23
June). Supporting the exhibition was an ambitious parallel
programme of public forums and lectures on tower topics
featuring academics, professionals and government
officials, as well as public workshops and tours and
extensive media interaction throughout.
Curatorial Team
Weijen WANG (Chief Curator), Thomas CHUNG (Co-curator),
Thomas TSANG (Co-curator), Grace CHENG (Managing Curator),
Yvonne CHOW, Roland IP, Andrew YU (Curatorial Executives),
Betty LIU Kai Xuan, Nanamu HAMAMOTO (Curatorial Assistants)

4
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第十六屆威尼斯國際建築雙年展 - 香港展覽以「垂直肌理：密度的地景」
為題，展出由各地建築師團隊設計的111座塔樓模型。香港一向以高密度
發展聞名，為回應雙年展的大會主題「自由空間」，香港策展團隊設定了
三種典型塔樓類型，並邀請建築師於限制內尋求突破，展示塔樓的設計
宣言與潛力。展覽塔樓在2018年5月至11月的威尼斯展期後回歸本地，
繼續為期五個月的回應展覽並同期舉辦多場公共論壇和研討會。
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AU Fai
Rocco Design Architects
CHAN Stephen, TAM William/ ARVA
Ida&Billy Architects
REISER Jesse, UMEMOTO Nanako
CHU Karl/ METAXY
EBERLE Dietmar
MAAS Winy/ MVRDV (4 towers)
BUCCI Angelo/ SPBR
PREMTHADA Boonserm
LAW Chris/ THE OVAL PARTNERSHIP
CARLOW Jason
CHAN Joel/ P&T Architects and Engineers
CHEN Marvin/AMQ
LIU Xiaodu/ UPRD URBANUS
GE Ming
PangArchitect
HWANG Patrick
ZHU Jingxiang
MENIS Fernando (4 towers)
TSE Paul, TING Evelyn/ New Office Works
NG Edward
Barrie Ho Architecture Interiors
OTTEVAERE Olivier
LEUNG Frank/ VIA Architecture
CHAN Lai Kiu
Omar Yeung Architect & Associates
FUNG Philip/ Elsedesign
LEE Clover/ plusClover
YIP Alvin, ITO Irene
LWK + PARTNERS (6 towers)
KUNG Alvin, CHEUNG Suanne
Aaam
AECOM
MCKEE Chad
FERRETTO Peter
FUNG Martin
WU Maggie, LAM Ka Cheung
TANG Hua Architect & Associates
GAO Yan/ IDEA Architects
ZENG Qun
LIU Doreen/ Node Office
CHANG Yung Ho/ FCJZ
CUI Kai
ZHU Xiaofeng/ Scenic Architecture Office
YUAN Feng
LWK+PARTNERS + New World
P&T Architects and Engineers + New World
Cheung Kong-yeung Architects + New World (2 towers)
AGC Design + New World
KPF + New World (2 towers)
Ronald Lu & Partners + New World (2 towers)
DONG Gong/ Vector Architects
11ARCHITECTURE
EUREKA
TSANG William
Team Seraji
HE Jianxiang/ O-office Architects
FINGRUT Adam, CROLLA Kristof
SO Kwok Kin
AMORPHE Takeyama & Associates
NAPP Studio
Team Vertical Heimat
Team HUNG Matthew
YEUNG Wyan, TSE Serena
Hong Kong Housing Authority (4 towers)
CHU Paul
Wong & Ouyang
Chinachem Group (4 towers)
HSIEH Ying Chun
FUNG Raymond
LANGE Christian
SEUNG H-Sang/ IROJE
GALOFARO Luca/ LGSMA
ZHU Tao
YIU Marisa, SCHULDENFREI Eric/ ESKYIU
Jun Igarashi Architects
CHUNG Thomas, LAU Jason
LUI Frankie
NG Vincent/ AGC
Ronald Lu & Partners
WAI Ken/ Aedas
WANG Weijen Architecture (3 towers)
HE Xiao
WONG Humphery/ Meta4 Design Forum
YU Frank/ Gravity Partnership
CHAN Corrin/ AOS Architecture
LEE Sarah, YANO Yutaka
CHANG Wallace, YUET T.C./ Arch Design Architects
WONG Wucius
LUI Kent
PH Alpha Design
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Deciphering Hong Kong’s
100 Towers in Venice
解讀香港100座塔樓 —— 威尼斯國際雙年展

1
2
3
4
5

Tower models overview
A Tree City, by Node Office
Tower Park, by Scenic
Architecture Office
Vertical Park, by Maggie Wu,
Lam Ka Cheung
Brownfield Tower, by
Thomas Chung & Jason Lau

1

Gardens, domestic histories, and public space: these
three tendencies dominate the forest of columns that
comprises the Hong Kong Pavilion at the 2018 Venice
Biennale. Each of these themes identifies commonly
known issues concerning human existence while also
ramifying into contemporary questions of land-use
and development in Hong Kong. Nonetheless, this brief
commentary does not seek to analyze the above histories
in relationship to their context – Hong Kong – nor how
land-use and lifestyle in Hong Kong have impacted
the participants’ choices to highlight one or more of
the above issues in their projects, e.g., the recurrence
of parks and open space, domesticity and population
density, the deconstruction of borders, the high-rise as
citadel, the critique of and response to social space in the
high-rise model, and so on. Instead, it seeks to clarify
how each of the three above-mentioned themes impacts
architectural strategy and its language, and includes
some of the anomalies that appear among cases outside
of these tendencies and the emergence of the most
salient features dispersed within the exhibition of work.
The Hong Kong high-rise situation is doubly rooted
within a bracketed approach to understanding the one
hundred plus models: first, through the incorporation of
a pre-given vertical structural armature – of a prompt of

sorts in the form of either an “X,” an “L,” (in plan view), or a
“box frame” each defined by the same base dimension and
the height of the column; second, in the particular theme
ideated by each of the participants. This combination of
armature and theme juxtaposes contradictory realities.
Yet, adherence of one to the other highlights dominant,
primary or prescriptive properties by bringing together
variegated domains of visual expression and foregrounding
semantic similarities (and differences). Further, it orients
the dialogue and provides a means for the imagination to
flesh out secondary properties that otherwise remain latent,
thereby expanding the scope of meaning.
The taxonomy of kinds and their conceptual
formations require some generalizations for
interpretation. Simultaneously, this positioning among
specific themes demarcates the subject matter and
registers shifts in positions among a kind. Hence, the
three tendencies mentioned above, together with a
number of column anomalies dispersed throughout the
exhibit create a space for mapping the conceptual range
of each and prevents one from the claim of being allencompassing. The high-rise model, therefore, defines the
individual parameters of each participant and provides a
window within the larger discourse vested in a critique of
Hong Kong and discussion concerning the city’s future.
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Gardens
Often reactionary, the theme of garden as represented in
the models exemplifies the need for more public green
space in the city. At one extreme, garden supplants
architecture, minimizing the legibility of the architectural
construct per se and its references. Here, the desire for
“garden living” displaces architecture’s role of fabricating
shelter; architecture is reduced to the role of armature,
a trellis for the proliferation of vegetation and layering of
vertical parks. (Fig. 2) At the other extreme, symbols of
naturalistic representations such as the placement of plastic
trees in the model demarcate individual dwelling units and
privatize the garden function. (Fig. 3) The vertical garden in
relation to habitat is reduced to modular units defined by
the singular tree figure or stuffed bins demarcating each
apartment unit. In this instance, the notion of garden takes
on a symbolic function and segregates the space of the
individual from that of the collective.
Projects in between these extremes represent a
range of attempts to integrate both private and public
areas through the meticulous greening of terraces,
floating paths, parks and promenades that can modulate
and sometimes liberate spatial pattern and order so as
to emphasize the natural and one’s desire for garden
living in the city. (Fig. 4) Nonetheless, most fail to bring
architecture into dialogue with the garden theme.
The architectural model with respect to the inclusion
of nature becomes disputed rather than coerced into
argumentation with its disparate counterpart. The
dialogue between fabricated green and built form is not
brought to fruition, leaving instead the architectural
component as masked or as illusory altogether. In many
cases, a project’s attention shifts toward the critique
of post-capitalist society and Hong Kong’s planning
policies that underpinned current land-use and building
interventions. (Fig. 5) The “garden-park” tendency and
its connotation of health and well-being in an urban
environment are deployed in these column forms as
reactionary, a critical comment for reform in the city. Yet
the most striking projects and their fulfillment of garden
+ built form meld together the two domains with an
understanding of Hong Kong’s past history and culture of
gardens in the urban fabric and examine this position by
drawing upon the high-rise typology as a transformative
means of investigation between architectural language
and the space of the garden itself.
Domestic histories
The histories of Hong Kong’s inhabitants, and in
particular fictions of their everyday, profane activities
constitute a second “infill” tendency of the column
armature. Here, human discourses in the form of oral,
written or graphic figural illustrations are coupled to
modes of sheltering; a volumetric play of elements of
domesticity building memories of Hong Kong life. The
thematic focus thus shifts to domestic habitation and
the spatial wrestling of such in reference to Hong Kong’s
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high-density atmosphere. Models incorporate simulated
actions, stripping back enclosures to unmask apparent
modes of work-live-play that redirect architecture’s
purpose as a procedural construct meant to expose
and document domesticity’s quotidian profaneness
perpetually. Within a spectrum ranging from literal to
implied histories, many of the models prod the viewer
to build associations between the politics of domestic
space and architecture’s tendency to hide domestic
realities. (Fig. 6) Specifically, the latter deposits traces of
indifference toward the relationship between spatial order
and social norms: homogeneous facades veil rather than
expose domestic infrastructure. Both the sense of human
empathy within a living community and the struggle
for daily survival within the catacombs of housing filled
with appliances, plumbing and other forms of domestic
infrastructure thereby could go unnoticed.
Nonetheless, within the above-discussed approach
spatial and temporal components are strongest due to
their direct relation to living, historical images, spatial
disposition, organization, and finitude. These modes
of work-live-play depict moments of time in human
livelihood. Some project cases utilize the varied actions
of human living – both past and present – to present a
critically harsh outlook on habitation in the city; here,
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the structures of the architecture act as no more than a
cage, box, or test tube for choreographing either implied
or literal embattlements of the struggle for space in the
city. Alternatively, other project cases utilize the highrise model as a vehicle for experimenting the flexibility
of the modular habitat through programmatic games. By
incorporating images of domestic memories with visions
of future modes of domestic living, such projects attempt
to bridge past and future histories. (Fig. 7)
Both strategies represent a move away from the
architectural with the purpose of building becoming a
means for framing domestic actions or creating illusions of
social change within the confinement of an architectural
construct. Perhaps here lies the potential for arriving at a
notion of “Freespace,” the theme of the Venice Biennale.
In the case of these projects, architecture’s role in defining
“dwelling place” in the high-rise becomes displaced by the
actions of habitation itself. The confinement of the living
unit, often modular and multiplied across the fabric of the
city, renders the architecture innocuous, indifferent, and of
reduced utility when measured against the domestic actions
of inhabitation. One’s perception of architecture’s function
is dynamic and fleeting. In substitution, the domestic
element and applied activities of the cultural milieu can
appear to govern, acting as the means for projecting the
architectural construct. The purpose of architecture is
radically shifted: its language must be reconstructed from
the domain of domesticity and aimed at transforming
the urban environment with focus on social purpose. In
other words, domestic stories and their relationship with
Hong Kong’s cultural specificity drive the appearances of
the containers of those stories. Content over ephemeral
container, the cultural presence of domesticity forms a
distinct appearance in the city and renders the architecture
not so much absent or superfluous as transparent.
Architecture is recognized and valued, innately felt and
interactive, yet with corresponding qualities that shift its
reality entirely outside the domain of the language with
which the architecture has been constructed. While the

8
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above describes the perception of one possible trajectory,
the models fail to reach this extreme, hypothetical form
of presence or free-space; rather, they tend to render the
architecture displaced or as part of armature but not fully
transparent in relation to the actions of habitation and the
histories of such that linger on.
Public space
The high-rise, understood as a nesting place for public
spaces, presents a range of projects from the incorporation
of individual (public) areas among multi-levels to the
absorption of such spaces within the body of the model as a
whole. In the former case, the “city in the sky” made up of
streets and plazas dominates the theme and are identifiable
by specific shape, scale, and repetition. Here, spaces
are implied by either a conscious blend or mechanized
fabrication of path, volumetric pattern and places of
congregation at varying scales. Within the construct, these
places remain unfixed, dynamic and moving. One example
exploits the necessity for exploring the notion of communal
heterogeneity within a tower, implying the space of the
individual and the many, with distinct vessels, repetitive in
the use of specific geometrical shapes and scale, yet varying
through vertical and rotational movements within the
armature. These investigations, to differing degrees, utilize
tactics such as connections of paths, volumetric changes,
and the thresholds between such changes. (Figs. 8 & 9)
They create patterns that are repetitive in nature, limiting
the implied architectural language through the calculated
positioning of varying forms within a scalar hierarchy.
Nonetheless, these finite and coded volumes are
diverse in usage. Whether “interlocked,” “conjoined,”
“cast in place” or “plugged-in,” many models demonstrate
an adherence to the armature and aim to stitch together
vertical community through a patchwork of vessels that
drive social exchange and congregation. Other projects
place an emphasis on the connections, (often made up of
internal and external streets or circulatory pathways and
promenades), changes in scale or surface, and thresholds
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defined by those differences and determined by the
juxtaposition of masses or volumes that tend to blur some
boundaries between public and private. Others tend to treat
the public space of the tower as a series of public platforms
often segregated from one another. Be it the distinction
of thresholds that define changes in public space or the
actions of conjoining together precisely fitted geometrical
volumes into implied social constructs for interaction
and exchange, the more singular works gain in intrigue
by incorporating a liminal space: the stages of a process
recognizable in a model and defined by vertical, horizontal
and random transitions within a vertical volume of the
high-rise typology. In this context, anomalies emerge and
represent an architecture that shifts the focus away from
geometrical form and towards an image of the movements
among fictive characters analogous to those chance
encounters of people on the streets of Hong Kong.
The anomaly
These latter projects go beyond the simple identification
of an issue and its incorporation into a closed, formally
laden design response. Instead, they associate domains
of experience through architectural characterization
and bridge the concrete and the conceptual into a
figural structure. Within this structure emerges the
dialectic between existing domains of experience –
social, natural, built – and creative invention during
the discursive event of visual production. By “projecting
upon” the surrounding literal, concrete frame a system
of conceptual implications, architecture shifts one’s
understanding of a spatial construct to an expanded field,
tapping into an architectural language that operates on
many levels of human sensation, logic, and cognition. The
duality of reference is marked by the inventiveness of the
conceptual strategy and denoted by the singularity of the
form. In these instances, the grasping of thought in visual
production reasserts the importance of the transference
of concepts outside their original domains and their
interaction with architectural language in the building of
these constructs. Such procedural transfers triggered by
these conceptual operations draw out hidden properties
and bring clarity to the project. These kinds of projects
can incorporate one or more of the tendencies sketched
above. Yet they tend to highlight other attributes and are
singular in form – what I would describe as anomalies,
among the forest of columns in the pavilion.
In one project case, time and sedimentary erosion
of an earthen mass shaped by natural forces such as
wind and rain create the allusion of a climate-forming
monolithic citadel. (Fig. 10) In a second project case, the
segregation of utilitarian function through a vertical
circulation core and a seemingly random pattern of
vessels embedded into vertical mass juxtapose implied
movement and mechanical actions to chance human,
social encounters and congregation.
In a third case, the model reduces the issue to one
of investigating spatial disposition through structural

poetics. The projection of structural efficiency as source,
its precedence in high-rise construction, and the focus
on column and plate target growth and emergence as
interactive concepts. Rather than narrowly defining the
use of structural efficiency to a formula with the goal of
maximizing space, the project presents a counterpoint
to this view of efficiency and the Cartesian grid. The
coupling of column and plate shifts attention to the whole
rather than the detail, using the floor plates as a means
of ordering the threading of columns and revealing an
alternative logic of provocative structural efficiency and
spatial mapping across the landscape of the vertical
tower itself. (Fig. 11) The project valorizes the past (closed,
absolute, uncontaminated) by distinguishing an epic
through a new contemporary reality of structuring space.
In case four, the project anomaly taps into Hong
Kong’s history of living units, manifesting the use of a
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Gondola Tower, by Eureka
ZA, by Liu Xiaodu / UPRD Urbanus
House me Tender / Ottevaere Olivier
Stepping-up Patios / Overlapping Public Spaces, by
Wang Weijen Architecture
Hatching - Density in Density, by Fernando Menis
Dissolving the Core: A Landscape of Columns in Tower
Design, by Angela Pang, Wilson Fung / PangArchitect
Prefab Pencil Tower, by Carlow Jason and Jan Henao
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13 The Library of the World, by Karl Chu / METAXY

modular language in modern Hong Kong apartments
and reinforcing the private space of the individual. This
is achieved by combining the language of the bay window
and adjoining to every module a collective function
at the threshold between private room and the space
of circulation within a two-room apartment unit. An
architectural element widely present in the city, the bay
window functions as the module in varying proportions
and sizes. (Fig. 12) Yet, rather than an element attached to
the enclosure system, the module makes up the entirety
of the high-rise spatial system itself. Given its clear
external definition, it simultaneously unmasks a system
of living and the private space of the individual, yet
inhibits the inhabitants to bring Hong Kong street life to
the public-private threshold within the dwelling unit.
Cases three and four above, structure in the first
case and living program plus enclosure in the second,
provide more rigid frames of operation, limiting the
field of inquiry in order to favor conceptual clarity. All
four cases above provoke a tracing back of a line of logic
that leads to subsequent decisions while simultaneously
allowing for unforeseeable outcomes.
On occasion, a project will provoke such outcomes
by tracing back while leaping forward exponentially. In
these cases, the compatibility of the spatial onto epistemic
relations is analogous to searching for common ground
in a foreign geography. Such a geography prods one to
produce an interpretative framework that tailors itself to
the object it intends to elucidate and allows the framework
to evolve and readjust to newfound relationships. It can
begin with the embrace of feelings in order to recognize
basic existential qualities such as human fragility and the
potential conflicts with human rational. It can also work
by associating itself with other systems or domains, such
as those of nature or technology, and searching for the
permeability of boundaries and their overlays. One model
in the exhibition best exemplifies such a form. (Fig. 13) The
initial armature, an “X” in plan-view, becomes visually
lost (but is simultaneously there) defined by a void and
changing dimension as it grows within a cavern of monads,

John Sandell
the make-up of the body of the model. Together void and
surrounding monads reference an allusive architecture,
perhaps a library of bits continually transferring forward
in time human history and its documentation. Alive,
liberated, and liberating, human knowledge – including
that which has been lost or substituted – causes the
building of an architectural language in reverse, i.e., an
unraveling of meanings and emphatic of what is lost or
forgotten in human history. The process grows to the point
where architecture itself remains a byproduct outside of
human endeavor or control, i.e., a function of an enigmatic
and fleeting entropy. It seeds the simultaneous existence of
multiple contrasting viewpoints or actions. In this case the
building of knowledge and its simultaneous disassembly
and destruction transpose its own past history into the
present yet ultimately belongs to neither. Strangely,
though, the model’s physical manifestation, placed in
the courtyard of the Hong Kong Pavilion, retains some
rhetorical tension with the common familiar world.
What have been identified as three tendencies and
some anomalies among the one hundred columns must
be read not with regard to a single column but through
the complex dialogic among columns. This implies
the imagining of properties within the space of these
constructs and predicates on the intended or implied
topic and its images, so that meanings surface beyond a
specific trope. Associations are multi-dimensional and
can generate new properties and meaning. Hence, the
meaning that one gleans might best be understood as ever
expanding in richness and depth as opposed to being static
or fixed. This expansion of meaning relies in part on seeing
the works according to their contradictions – a dialectical
approach that dismantles dominant associations and
allows for subordinate ones to come into one’s purview.
Dominant associations remain present, albeit altered in
thought, so that a duality of reference is marked by the
contrast between the concrete, tangible appearances
among these visual artifacts and the act of imagining such
interactions. The allusion to a network of interactions
among matter causes the context to be real and unique.
They reference past and present attributes of Hong Kong
livelihood and bring a sense of understanding to many
issues facing contemporary Hong Kong, its histories in the
social realm, and their reflections in the built environment.

John Sandell is an Associate Professor with the Florida Atlantic University
School of Architecture. He received his Bachelor of Science in Architecture from
California Polytechnic, a Master of Architecture from the Cranbrook Academy of
Art, and a Laurea in architecture from the Polytechnic of Milan. He is a licensed
architect in Italy.

是次雙年展的高樓方案中，「花園」、「居所歷史」和「公共空間」是三個在
建築設計策略上極具影響力的主題。這些主題亦體現在設計團隊運用的建
築語言上，並進一步擴充了概念和意義的可能性。如此一來，建築在僅能以
外型解讀空間建構之外添加了更多操作，令意義和創新亦存在於自然、人和
建造等多種體驗上。
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Urban hyper-connections
of Hong Kong
都市超連結

Towards a Vertical Fabric for the contemporary metropolis

1

Maximising Vertical Growth
Hong Kong, Shanghai, Seoul and Tokyo are some of the
Asian cities that, in recent decades, have been exploring
new characteristics of vertical densification. This essay
considers the typo-morphological experimentation of
the skyscraper to highlight recent transformations of
this vertical growth process.
Hong Kong shows how vertical growth is linked
to the phenomenon of “internalization” of pedestrian
routes: the presence of an internal circulation system
preserves a strong relationship with the city’s external
mobility. One can observe the multiple relationships
between individual skyscrapers and the urban fabric

2

through horizontal connective structures. For example,
in the Central and Admiralty districts, the significant
implementation of connective elements “connect” each
tower to the others, at the same time linking them to the
infrastructural network.
This results in the formation of an elevated
“ground plan”1 which performs the functions of access,
exchange and meeting. It is not just a functional mix
(in which the district-level services are structured
along the vertical axis of the skyscrapers) but rather a
new urban conception of retail and gathering places.
The remarkable integration of paths at multiple levels
(underground, galleries, sky-bridge/skyway) occurs
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across many urban districts. In certain cases, the
pedestrian system intersects the lobbies of skyscrapers,
configuring architectural clusters that host commercial
functions. Retail can be situated on the different floors
of skyscrapers, giving rise to real vertical malls.
The presence of shopping centres throughout
the city provides public places for gathering. Such
areas designated to commerce and shopping are far
from vehicular traffic and sheltered from the weather.
Shopping malls become architectural ‘knots’ used by
citizens as covered squares. This phenomenon, although
also widespread in other Asian cities (Singapore,
Shanghai and Tokyo), finds its maximum expression in
Hong Kong, thanks to its particular topography and the
integration of projects that links horizontal connection
(placed at various heights) with these larger urban knots.
Connecting urban paths and tall buildings
This essay proposes a way to organise the concept of
“Vertical Fabric” 2, in other words, a system that examines
the inner structures of single skyscrapers as well as the
structures between different skyscrapers according to typomorphological criteria.
First we can analyse the relationship between urban
path and building type, i.e. how external paths connect the
towers. Secondly, we can study how internal articulation
of the service core affects the spatial organization of a
tall building. These two aspects are still in flux, due to
the increasing links between the skyscraper and the
metropolis and the connection of the service core to the
structure of the inner micro-city within the building.
Among the main typological changes of the
skyscraper, we can find the transition from a “single
vertical building” to an “aggregation of several elements”.
This change in the tall building typology originates from

4

the 1970s when it was progressively “alienated” from the
city. This introversion is well expressed by the podium
of the tower, where different services for private users
are located. The podium soon became a new design
paradigm, encouraging a clear separation of the building
from the surrounding urban dynamics.3
The concentration of functions in a “limited”
volume (like the American examples of Marina Towers,
Lake Point Towers or the more recent Aqua Tower) was
intended to synthesize the dynamics of the block within
the building, by a mechanism almost like a ‘Chinese
box’. On the contrary, most contemporary architecture
presumptuously flaunts the creation of a new vertical
community, whose branches – some hidden, others
less so – are located in the metropolis. Therefore, the
typological transition from a “single vertical building”
to an “aggregation of several elements” hinges on those
connective elements that guarantee both the cohesion
with vertical elements and the functional specialization
that “anchor” the skyscraper to the urban fabric.
Sky-bridges and Sky-lobbies
The relationship between vertical and horizontal
elements is expressed through the use of sky-bridge,
skyway4 , covered or underground paths. These elements
can modify the succession of architectural knots in the
skyscraper. Furthermore, these paths are able to guide
pedestrian circulation, making sequential distinctions
between architectural spaces, thus favouring the
identification of “inner knottings”5 .
Skyscraper lobbies and sky-lobbies are the
architectural expression of these spatial as well as
structural knots. They are located at the end of the
horizontal path as serial interruptions of the vertical
axis. The sky-lobby in particular acts as the intersection
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3 Configurations of the
service core in the
skyscraper typology
4 New Developments
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the Vertical Fabric
5 Marina Towers
Elevation
6 Sky Habitat,
Singapore, Moshe
Safdie
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between horizontal and vertical paths in which the
architectural knots symbolizes the “overturning” 6 of
the urban axis inside the building.
The first sky-bridge of the contemporary era is that
of the Petronas Twin Towers in Kuala Lumpur, designed
by Cesar Pelli and completed in 1998. The sky-bridge,
positioned between the 41st and 42nd floor, is a simple
construction knot, still lacking the spatial complexity
that characterizes the knots nowadays. The Sky Habitat,
designed by Moshe Safdie in the Bishan district of
Singapore, pushes this design method further. Each
connection between the service core and the sky-bridge
becomes a sky-lobby. In these “suspended” places, it is
possible to find activities usually located on the ground
floor. Overall, the complex still has a low degree of
“organic unity” due to the excessive geometrization and
regularity of the internal pathways. Despite the systematic
nature guaranteed by the knots - at the end of horizontal
connections and their link with the vertical core - the
vertical fabric still shows serial qualities.

Pina (Giusi) Ciotoli is an architect and PhD in University Sapienza in Rome.
Her researches focus on the typological study of skyscrapers and the role
of architectural projects within contemporary cities. She participated in
international conferences and was an invited forum panelist at the 2018
Venice Biennale Hong Kong Pavilion. She is the author of the book From
Skyscraper to Vertical Tissue: New architectural and urban scenarios.

香港高樓的縱向延伸與建築流綫「室內化」之現象密不可分，而室內流
綫系統亦與室外的流動性有強烈關係。因此，橫向連接結構在單棟高層
建築與城市肌理之間形成的多重關係便成為必要的觀察對象。在以「類
型變化」為基準來研究單棟高樓內在結構的理論系統下，本文從理論的
角度整理這些關係，如此勾畫出兩個現象：高層建築與都市之間的連結
在不斷遞增；和核心筒與內在微型城市結構的連接。

From Towers to Vertical Fabric
Arguably, none of the buildings mentioned above
possesses the degree of organic unity found in Hong
Kong. As a place where vertical buildings, malls and
meeting spaces all link to the public pedestrian system,
Hong Kong can be considered the most complete
example of vertical fabric at an urban scale to date.
Writing about the Central Elevated Walkway cluster,
Leslie Lu observed that it created a new infrastructure
system that has evolved into “a distinct and separate
pedestrian network, linking existing landmarks and
creating new urban foci. Although this development
points out the virtual abandonment of the street, the
network of elevated walkways created a new urban
configuration of Hong Kong: it became the ‘new ground’
of the city, reorganizing flow with new connections,
indifferent to existing urban patterns”.7
For these reasons, Hong Kong is an emblematic
case study to examine the transformation of a
commercial fabric into a vertical – and volumetric – one.
Thus the morphology of Hong Kong’s vertical fabric
is structured on the reciprocal organicity between
infrastructure, retail and the skyscraper, responding to
the ambition of creating a new ground plan for vertical
megastructures, and thereby intensifying the processes
of densification and concentration of services that have
always been typical of tall buildings.
1 Frampton A., Solomon J.D., Wong C. (2012) Cities Without
Ground: A Hong Kong Guidebook. ORO Editions.
2 Ciotoli G. (2017) Dal grattacielo al Tessuto Verticale. From
Skyscraper to Vertical Tissue. New architectural and urban
scenarios. Officina Edizioni, Roma.
3 In addition to this, the podium prevents a free pedestrian use of
the interstitial space between buildings. Shelton B., Karakiewicz
J., Kvan T. (2011) The Making of Hong Kong. Routledge, London.
4 As regards the distinction between sky-way and sky-bridge,
see the text Ciotoli G., op. cit.
5 Falsetti M. (2017) Annodamenti. La specializzazione dei tessuti
urbani nel processo formativo e nel progetto. Knottings. The
specialization of urban fabric in the formative process and in
architectural design. Franco Angeli, Milan.
6 Cfr., Ciotoli “The vertical system: the role of the skyscraper in
the urban context” in Vv.Aa. (eds), Learning from Rome. Historical
cities and contemporary design, U+D Edition, Roma, pp. 468-475.
7 Lu L. (2005) “The Asian Arcades project: progressive porosity”
in Perspecta, vol. 36, pp. 88-89.
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Rational Form Making
塑形諸理

1
2

1

“There are two ways of expressing
truth in architecture: it must be
true according to the programme of
requirements and true according to the
means and methods of construction.” 1
— Viollet-le-Duc
Discourses on Architecture
1863–72
In pursuit of freedom in aesthetics, the disciplines of
architecture and structural design have always worked
hand in hand in expanding new possibilities of form
finding and space making. Rationality is at the heart
of modernism’s approach and can be traced back to
Vitruvian principles of logic and order. Since World
War II, which generated enormous capacities and
capabilities in technology and production, we can see
two overarching trajectories in the development of
structural design. The first is the gradual reduction of

Model of Dissolving the Core:
A Landscape in Tower Design,
PangArchitect, 2018
Section, São Paulo Museum of Art,
Lina Bo Bardi, 1968

mass, as exemplified in the Dom-Ino House and the
Miesian language. The other is the transition from clear
Euclidian geometries in spatial structures (such as the
Pantheon’s dome) to a return of naturalism and free
forms. Architects have been drawn to new possibilities
discovered through structural engineering advancement
as it offers an alternative way of making buildings
beyond the decorative and metaphorical languages.
Collaborations between Cecil Balmond and architects
such as Rem Koolhaas, Alvaro Siza and Shigeru Ban
have generated some of the most significant works of our
time. Contemporary to this is groundbreaking work done
in collaboration between the Japanese engineer Sasaki
Mutsurō (b. 1946) and Itō Toyō, Sejima Kazuyo and
Nishizawa Ryūe (the latter two also founding partners
of SANAA). Sendai Mediatheque (2001) and the Rolex
Center at EPFL (2010) and Teshima Art Museum (2010)
offer some of the most provocative suggestions toward
the future of architecture plans and sections. Sasaki’s
insistence on rationality, that structural logic and formal
expression should be concomitant in any architectural
work, provides yet the clearest reminder of the modernist
project.
In recent years, I have been experimenting
with various research operations inspired by Sasaki’s
rationalist doctrine. In particular I would like to
highlight two of these projects, the first an architecture
school studio and the second an installation design,
that have allowed me to appreciate the possibilities and
limitations of this method. Both projects were done
in collaboration with Hiraiwa Yoshiyuki, a Japanese
engineer trained under Sasaki Mutsurō. Hiraiwa and I
started working closely together from the days when we
belonged to offices of Sasaki and SANAA respectively.
Over this decade-long period of collaborations, we
came to understand the critical relationship between
an architect and a structural engineer – a compelling
new architectural idea is often a result of the structural
engineer’s input in the development of an architectural
image into a buildable form. True advancement of
making and thinking about architecture relies on
research and discoveries on the limits on building
structure and technology. Optimization precedes
superfluous forms.
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Studio
Rational Form Making was a graduate options studio that
I taught together with Hiraiwa Yoshiyuki at Washington
University in Saint Louis in fall 2016. It was structured
in terms of the collaborative relationship between
architects and structural designers. Our goal was for
students to discover differences between geometry-based
form making versus rational structure-based formfinding. Structure is not about providing a solution after
the form has been determined, but is a generative device
that pushes formal possibilities to new horizons.
For the research portion of the studio exercise,
Hiraiwa and I came up with two lists of precedents: one
that is clear in their expressions of structure in their
built forms, and another where the spirit of structure
is encapsulated into the design of the building. Within
these two categories, we further separated the projects
into two subsets: one historical (pre-1970) and the other
contemporary (post-1970). This demarcation was partly
due to many of works after 1970 are by architects still
living today, but also that after 1970 structural design
as a discipline evolved significantly, especially due to
new tensile structures and computational capabilities.
We also noted the architects who were fundamentally
trained as engineers first and became architects later,
like Norman Foster, in the same way as there are
architects who were trained conceptually and have an
interest in tectonics, such as Itō Toyō. The differences
in their training are discernable in their work. Our
research does not dismiss the importance of essential
architectural topics such as programme use and site
context, but our intent is to distill how an architectural
requirement can generate a structural solution that
results in a new architectural form.
For the first category of historical examples that
are of clear expression of structure, our precedents
include Hagia Sophia, the Duomo in Florence, Palais
des Machine, Kagawa Prefectural Government Building
(Tange), Saint Louis Gateway Arch (Saarinen), Munich
Olympic Stadium (Otto), Zarzuela’s Hippodrome
(Arniches, Domínguez & Torroja), Fiat’s Lingotto Factory
(Nervi), Shukhov Tower, Bacardi Bottling Plant (Candela),
Deitingen Service Station (Isler), Palazzetto dello Sport
(Nervi), Olivetti-Underwood Factory (Kahn). The same
category of clear structural expression in contemporary
works includes the Bordeaux House (OMA), CCTV

(OMA), Naoshima Ferry Terminal (SANAA), Grace
Farms (SANAA), Chicago Horizon (Ultramoderne),
TOD’S Omote-sandō (Itō), Multihalle Mannheim (Otto),
Menil Foundation (Piano), Patriarch Plaza (Mendes da
Rocha), São Paulo Museum of Art (Bo Bardi), Diestre
Transformer Factory (Moneo), Olivetti Factory (Zanuso),
and Sainsbury Center for Visual Arts (Foster).
The other list contains projects where architecture
is structural in spirit albeit not in appearance. These
include Sagrada Familia (Gaudí), Kimball Art Museum
(Kahn), Farnsworth House (Mies), London Zoo’s Penguin
Pool (Lubetkin/Tecton), Yoyogi Gymnasium (Tange),
Waterloo Station (Grimshaw), Crown Hall at IIT (Mies),
Sky House (Kikutake), Forth Rail Bridge (Fowler/Baker),
Door of Wisdom (Dieste), Pompidou Centre (Piano/
Rogers), Beinecke Library at Yale (SOM), and TWA
Terminal (Saarinen). Contemporary examples from
this same category are KAIT Workshop (Ishigami),
Smedenpoort Footbridges (Ney), Table (Ishigami), Sendai
Mediatheque (Itō), Teshima Art Museum (Nishizawa),
Portuguese National Pavilion (Siza), Great Court of the
British Museum (Foster), Tama Art University’s Library
(Itō), Yokohama Ferry Terminal (FOA), Taichung Opera
House (Itō), Serpentine Gallery (Itō), and Rolex Center at
EPFL (SANAA).
Each student selected one from each category to
research. Construction photos proved to be particularly
important as they reveal the underlying structure and
construction process as if acting as x-ray machines.
Construction methods shown through the photos
highlight the structural concepts as the process
of building indicate its embedded logic. Localized
construction methods like the Catalan vault, for
example, were fundamental to the architectural concept
and structural organization of Marco Zanuso’s Olivetti
Factory (1957) in Brazil. Or in Felix Candela’s Los
Manantiales, the scaffolding of constructing the series
of hyperbolic paraboloids were all made with straight
wooden strips which match Candela’s simple equation of
mathematics that a complex form can be generated with
linear lines.
Much to the instructors’ delight, the students
often made discoveries that we had not anticipated. A
good example here is the São Paulo Museum of Art (1947)
by Lina Bo Bardi. As is well-known the museum has
a large central gallery space entirely without columns
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in the middle. The design intent was to elevate this
gallery volume to create a clear and open plaza at ground
level that responds to the city’s main urban axis. The
structural solution is therefore similar to that of a longspan bridge 70 metres wide. To minimize the museum’s
footprint, the galleries are hung off what appear to be two
massive concrete frames. The expansion and contraction
of the concrete beams become the key challenge. What
appears to be a pair of solid massive concrete frames is
actually a series of structural components. Each frame
is in fact composed of a post-stressed beam connected
to two hollow columns. While one side of each concrete
beam has a fixed connection with a column, its end is
connected a column with two rollers joints – one roller
is attached to the beam above and the other is attached
to the column inside. It is this hidden column within
the large hollow column that allows movements to
this massive long span concrete structure, and is thus
the key to the building frames’ integrity. The process
of discovering this secret hidden column came at a
moment when the student found an original sectional
drawing in a book through his research, and it was his
curiosity about the intricate detail shown within the
technical drawing that drew him to dig deeper into how
the detail works. While it was the architect’s intent for
the architecture to appear as two simple concrete frames
to express the sense of mass juxtaposing against the
suspended transparent glass box, it required a creative
structural solution in order to achieve this reading of
the architecture. From the outside, the pair of columns
appear identical even though they operate completely
differently internally. Hiraiwa and I initially included
the museum as an example of a conventional long-span
concrete structure and did not anticipate this intricate
detail to resolve its structural challenge.
Part two of the studio was an experimental
esquisse to test structural concepts learned from
research and using everyday materials. Four groups of
three students each made a bridge with dried spaghetti
to see who produce the largest span. This exercise gave
a hands-on opportunity to test the lessons they learned
from their research.
The studio concluded with a design project that
combined research information and experimental
knowledge. Students were asked to develop the
structural concept that interested him or her most into a
pavilion at Forest Park, a large urban park adjacent to the
school campus with an a-contextual environment. There
were no programmatic specifications other than perhaps
a small kiosk or café.
The twelve students produced twelve completely
different pavilion designs. A particularly successful one
was inspired by Heinz Isler’s Deitingen Service Station
(1968) and Nishizawa Ryūe’s Teshima Art Museum
(2010) producing a profound debate on nature versus
man. Isler's service station was based on a pure reaction
towards gravity with its self-weight evenly distributed
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3 Tower model
as exhibited in
Venice
4 Tower plans
5 Sketch elevation
3

through its entire surface, with a shell only 90mm
thick for a surface larger than four hundred square
meters without any intermittent vertical support. The
two shells are anchored underground with cables that
tied the shells together. Contrary to Isler’s engineering
approach toward an optimised shell, Nishizawa worked
with Sasaki to derive a series of prestressed beams
that allowed the architect the freedom to manipulate a
shell structure into the desired shape rather than being
dependent to gravitational force requirements. The
student’s final design of the pavilion was an essay to
reconcile the two concepts by utilizing cables to create
two mirroring halves of a structure that is a composite
of concave and convex shell forms through prestressed
beams. The pavilion floats above ground and defies the
conventions of columns and beams or shell structures as
we usually understand them.
Dissolving the Core:
A Landscape in Tower Design
Emphasizing the importance of experimental
explorations on new possibilities, the collaboration
between the disciplines of architecture and structural
design expands new possibilities for form finding and
space making. It was with this premise that our tower
for the 2018 Venice Biennale Hong Kong Pavilion was
designed. The idea of a tower within the architectural
design discourse has been framed into a variety of
categories representing the complexity of the topic
itself. The most pertinent contemporary investigations
include programme use (Koolhaas), urban space (Mies)
and landmark (Lynch), semantics (Johnson), circulation
(Sant’Elia), structure (Nervi), free form (Hadid), ecology
(Woha) and facade (Gang) among many others. However,
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proposal challenges the accepted typology of the core
and column grid relationship, and attempts to generate
a different types of plans for a tower basing on JNL
Durand’s idea on typology of the plans.

4

5

despite this broad array of topics, tower design has
remained confined within the conventions of corecolumn-grid framework. The plans and sections of the
towers have remained unchallenged as a typology. Due to
the efficiency of economy and limitations to lateral force
and gravity, structural requirements have become both
the default and the constraints to the development of
tower design.
Despite the spectrum of discourses on towers,
structural requirements have confined tower design to
two main approaches in architecture: surface treatment
and form making. Within the familiarity of towers in
Hong Kong, the predisposition and parameters of tower
design have rarely been questioned in practice, while
the academic environment has its own limitations. Our
proposal intends to investigate the physicality and the
logic of tower design development with an attempt to
explore new methods of tower making by challenging
the core, the column-grid and the repetitive floor slabs.
We hope to find a different method of space making
that could lead to a different dynamics of life within a
vertical landscape. Inspired by Nervi’s Pirelli Tower,
Hiraiwa and I generated a design concept that dissolves
the core into a landscape of columns that break free
from the core-column-grid formula. The result is a set of
plans that varies from density and thickness of columns
to become a horizon of different spaces. Because of the
need to take more loads at the bottom of the tower, the
lower floor plans present a dense forest of columns that
spread seemingly irregularly while carrying with them a
clear structural logic that ties the columns together as
pairs and then groups that work together systematically.
The landscape columns becomes more dispersed as the
plans progress upwards towards the top of the tower. Our

Conclusion
It must be reiterated that these research endeavours,
be they studio teaching or installation designs, are not
driven by an interest in engineering and technology as
an end, but in their potential to generate and enrich
formal architecture. This pursuit of meaning in forms
harks back to Alberti, Palladio, Schinkel, Sullivan and
the theories of Wittkower and Viollet-le-Duc where form
is grounded in certain universal and humanistic values
but always informed and given its physical configuration
through the materials, technology, and knowledge of its
time. Through my practice, I understand the importance
of defining the basic rules in a design by considering the
constructability of a building. A building must first and
foremost stand. Computational and digital technologies
have availed architects unprecedented liberties in
form making, but the yearning for natural ordering of
building structure remains. When clear logic is defined
by countering against forces, it provides an objective
framework for architects to make decisions. Form
making is rational, but it is also moral and emotional.
Finding innovative structural concept to counter forces
brings possibilities for architects to use new sets of rules
to bring upon new ideas in design. This intent has been
guiding my architecture and research throughout and is
the basis for my tower design for the Hong Kong pavilion
at the 2018 Venice Biennale.

Angela Y Pang is principal of PangArchitects. Always guided
by site and programme, the firm questions, investigates, and
challenges conventional standards and seeks innovations and
alternatives. Angela received her BArch degree from Cornell and
MArch II from Harvard. Prior to establishing PangArchitect in 2010
she worked for Rafael Moneo in Madrid and SANAA in Tokyo.

1 Viollet-le-Duc, Eugène Emmanuel, Discourses on Architecture, p474.

在美學自由的追求中，建築設計及結構設計於開拓新的建築
及空間形態中關係密不可分。隨著二戰以來科技及生產的
發展，引伸出兩個結構設計的趨勢：一、建築物體量減少，如
柯比意的多米諾結構及密斯•凡•德羅的建築語言。二、從清
晰的歐式幾何（例如羅馬萬神殿的圓頂）回歸到自然主義及
自由形態。結構的絕對理性超越建築的裝飾或隱喻，建築師
一直從中發掘建築設計的另種可能。在長達十年與工程師平
岩良之的協作中，我們意識到，建築設計及思想的真正進步
有賴結構科技的研究及發現，忠於展現力學結構的形態，勝
於冗餘的造形。
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Questions of Efficiency
Contemplating High-rise Living in Hong Kong

效率的再問

1

2

1 Vertical cityscape of Hong Kong island
2 Unit floor plan comparison of Estorial
Court and Mont Vert II

Looking across the fascinating high-rise cityscape of
Hong Kong, an absolute will to maximize efficiency is
evident. Every tower finds its best form to fill up its own
site, every residential flat clusters seamlessly with its
neighbouring flats, every room window faces to the best
possible daylight and view… everything seems to fit into
its right place (Fig. 1). This absolute will, perhaps even an
obsession with efficiency remains unchanged. No matter
a 3,300-square-feet luxurious residential flat built in
Central in the 1980s, or a 165-square-feet nano flat built
in Tuen Mun in 2016, architects were eager to squeeze
functions of living, dining, studying, sleeping, cooking
and washing into a single residential unit, whilst public
spaces such as lift lobbies, stairs and corridors were
considered “useless” or “unprofitable” and kept to their
minimum sizes (Fig. 2). As a result, the experience of
walking through high-rise residential buildings in Hong
Kong is monotonous, uninspiring and isolated. Direct
circulation routes lead us speedily from tower entrance
to home, but neglect the chances of encountering
with neighbours and surrounding context. Our own
private living territory is well secured, but our sense of
community and neighbourhood is extinguished. If this
is still called collective living, it is a collective living of
strangers.
With extremely demanding housing needs and
limited land supply, maximizing efficiency is seemingly
inevitable and even unquestionable in Hong Kong. No
doubt architects have done a great job in achieving
efficiency by maximising floor areas of private units
over the total floor area. However, can we redefine
efficiency to include qualitative aspects besides fulfilling
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numbers? Is public space inside a residential tower
simply considered unimportant as it is unprofitable?
Can we challenge conventional notions of valuing space
and find better ways to integrate communal spaces with
private functions in residential towers?
Speculating on extreme sites
From 2015 to 2017, three youth housing design projects
were conducted in the Year 4 design studios of the
University of Hong Kong to investigate the questions
above. Residual sites at Mid-levels, Prince Edward and
Causeway Bay were used for design exploration. The
tininess (each smaller than 1,000 square metres) and
awkward shapes of these sites made it impossible to use
conventional type of housing blocks (Fig. 3). Students
were obliged to find alternative ways of developing unit
prototypes and aggregating them on site.
Despite the large variety in design concepts,
one common strategy found in many of the students’
proposals was to push different functions such as
dining, cooking and studying out of the apartments
and make them part of the circulation system. Fireescape stairs, lift lobbies and corridors are no longer
solely for circulation. By integrating them with dining
spaces, kitchens, study and recreational areas, a series
of communal spaces with various scales and qualities
are formed outside of the residential units, which
will nurture a vibrant communal lifestyle within the
residential towers (Fig. 4).
If efficiency is simply quantitative, then none
of the students’ proposals are able to achieve the
maximum. However by allowing more sharable

4

3 Studio site plans:
Mid-levels, 2015 (top),
Prince Edward, 2016
(middle), Causeway Bay,
2017 (bottom)
4 “Occupy Mid-levels:
Afford-able Youth
Housing in Hong Kong”,
massing studies by Huang
Danlei, Jiang Meng &
Yang Qian, 2015
5 Six student works on
communal space design
(clockwise from top left) :
“Terrace Living”, Shao
Yue, 2015; “Voidal Curve”,
Desmond Choi and
Joshua Ho, 2016; “Helix
– A Youth Commune”,
Jacky Huang, 2016;
“Reviving Social Arteries”,
Debbie Lam, 2016;
“Mini Neighbourhood”,
Jeanie Chiu and Nathan
Sin, 2017; “Blur Boundary,
Shared Space, Youth
Life”, Leona Peng, 2017

5

functions in the public zone, residential units indeed
become more spatially generous in comparison to those
nano flats that squeeze everything into the private
zone. A communal quality is also added to the public
circulation spaces. The question is: if public spaces in
residential towers not only serve the function of circulation
and evacuation but also enrich the communal quality in
high-rise living, could they somehow be counted as part of
the unit area in the formula for measuring efficiency?
Tetris Living – the efficiency of misfits
Whilst the youth housing proposals questioned the
definition of efficiency by integrating residential
functions with circulation spaces, the tower proposal
“Tetris Living” for the 2018 Venice Biennale Hong
Kong Exhibition explored the possibility of generating
communal spaces via “misfits” between housing units
(Fig.5). Taking the five basic blocks of the video game
Tetris as the starting point, 24 types of housing units,
each with the same volume, are generated for plugging
into a tower structure with centralized circulation,
cooking and wet services areas. Each resident takes
the lead to select the unit types, assemble them within
a 3.36x3.36x3.36-metre structural framework when
moving in, and dissembles them when moving out.
Both assembling and disassembling are rapid. When
new residents move in, they will improvise according
to the adjacent built condition. Neighbours constantly
negotiate and unit aggregation keeps evolving.
In the game of Tetris, the better fit among blocks
the more you score, whereas in Tetris Living the spatial
misfits occurring between units are where communal
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For profit-driven private residential developments,
it is extremely difficult to challenge developers in
terms of efficiency as lower efficiency means less
profits. Incentives are needed to motivate developers
and encourage them to consider alternative housing
products. For instance, if bonus floor area could be
granted where good quality communal spaces were
designed, developers would be more likely to support
design innovation. Indeed, the challenge to shake deeprooted attitudes to efficiency and break the rigidity of
planning policies and building regulations requires a
long term joint effort by the government, developers,
planners and architects aimed at making a change.
7

Tetris Living Tower in Venice (left), close up (right)

spaces are generated. Hence, the more misfits, the
more shared spaces residents will gain. Again, this
aggregation of misfits will never achieve the maximum
efficiency if one calculates with the quantitative
formula. The question is: if the area outside of a unit is
accommodating the important functions of living, dining
and gathering, should it not be counted as part of the unit?
If the answer is positive, Tetris Living's efficiency would
unlikely be lower than that of a conventional tower.
Another question being raised is about floor area
calculation. In the efficiency formula, living space,
which is rather three-dimensional, is always measured
two-dimensionally with square metre/feet. Tetris
Living places more emphasis on volumetric quality
by measuring each residential unit with cubic metres.
By giving a constant volume to each unit instead of a
constant area, unit blocks with large variety in form and
orientation are generated and the tendency of stacking
repetitive floors is avoided. Within each constant
volume, split levels and voids are made possible. The
chances of travelling vertically and encountering
neighbours on different levels are increased. The question
is: is it possible to use the volume instead of the area in
the efficiency formula in order to encourage multi-level
accessibility and communal activities in high-rise living?
Challenges in designing for high-rise living
The questioning of efficiency in the projects above could
well trigger innovative housing designs, yet whether
any of these ideas can be actually implemented would
rely on the government authority’s receptiveness to
change and willingness to take action. Many innovative
ways of creating communal spaces and circulation were
developed in public housing estates from the 1960s
to the 1980s. However, the majority of recent public
housing projects seem to pay much more attention
on maximising efficiency. Public housing, which is for
social good instead of profit making, should allow more
freedom for reinterpreting efficiency while encouraging
communal life.

Lantau Tomorrow: Rethinking Efficiency
The project Lantau Tomorrow, if inevitable to be
pushed forward despite the numerous controversies and
oppositions to its high cost and negative environmental
impact, might at least offer an opportunity for daring
experiments. This 1700-hectare tabula rasa could be
the perfect testing ground for redefining efficiency and
exploring new ideas on high-rise living. One idea would
be to let the majority of public and private developments
follow existing planning codes and design principles but
also allow a number of “acupuncture sites” which allow
more daring planning models and design approaches. By
doing so, conflicts between new and old ideologies could be
catalysed, and diversity and complexity – the essence of a
vibrant city – encouraged. “Let a hundred flowers blossom”
could be one of the key benefits that this gigantic project
offers.
The total area of Lantau Tomorrow is almost
one-third that of Manhattan Island, a place described
by Rem Koolhaas as the “mythical laboratory for the
invention and testing of a revolution ary lifestyle: the
culture of congestion”1. Today, if the pursuit of Lantau
Tomorrow is non-stoppable, could it act as Hong Kong's
laboratory for catalyzing revolutionary ambitions and
ideas about high-rise living?

Fai Au is the principal of O Studio Architects and assistant
professor at the University of Hong Kong. Through practice and
teaching, Fai places his design and research interest on the topic

1 Rem Koolhaas (1994) Delirious New York: a retroactive manifesto for
Manhattan (New Ed.). Monacelli Press, New York. pp 9-10.

香港建築師是將高層住宅使用效率最大化的佼佼者，無論是
3,000 呎以上的豪宅單位還是 150 呎以下的納米單位，各種居
住功能都被盡納其中，私有空間盡可能地做到最大，而公共空
間盡可能地做到最小。然而這種高層居住經驗是單一、封閉
的，共享空間被抑制、鄰里關係被削弱。本文不欲探討將高層
住宅使用效率最大化的手法，而對效率的基本定義提出一系
列問題，試圖喚起對共同棲居生活模式的思考，從而探討未來
香港高層住宅設計的可能性。
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Skyward
City
Vertical Streetscape

天空之城 - 垂直街景

1

A Vertical Commons
In our concrete jungle, people tend to live their lives
within a concentric zone of familiarity despite the
dense urban environment surrounding them. As a
result, urban enclaves at various scales are formed,
from individuals up to urban neighbourhoods. At the
same time, to house an increasing urban population on
limited buildable land, Hong Kong has grown skyward.
This phenomenon of architectural urbanization pushes
inhabitants high to the sky, often confining them to an
isolated existence disconnected from the socially rich
public functions and green spaces at street level.
As we look skyward, the question that Skyward
City asks is not only how to diffuse the boundaries that
disconnect podium and tower, but also how to fuse the
disappearing street liveliness with our hyper dense
living environment, forming a symbiotic and collective
work-live micro urbanism, a vertical commons that can

anticipate unexpected events to take place.
Instead of proposing brand new tower typology
to transform our future city, we began by looking back
at what we cherish about our city. We felt nostalgic
about our disappearing common spaces, or ground level
communal spaces that make our street neighbourhood.
More and more street fabrics are replaced with mega
malls with inhuman street interfaces, where privatized
commercial interiors act as surrogate public spaces.
As architects, we are very often dealing with the
issue of defining the boundary between public and
private spaces. For us, a good public space has always
been a powerful driving force to anchor buildings,
creating spatial narratives for the users. So how can we
introduce viable publicness into our hyper dense vertical
landscape? (Fig. 1)
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Disappearing streetscape
Turn the street vertically as a walkable
core
Levitated Streetscape: vertical fabric of
inter-connected public amenities
Open Lattice: Porous grids of habitable
modules adaptable to reconfiguration
and transformation

2

Levitated Streetscape: Core and Shell
To conceive this hypothetical 150-meter-tall tower,
we dissected the two fundamental elements of tower
typology: core and shell. If cores are about giving
support and vertical circulation, how can we design a
core based not merely on capacity and efficiency but
livability or walkability? Can we design public amenities
vertically that connects with people’s daily lives, provide
better living conditions, and increase neighbourhood
diversity at the same time?
The older fabrics of Hong Kong island, with
its density and proximity, offers an enjoyable walking
experience among the liveliness, the city vibes and
happenings. Such urban dynamics is partly the reason
Hong Kong remains attractive to tourists and even
expatriates despite the city’s poor livability survey
results.
So in a straightforward and perhaps slightly naive
way, we decided to flip the streetscape upwards as a
walkable core. (Fig. 2) We connected public amenities
and event spaces by stairs, terraces, platforms, shuttling
elevators and lifts to create this communal core with
shared spaces, green and programmes. A vertical
cascade of public spaces makes up a walkable core that
is inclusive, providing moments for chance encounters.
(Fig. 3)
For the shell, we created Open Lattice: a
weather protective layer of habitable modules that are
prefabricated and shipped to site for assembly to save
time and cost. Other than maximizing usable spaces,
we maximize flexibility. We created this cellulose-like
plug-in framework to allow for changing configurations
of usage over time. Mass production and customization
will provide made-to-order affordable housing units. This
could become a model for the emerging trend of co-living
or co-working lifestyle. (Fig. 4)

3
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5

Diller Scofidio + Renfro's Vagelos Educational
Building in New York used the site area restriction
to compose a space that is vertically structured in
section, rather than conceived planimetrically. "The
cascade's inefficiency is planned inefficiency," said
Elizabeth Diller. "It's not about optimisation of every
square foot, but optimisation of the quality of light and
space that engenders creative and productive work."

6

Skyward City aspires to demonstrate the essential
qualities of our vertical street life, the social
relationships and transparency. We were very much
inspired by Michael Maltzan's Star Apartments
for homeless people in Los Angeles. The indoor
and outdoor community wellness spaces on the
second level are linked to the streetscape below,
with expansive views of the city. People can have
access to a garden, kitchen, lounge, art room,
walking track and sports court. By combining
social services, community recreational facilities
and residential apartments together, the building
provides the residents with a sense of identity. The
limited budget and tight schedule meant the team
had to opt for prefabricated elements that rested on
a new concrete superstructure above a renovated
existing single-story building. This new construction
methodology is actually a first in Los Angeles.
(Photos: Thomas Chung)

5

7 Left: Skyward City
axonometric by Frankie Lui,
Larry Tsoi, Justin Lau.
Right: Skyward City
model, diversity of vertical
community.

6
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9
8 & 9 In our YouArt Center project, we have this wall-less museum
idea, which attempted to recall the memory of the old city lanes
fabric into our vertical spatial planning. One could meander
through paths and steps upwards through informal exhibition
and functional space while recalling informal social spaces that
citizens experience in everyday life.
8

With an evolving installation of modules, we
imagine this lattice-like residential skin to enact the
changing chemistry of the interface between public
space (core) and private space (shell). This form of micro
urbanism is enacted by the sense of incompleteness
or tension of ambiguity that results from the constant
negotiation of core and shell, or the changing
boundaries between public and private.
Expect the unexpected
Skyward City is not a definite message or design solution
for towers, but one that actively encourages users to
expect the unexpected. The design is structured like
a spatial plot to explore the romantic possibilities of
chance encounters as depicted in Wong Kar-Wai’s
film Chungking Express. The final design leaves gaps
and in-between spaces for the myriad of scenarios of
this vertical micro community. The tower vertically
embodies the potential liveliness, vibes and possibilities
of a vertical commons that can be associated with Hong
Kong as a diverse, energetic and multi-faceted city. (Fig.s
6, 8 & 9)
Skyward City is part of the collective effort to
showcase and transmit Hong Kong architects’ visions
or message about Hong Kong's unique vertical density
and landscape. Architects are also charged with a great
responsibility to design a building, a physical mass that
works in an urban context on different levels. Besides
maximising GFA and efficiency, our agenda should
also include the design of good public spaces, and the
returning of these natural and cultural resources back to
the city and society.

The duty of an architect is not limited to problem
solving, but is more about creating designs that are
connected to our place, identity or collective memory
as well as creating ideas that venture into the unknown.
The joy of being an architect is also in the creation
of spaces for people's enjoyment, so we can together
continue to evolve new renditions of “expect the
unexpected”.
Frankie Lui is a Registered Architect who obtained his master
degree at Columbia University and The University of Hong
Kong. In 2007, Frankie founded Atelier Global Limited, a multidisciplinary design practice that provides architectural and
interior design. Frankie has led public architecture projects
that received international awards. Frankie has also actively
participated in cultural exchanges like Venice Biennale 2018 and
the London Festival of Architecture 2019.
Larry Tsoi partnered with Atelier Global in 2011 in his practice in
Hong Kong and Shenzhen. Larry searches for common ground
and universal values through work that ranges from pragmatic
public infrastructure to highly articulated, well-crafted buildings
and spaces in cultural and commercial sectors. He has won
numerous architectural competitions and designed awardwinning projects in both China and Hong Kong, including YouArt
Center in Changde, Shenzhen Longhua Archive Library and the
Changsha Din Din Creativity Centre.

香港的建築多年來把居住人口推向高空，往往令人失去與
地面公共設施和空間的連接。以往建立於街道的社區文化
日漸消失，如何能把公共性展現於今天極高密度的垂直城
市？“Skyward City” 鼓勵使用者在高樓中體驗未知性。有
如王家衛的《重慶森林》，此設計在於探索空間的偶遇和中介
空間於垂直的微型社區中能促發的無數可能性。
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Winy Maas on Towers
Choices, contexts and hyper-eclecticism

Interview
Thomas Chung
Text
Jasmine Chan

What’s next for super-high rises in
mega-cities of the 21st century?
Density remains important because
it helps to house capacities and
keep part of the planet open. There
is still economic benefit for people
to cluster and specialize in cities.
Fifty years from now, depending
on world population growth, if we
all become middle class, then the
planet could come to a certain kind
of stand-still. By then, we would be
able to reproduce water, energy and
other fundamental elements. If we
have vehicles that are lightweight
and shared, if we attain aerial mass
mobility, a certain moment of
suburbanity may return. It could be
a turning point, when more autarky
could be imagined. But let’s face it,
we won’t get there in the coming 30
years, not in Asia, in China or India,

選擇、場所與超折衷主義

Winy Maas co-founded MVRDV with Jacob van Rijs and Nathalie
de Vries in Rotterdam in 1993, and established The Why Factory
in 2008 at TU Delft as a research lab and platform for the future
city. Professor, curator and city supervisor, among his many other
public roles and recognitions, Maas is also exploring his mantra
of “Everything is Urbanism” as Domus Guest Editor for 2019.
Whether in education or research, practice or publications, Maas’
energetic verve is infectious, yet belying his ambition for constant
experimentation and prolific production, there is a genuine
concern for a more ecologically equitable, socially responsible and
collaborative vision for our world.
In March, Maas’ lecture “Choose Your Tower” explored
high-rise housing design in Hong Kong beyond uniformity, as part
of the Venice Biennale Hong Kong Response Exhibition. With
characteristic Dutch aplomb, that tantalizing mixture of idealism
with playful pragmatism, guided by a rational optimism and yet
tinged with irony, he follows up below, elaborating on his views and
visions for Hong Kong’s vertical urbanism as well as China and beyond.
or in Africa. There is still a lot to be
done on different levels.
If we talk about next steps,
in Asia densities are generally
constructed from the pencil-tower
typology which is very productive
in terms of quantity but lacks
basic urbanity. It has one entry
through which you go in and out
of your flat, that’s it. The ground
is more vulnerable compared to
lower densities, which have more
connections from the public to
the domestic levels. Pencil towers
are monotonous and normally
not mixed. They lack roof area for
solar development and, space for
water management, ventilation and
greenery. They lack autonomy and
have almost no collective space in
themselves. The ‘porosity’ factor
can help to enlarge these functions,
house more ecological functions as

well as social unforeseen-ness and
hopefully lead to more intelligent
and sustainable towers. These
issues have to be addressed on the
governmental level.
Your excursions to Hong Kong
include Hong Kong Fantasies
(2011), a Hong Kong version of
Porosity (2012) and Towers of
Choices (2019). Can you tell
us more about these intense,
provocative studies and your
thoughts on Hong Kong?
As a Hong Kong fan it worries me,
because up until now it has been one
of the model cities exemplifying how
to deal with density, combining it
with greenery, mountains and water,
and with one of the highest usage
of public transport in the world.
But competition from Shenzhen,
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Towers of Choices:
Left: Towers
with specialised
apartments.
Right: Apartment
isometric, tower
section. The
Fireplace Tower
by Jan Estaban
Granda Henao

Shanghai and Singapore in all areas
means it would be wise to rejuvenate
yourself. Hong Kong needs to update
its financial and economic roles.
What Victor Lo and others are
trying to do in culture – to invent
a designer city from working on its
past – is courageous. Spatially Hong
Kong needs to get more capacity
too, because people move, not only
to the New Territories, but also to
Shenzhen or to Macau.
For Hong Kong Fantasies, I was
wondering urbanistically where can
we create freedom from without?
Sometimes you have to give up
things like the ridgeline contour
height limits, or you have to actually
expand and make more territory,
like at Lantau.
With the Towers of Choices, it
was about escaping from within. It
was about deepening a little bit the

Hong Kong Fantasies: Victoria Harbour

kind of trauma in Hong Kong, the
inescapable combination of high
land prices, over-limited air rights,
the high cost of housing (as a product
of the former two) and stringent
regulations. These four factors lead
to more and more production of the
same – repetitive monotony. We
accepted the housing regulations
as given, and imagined how we
can escape from them. We started
by questioning about 15 functions
that make up a flat. We looked into
what alternative policies can be:
how to invent alternative versions of
bathrooms, bedrooms, or other ways
of sleeping, dining, storing, etc. How
to accommodate a helper in another
way to give space for him or her.
The second exercise worked
with a given maximum flat area of
say 55m2. We asked what would it be
like if bedrooms don’t need to be 3m
x 3m, or if we accept a 1.5m height as
we don’t need standing space. You can
save that space for a guest room or a
maid room. Then we tried to explore
our fantasies even more. For example,
if every room is almost outside, then
you have porosity everywhere. You
are making fantastic mini-villages.
Or if every room has a sky view, then
you get a tower that is insane. Like a
sputnik moment! Towers specialism

leads to ‘fantastic’ towers.
Next, we started to mix the
ingredients, to sort the studies on
specific types of towers. The last
exercise looked at all the in-between
elements. What would it mean if we
think about other kind of utility cores
and circulation, stairs going around
the outside, sliders, waterfalls, and
even chimneys. If you had a fireplace
in every room, how do you deal
with that – a fascinating design for
chimney towers! These were other
ways of escaping, and probably the
most complicated and attractive ones
too. To invent a bunk bedroom is one
exercise, but to re-invent the vertical
communication and circulation is
another. The whole thing was like a
Trojan horse – to escape from within.
So there is a conceptual
consistency, the earlier Porosity
Lego towers, whose formal
tectonics worked more with
scripting, are also kind of escape
experiments. The Towers of
Choices are more to do with
specific ways of living in high-rise.
Can there be other versions?
Studies on public housing should
be made by the Housing Authority.
They are in the best position to
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1
1 Porous City Lego Towers, Delft, 2012
2 Connected towers, Winy Maas, MVRDV
in Vertical Fabric, Venice Biennale
Hong Kong Exhibition, Venice, 2018
3 "Choose Your Tower" lecture, City
Gallery, Hong Kong, March 2019
4 Vanke 3D City project, Shenzhen, 2018
2

explore how much design diversity
you can afford. I think it is
incredibly important to develop
public housing for many reasons.
To have a stable environment to
house different people. Secondly,
you build up a treasure of real
estate as a society. It provides the
ground of collectivity at moments
of global change: you have ground
as a collectivity to sell off if needed.
I think it’s very wise to invest in
quality public housing.
In Hong Kong, private firms don’t
get involved in designing public
housing especially in early stages.
In their efforts to chase targets, the
Housing Authority tends to favour
standardized design over diversity.
That’s because of the constraints.
It’s a bit self-condemning. You did
that for very good reasons, first to
house and protect. But now you
have come a crossing point, an edge
where more quality is needed, more
variety is deserved. That’s why I
use the word “escape”, you reach an
extreme and you escape it. I made a
word “Datascape” in FARMAX (1998),
which was about showing current
data spatially, to show how if rules
were pushed to the limit, then they
suddenly become visible. Datascapes
were confirmative, but can have a
critical element to them, by implying
if you want change, say to densify
more, then you have to change the

regulations. Now we talk about
escape, it’s actually not “datascape”
but “data-escape”.
In FARMAX, there is an article about
the Kowloon Walled City. You were
already looking at Hong Kong then?
Yes Jacob (van Rijs) did that. It
was a kind of touristic inspiration,
“Ah! That was how you do it”. Not
more, not less. It also showed
how the extremes of rules, money
and opportunism can lead to this
weirdest of floorplans on the planet.
But it’s true, somehow, it came back
in our later works.
How did you see the Vertical
Fabric: 100 Towers exhibition at
the 2018 Venice Biennale?
Such exhibitions help research and
vice versa. I appreciate it belongs to
our family of tower studies, adding to
and deepening them, which is highly
good. You asked architects to each
give an opinion with a simple concept
of what tower as an object can do; it
produced a wonderful amount. But
are they all clear? No. The towers
need proximity, preferably a perfect
grid. They deserve a better place
in Venice; they would have fitted
perfectly in the Arsenale. I can
imagine revamping the Arsenale and
filling it completely with towers. That
would be cool! After the terracotta
army of Xian, we can have our own

version, an army of towers.
For our contribution, we
tried to use the tower not for its
autonomy but to develop mutuality
between towers. We used bridges
with programme that connected and
spanned between towers on multiple
levels. I dream of making the next
tower exhibition, to explore only the
world of connections, so you get a
crazy network of linked porosity.
The Vanke 3D City project in
Shenzhen, was the design
breakthrough in high-rise
typology?
In the Vanke Tower design, we had
the possibility to use big chunks of
programme to make connections.
One of the project’s key elements is
the way it goes over a road to combine
street blocks, turning them into one
enterprise. Indeed, we do think this
is the next step in the development
of towers. As the density of our cities
increases, connections at various
levels between buildings will become
more desirable, and we tried to show
how this could be done in a way that
adds to the prototypical components
that these kinds of connected
projects could have.
You mentioned Steven Holl’s Linked
Hybrid and OMA’s CCTV building.
Those are hybrid towers, CCTV as a
looped tower and the Linked Hybrid
a horizontal social condenser. But
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Vanke appears to be different, it
reassembles fragments from pencil
towers, connecting them into a
miniature city or vertical village.
Recently, the Tencent Towers in
Shenzhen by NBBJ also attempted
a kind of connection. We are
doing another research ourselves
on combining intensity with
individualism and diversity. It is
funny to see this intention taken
on by others, like the MGM Cotai
in Macau by KPF, a kind of looping
tower, and Mecanoo in Rotterdam
with their Montevideo tower, which
is a kind of “cutification” of a tower.
Rem (Koolhaas) in his own way
was trying that in De Rotterdam
tower – a corporate style, montaging
some dreams of the past, to make
one tower become three. So we
are already like a team, different
architects, all working on tower
fragmentation and connection.
The difference with the 1960s
when those things were first dreamt
of is that now there is more density,
more people, more economic
wealth than ever. There is also more
ecological awareness than before
(except in the Middle Ages). There is

an awareness specifically in Europe,
of the desire for concentration that
is payable and in the quality of
standards that we would need. So
the momentum is there to allow for
building this kind of density.
At first glance, the Vanke 3D City
bears some formal resemblance
to your Peruri 88 Tower in Jakarta.
Were you trying to create your own
context in these projects because
there is no context around it?
Unfortunately, the Jakarta tower
project is coming to an end. Actually, if
they move the capital, there may be a
higher chance to revive the project on
another plot. As for context, I disagree
with you in this case. In Shenzhen
it’s true that the Vanke project was
designed with only a partial vision of
its future context in this brand new
district. Both in Jakarta and also our
new tower in Manhattan [The Radio
Tower & Hotel], the surroundings
are low rise.
Around the site on 181 Street
and Amsterdam Avenue are New
York Brownies, small six-storey
high blocks. We stacked up these
‘brownstone blocks’ to make an

acceptable frame. The second
contextualized element came from
the colourful fabric of the mixed
Puerto Rican neighbourhood. We
are glazing ceramic bricks to the
colours of the community. This has
to be optimized to be affordable, not
easy to achieve in Manhattan, with
high ground prices and construction
costs. But when it is finished, it will
sit nicely on the thinnest point of
Manhattan, where the Hudson and
Harlem rivers come together and
almost kiss each other. You will see
this kind of multi-coloured elements
saying hello or goodbye. I’d say it’s a

4
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kind of new ‘statue of liberty’ moment
on the other end of the island.
In Manhattan, is there also an
aspect of social or affordable
housing?
The area is at the lower end
of the middle class. There is a hotel
for mid- or longer stay, offices that
fits the milieu, smaller units that
are less expensive. At its heart there
is a garden for youngsters with the
family block on top. Over time, the
project is developing more identity
from the different programme
components. That is another aspect
of contextualization.

Winy Maas
with its operation?” Then it becomes
interesting. You can re-contextualize
and you make your context. That’s the
best architecture can do.
It’s fair enough to be respectful
of the past, if you want to be
specialized in different cities. But
in many places, you have to do the
reverse have to improve things.
Every building you make can twist
the situation in order to inspire the
environment to become better.
Many MVRDV projects like the
Mirador in Madrid, the Markthal
in Rotterdam, etc. have that
situational twist. Arguably, they
are optimistic attempts to make a
contextual architecture.

Radio Tower & Hotel, Manhattan, New York City

Peruri 88 Tower project, Jakarta

Between New York and Shenzhen,
does the latter require another
type of contextual response?
Yes, because this new district is
composed of towers which at the
moment are only renderings, all
clad in ‘blue’ glass. We are not the
highest tower, so we use the pencil
towers to do the opposite. We cut
them down into different identities
and stack them up to connect to the
others. Here we use the elements from
which your design grows to somehow
protest against the context by saying
we are not making another version of
vertical extrusion. Ideally, this would
be the starting point. As not all those
pencil towers will be built so “wouldn’t
it be an interesting idea, Mr Mayor,
to continue with that and to go on

Yes, the Rotterdam Market
Hall displays 100 huge windows
celebrating the 1970s. On the plaza
end, facing Bakema’s Central
Library, pencil towers and the tree
houses of Piet Blom’s Cube project,
the Markthal becomes monumental.
But the other side faces a school
building, and maybe in the future it
becomes a street.
You often talk about participation
in design. In Future Downtown
Eindhoven, besides learning from
the densities of Hong Kong and
Shenzhen, it is the participatory
part that is fascinating. A shop was
set up to hold public workshops
that generated ‘crazy’ ideas,
some of which are actually being
developed. Is that about letting go
of creative authorship? How would
that work in high-rise Hong Kong,
or under the seemingly more
controlled conditions in China?

A growing middle class with more
spending power leads to a desire for
emancipation of energy and greater
demand for liberty, diversity and
quality. You see that in Scandinavia,
the Netherlands. In China also, there
is a demand for more participation.
Shenzhen is already exploring the
issue of variety. The city is aware that
if this region will work on AI and
innovation in the future then you
need to attract and keep specialists
from abroad. And for that you need
quality, liberty, variety.
Fifteen years ago we made this
urban design competition proposal
for Guangming district in Shenzhen
[by Wenqian Shi]. They asked what
urbanism could take place and we
proposed a kind of “free land” where
“you can do whatever you want, but
you cannot harm your neighbours”.
You can make any shape, but you
always need to offset around it where
traffic can go. You need to contribute
to a percentage of greenery. You
can imagine an urbanism without a
planning grid, just two wide roads
and a very porous grain of variety
that comes alive. We were excited,
but we didn’t win.
The idea was invented in
China, but we built it now in the
Netherlands. We constructed the
first 800 units of “free-land” in
Almere Oosterwold, the eastern
part. You can go and see this
kind of organic urban growth,
amazing juxtapositions of houses
and landscape with roads curling
around. I agree the conditions are
much more extreme over here, and
maybe we were too early, but the
relationship with China helped to
establish this thinking.
Is participation also related to
mobility?
It is good that you raised this
subject. We move houses or
apartments more than we used to
per life. In Netherlands it was like
six times per life, but now it is going
to be 15, 16 times. So in future as
technology advances, there will be
a demand to adapt your house to
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Victoria Harbour looking north, Green Dip, Why Factory

your lifestyle, to your momentum.
We created housing products –
Barbapapa [Dutch cartoon characters
who are most notable for their ability
to shapeshift at will] and Wego
houses – that imagined individual
customization and adaptability
over time. Now there is also more
knowledge available, more artificial
intelligence for scripting, software
that enables participation in that
way, and more co-ops involved in cofinancing such packages.
You have an even larger vision
utilizing futuristic technologies?
Yes, it is the first example that shows
how adaptability can be done almost
on the go, from (W)ego to “on the go”.
You could transform your flat in half
an hour on a daily basis. The next
step is to combine aerial mobility
with another kind of urbanism. When
silent sky-cars become energetically
efficient and affordable, I can dock
my flying caravan next to yours and
I can eat next to you. Property can
be endlessly reconfigured, or there
could be clusterings of sky-vehicles in
the sky, as schools, cinemas, sports
stadiums. We did the first part of

Wego House, Rotterdam

the research at Why Factory and are
starting the second part. That is what
I call Sky City, where urbanism will
flock in mid-air.
To my mind, that is very much
technology-driven. What about our
natural world?
Density is related to food and oxygen
production, and biodiversity. In the
book, Green Dip we did the inverse,
we engaged natural products in
our built environment. We studied
how much towers can contribute
to cooling, to oxygen production
and CO2 reduction. How can we
apply that onto facades, roofs? How
does climate matter? What kind of
species can we introduce? People like
Stefano Boeri and others are finding
a more scientific and systematic way.
The UN published its
biodiversity report recently. Our
book Animals are Clients will be out
soon too. We calculated how much
space we need for a certain habitat,
say for wolves or foxes. That includes
a chain of animals, the food chain
and food pyramid, with humans
at the top unfortunately. We also
design products that can facilitate
such habitats – say bricks for mice,
goats or fish, or streets, or roofs at
different angles as packages. We
call that “bricolage”. You go to buy
a product and you get a fox for free
in the end. It is bound through
scripting. Imagine the city as a
“canvas” that is formed by the limit
between inside and outside. You
make a carpet to cover this canvas
and you can start to calculate the

revenues and biodiversity terms.
We applied this to Lille to see how
fantastic and beautiful the city could
become. The output is a softwarehandbook, an illustrated manual
dedicated to the biological and
the non-biological, leading to the
apotheosis at the end.
Finally, architects still think
only in stiff, inorganic products that
are non-biological. When we can
make changeable materials that are
completely recyclable, ones that can
grow, so that it can become hyperbiological, then we blend the two.
Adaptability is merged into these
new nano-bio-chemical materials.
The inorganic world changes into the
organic again. It is not about shape, but
highly technical organic production. It
will be a super contradiction, because
it is built on hyper-technology, but it
wants to be hyper-organic.
With the issue of choice and
materiality augmented by
technology and ecological
thinking, surely a paradigm shift
in architecture and urbanism is
coming, in the way 20th century
Modernism eclipsed 19th century
eclecticism. Perhaps a “re-turn” to
21st century eclecticism?
I don’t know, but I think I agree
with you in the way that hypereclecticism is shaking hands
with what we discussed as hyperindividualism. Not only as built
products but also with a temporal
dimension. When things become
ephemeral or even hyper-ephemeral,
then change become endless, which
is captured in that term, the “hypereclectic”. That is our conclusion.

Winy Maas 夥 Jacob van Rijs 和 Nathalie de
Vries 於1993年共同創立了 MVRDV 建築規劃
事務所，亦於2008年在荷蘭代爾夫特理工大學
開設 The Why Factory - 構思未來城市的研究
所與平台。今年三月，Maas 在威尼斯國際建築
雙年展香港回應展中的“Choose Your Tower”
講座上探討了香港高層住宅設計能如何打破單
一，並於後續訪問中繼續闡述他對香港與中國
「垂直都市」的觀點和願景。
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Multifacets St John's Building, Central
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Notes on Hong Kong Tall
Buildings
香港高樓札記

1

View of 1960s
Central, Hilton hotel
(left), Bank of China
building (middle),
HSBC 3rd generation
headquaters (right),
with the Legco
building and the Hong
Kong Cricket Club in
foreground
2 From left to right:
Gloucester building
(1932); Hong Kong
Telephone Exchange
Building (1949); AIA
Tower (1967); Century
Tower (1971)
1

The tallest
Before WWII, when banks already dominated the city in an
era when form followed finance, Hong Kong’s first notable
tall building was the 14-storey Hong Kong & Shanghai
Banking Corporation third generation headquarters (1935).1
With its 70m stepped stone-faced tower, steel structure and
air-conditioning, it was the tallest structure in Southeast
Asia. Its 17-storey eastern neighbour, also designed by
Palmer & Turner Architects (P&T), was the old Bank of
China Building (1951), while its western neighbour was the
old 18-storey Chartered Bank Head Office (1959). Together
with the 22-storey Hang Seng Bank Building (1962), these
banking towers dominated Hong Kong island’s skyline. In
Kowloon, the 13-storey Telephone Exchange Building (1949)
on Nathan Road with its corner clock tower was the first
proper skyscraper on the peninsula.2
After the 1956 Building Ordinance amendment
relaxed the building height limits to allow more intensive
development, many new buildings went beyond nine
storeys and towers generally got taller. This was a response
to the new social demands arising after the outbreak of
the Korean War in 1950, the trade embargo on China and
the subsequent refugee tide into Hong Kong which also
provided the cheap labour that would allow the colony’s
economy to flourish after switching to manufacturing. In

the 1960s, as tourist numbers greatly increased, many new
hotels began to drive up building heights, among them the
27-floor Mandarin Oriental (1963) and Hilton Hotel (1962).
Tall multi-use buildings such as the 14-storey old Li Po
Chun Chambers (1958) started to appear outside the central
commercial district.
The late 1960s ushered in a new era of real estate
development. In quick succession, private residential
buildings broke the height records. The first two to do so
were Tai On Building (1968) in Sai Wan Ho with its famous
shopping arcade, and the memorable cylindrical Century
Tower (1971) in Mid-Levels designed by James Kinoshita
of P&T. The third, also by Kinoshita, was the Connaught
Centre (1972)(now renamed Jardine House), a 52-floor
commercial tower that was Asia’s tallest building when
completed. Owned by Hong Kong Land and built on the
most expensive lot of the Central reclaimed waterfront, the
iconic Connaught Centre took advantage of a bonus plot
ratio by providing open public space, a feature introduced
by the 1966 Building Ordinance amendment that replaced
previous controls on building height and volume based on
street width with the now familiar “plot ratio” and “site
coverage”.
After the 1973-74 stock market crash, a series
of policy changes enabled Hong Kong gradually to
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develop into an international financial centre. In the
1980s, as Wanchai became an extension to the historic
commercial centre of Central via Admiralty, Hong Kong’s
tallest buildings were successively erected within this
enlarged CBD – Gordon Wu’s circular 64-storey Hopewell
Centre3 (1980) and the 374m Central Plaza (1992) by DLN
Architects both in Wanchai, interposed by the 70-storey
Bank of China Tower (1990) by I.M. Pei which displaced
Murray House and the old barracks.
The post-handover era has seen two ultra high-rise
commercial towers built on opposite sides of the Victoria
Harbour, both developed on reclaimed land together with
new rail infrastructure and spectacularly breaking the
ridgeline views that were considered by many as desirable
1
urban design features. Completed
at the height of the SARS
epidemic, the 88-storey Two International Finance Centre
IFC (2003) by Cesar Pelli was designed to accommodate
global financial institutions, while the 108-storey
International Commerce Centre (2010) by KPF anchors the
Union Square “super transport city” above Kowloon station.
The unsurpassed pair of super-tall skyscrapers completes
the so-called harbourfront “gateway”, cementing Hong
Kong’s 21st century global city image.
Structure and construction
Besides the 1935 HSBC Building, Hong Kong saw at least
5 more steel-structure towers erected before 1970.5 More
common, however, from the late 1960s onwards, has been
the use of pre-stressed concrete frames in tall building
construction, as its advantage is a column-free interior
that can accommodate changes in use over time. The
22-storey AlA Building (1967) in Wanchai is regarded
as Hong Kong's first column-free. It used pre-stressed
multi-storey structure. Pre-stressed diagrid floor slabs
spanning a concrete core that resists horizontal forces
and the perimeter external concrete mullions. Unlike
the government-owned Murray Building of the same era,
which after being revamped is now enjoying a second
life as a luxury hotel, the AIA Building, commissioned

by the legendary AIA founder Cornelius Starr, will be
redeveloped into a brand new curtain-wall tower.6
Three other P&T designed towers from the same
time – the Mongkok Branch of the HSBC (1970), the
Century Tower (1971) and the Connaught Centre (1972) – all
shared the same tube-in-tube structural idea. To cope with
foundation issues arising from being built on reclaimed
land, the Connaught Centre utilised a lightweight structure
that offered a 36ft column-free span between its central core
and a perforated concrete outer shear box. Its distinctive
façade, composed from custom-made metal curtain wall
panels with 1.8m diameter circular porthole windows, is a
replacement of its original mosaic cladding.
The possibilities offered by pre-stressed concrete
technology were employed by engineer architect Peter
Poon in many of his tall buildings. Poon’s characteristic
idea was to suspend prestressed floor slab between two
cores, thus eliminating the need for periphery mullions.
The Lutheran World Federation (Hong Kong) (1968)
tower was his first project (where he worked as consulting
engineer with architect David A. Thornburrow of Spence &
Robinson). The building's brief called for the architect not
only to consider the Federation’s changing accommodation
needs, but also the many welfare services that it offered
– from clinics and rehabilitation centres to office, library,
conference rooms, a chapel and car-parking. The resulting
structural design cantilevered each floor slab out from two
large central “trunks” to offer columnless space in between.
The Shanghai Commercial Bank Building (1974), another
of Poon’s project that used precast slabs, also adopted
the slip-formed core construction method to shorten the
superstructure construction period. Both the AIA Building
earlier and the Hopewell Centre later also employed the
slip-form technique.
In the 1980s, two international architects’ works
caught the eye, not for sheer height but for the daring
structural ideas that drove their architecture. Harry
Seidler’s 25-storey Hong Kong Club Building (1985), with
its curvaceous structural forms, exudes an introverted
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elegance. A highlight are the prefabricated T-shaped beams
used in its façade. Norman Foster’s 44-storey HSBC HQ
(1986) defined “high-tech” architecture with its flamboyant
“double coat-hanger” exoskeleton that is a suspended
structural system. Nearby, I.M. Pei’s Bank of China (1990)
impresses with its geometric angularity. The building uses
an efficient cross-braced composite space truss system
comprising concrete encased steel mega-columns at the
four corners and one in the centre which between them
resist lateral loads and bear almost the entire weight of
the building. The super-tall Two IFC (2003) also deployed
composite mega-columns, this time with eight perimeter
ones linked to a square core by steel outrigger trusses at
four levels.
Glass curtain walls
Hong Kong’s first curtain wall was installed in the late 1950s
at Tak Shing House (1959), on its front elevation facing Des
Voeux Road in Central.7 The Lok Hoi Tong Building (1961),
also designed by Hong Kong’s first-generation mainland

5

architect Chu Pin, had two main glass elevations in the
form of a simulated curtain wall in aluminium.8 This was
followed by the Hang Seng Bank Building (1962) which
had three facades wrapped in glass curtain wall. The St.
George Building (1969), also in Central, moved one step
further, being entirely clad in a bronze-coloured anodised
aluminium curtain walling set with bronze-tinted glass and
bronze-coloured toughened glass spandrels.9
The next milestone was the China Building (1977),
which used for the first time in Hong Kong a unit system
wall made from stainless steel and reflective glass.10
Wong & Ouyang founder Leslie Ouyang recalled how he
went to Tokyo accompanied by his now-famous client
Li Ka-shing to learn from the experience of Japanese
architects. The China building heralded many other
office tower projects of Wong & Ouyang Architects,
among them the twin towers of Admiralty Centre (1980),
both entirely clad with an aluminium-framed, silverfinished reflective glass curtain wall, aside from their
ventilator and extractor louvres at required levels.
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Pioneering equipment
The 1935 HSBC Building is regarded as Hong Kong's first
fully air-conditioned building. The old Bank of China (Hong
Kong) was air-conditioned and heated throughout, with
high speed gearless passenger lifts, the most advanced
elevators of the time. For assisted mechanical movement,
the Man Yee Building (1957) is reputed to be the first
office building in the city to boast of escalators. Originally
installed to connect the 19-foot height difference between
the two ends of the building’s long narrow plot connecting
Queen’s Road and Des Voeux Road, the escalators also
helped draw pedestrian traffic smoothly through the
length of the building instead of along Pottinger Street,
thus making the idea of a double-storey shopping arcade
viable. The escalator-assisted multi-storey retail arcade
was subsequently implemented on a larger scale at Mirador
Mansion (1958) and Chungking Mansions (1961). And in
terms of having a computerised building automation
control system, including lifts controlled by solid-state
electronics, the Bank of America Tower (1977) can claim to
be the first of its kind in South-east Asia.11
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From left to right:
Tak Shing House (1959);
Lok Hoi Tong Building (1961);
St. George Building (1969);
China Building (1977)
4th floor plan, Hong Kong Club
Building (1985) by Harry Seidler
The Lutheran World Foundation
(Hong Kong) Tower (1968):
Ground floor plan (left), long
section (right)

Section drawings:
6 New Ritz Hotel and
Swimming Pool (1958)
7 Li Po Chun Chambers
Building (1958)
8 New Entertainment Building
(1965)
9 Man Yee Building (1957)
10 Lok Hoi Tong Building (1961)
11 New Method College (1971)
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Sections
Times Square (1994) courtesy Wong & Ouyang (HK)
Langham Place (2004) courtesy Wong & Ouyang (HK) / Jerde Partnership
Megabox (2007) courtesy Wong Tung & Partners / Jerde Partnership
I-Square (2009) courtesy Rocco Design Architects Associates
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The One (2010) courtesy LWK + Partners
Hotel Icon (2011) courtesy Rocco Design Architects Associates
Hysan Place (2012) courtesy KPF / DLN Architects
Kowloon panorama (2017)
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Hybrid sections
In land-scarce Hong Kong, the idea of designing vertically
stacked programmes arose naturally in different tower
types. Szeto Wai’s 1958 Li Po Chun Chambers was one
of the first buildings designed with a multi-use section
comprising nine floors of offices and four floors of set-back
apartments sandwiching a restaurant floor and topped by
a roof garden. Su Jin Dijh’s eight-storey New Ritz Hotel and
Swimming Pool (1958) in North Point squeezed a ground
floor open swimming pool under a nightclub, hotel rooms
and penthouses into a tight site.
Back in Central, the 19-storey New Entertainment
Block (1965) housed 16 floors of offices above shops,
restaurants, a nightclub and a large cinema with an
auditorium and foyer raised to the third floor to exploit the
sloping terrain and allow access on multiple levels. The 1961
Lok Hoi Tong Building nearby also raised a triple-height
theatre hall above ground to create multi-storey shopping
arcades connected by escalators. The theatre was also set
back to allow a 13-storey office block to front onto Queen's
Road. The whole sectional configuration recalls Louis
Sullivan’s 1889 Auditorium Building in Chicago’s Loop.
For cultural buildings, Tao Ho’s Hong Kong Arts
Centre (1977) is renowned for stacking multiple cultural
facilities and venues, including an auditorium, a studio
theatre, a four-storey exhibition gallery, restaurants, offices,
1 Before 1935, the nine-storey Gloucester Building (1932), with its clock tower at
the Pedder Street Des Voeux Road corner, was Hong Kong’s tallest building. It was
demolished in 1976 as Hongkong Land redeveloped the site into the Landmark.
2 The “192-foot skyscraper for Kowloon”, Hong Kong Telegraph, 2 February 1948, p1.
3 The Hopewell Centre is famed for its double entrances 17 storeys apart due to
site topography, its external glass elevator and its 62nd floor revolving restaurant.
Interestingly, the 26-storey Wu Sang House (1966) at 655 Nathan Road in Mong Kok had
Hong Kong’s first revolving restaurant; it was built by Wu Chung (Gordon Wu’s father) and
named after his own father.
4 Old Bank of China (Hong Kong), the Manson House, Alexandra House, the Hang Seng
Bank Building, and the St. George's Building.
5 “First prestressed offices in Hong Kong”, Far East Builder, February 1969, p17.
6 The 1967 tower was designed by James Kinoshita. The current redevelopment coincides
with AIA’s 100th anniversary founding in 2019 and is projected to take four years.
7 “Takshing House”, The Hong Kong & Far East Builder, Vol.14, No.2, p25.
8 “(H)ere the fin is independent and the window rests on the wall, differing from a real
curtain wall where the fin and window are one.” from “Shops, cinema and offices in full
site utilization”, The Hong Kong & Far East Builder, Vol.16, No.3, October 1961, p46.
9 “Bronze look distinguishes central tower block”, Far East Builder, July 1969, p11.
10 “China Building designed to create unified effect”, Asian Building & Construction,
November 1977, HK IX.
11 “Gammon House: stage 1 finished”, Asian Building & Construction, April 1975, p25.

artists' studios and flats. Andrew Lee King-fun’s New
Method College (1971) pioneered compacting the entire
premises of a secondary school into a single block. Its
11-storey tower included a gymnasium doubling up as an
assembly hall / theatre on the roof, a 25m swimming pool, a
covered playground and five recreation rooms, as well as 24
classrooms and other typical facilities.
Since the millennium, a new type of larger and taller
mixed-programme vertical mega-malls has emerged,
many of them built in Kowloon following the relaxation
of building-height limits due to the closure of Kai Tak
airport. Langham Place (2004) by Jerde Partnership/Wong
& Ouyang was the first – an early URA project in Mong Kok
with bold, brash architecture, “Xpresscalators”, elevated
atriums, shops and cinemas. The colourful Megabox (2007)
by Jerde Partnership/Wong Tung & Partners followed in
East Kowloon. Notable mix-use towers in Tsim Sha Tsui
include K11 The Masterpiece (2008), I-Square (2009) by
Rocco Design Associates and The One (2010) by LWK.
Rocco’s Hotel Icon (2011) pushes the tower typology further
in terms of inventive tectonics to resolve conflicting
programmes into “an integral whole”, while Hysan Place
(2012) by KPF / DLN innovates with urban porosity,
sustainable design and vertical placemaking in the heart of
commercial Causeway Bay.
Dr Han Man is lecturer at the School of Architecture, the Chinese University of
Hong Kong. As a researcher, he specialises in the architecture of Hong Kong in
the 20th century, focusing on multi-modernities and regionality. He also actively
engages in research on the conservation of modern architecture in Hong Kong.
Thomas Chung is associate professor at the School of Architecture, the Chinese
University of Hong Kong. Thomas is co-curator for the 2018 Venice International
Biennale Hong Kong Exhibition: Vertical Fabric, Density in Landscape.

文章以香港歷時最高建築為線索簡要回顧了香港高層建築的發展；指
出高層建築的發展與先進建築技術的應用緊密聯姻，包括結構、建造方
法以及材料與設備；最後，突出香港高層建築的多功能“雜交”剖面，其
在香港的特殊之處在於不僅廣泛存在，且存在於其它地區未見存在的建
築類型中（如文化、教育建築），是源自香港特殊的社會自然條件。
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Size, Type and Urban
Fabric

Reflections on Hong Kong’s Towers in Central

尺度，類型與城市肌理 : 香港中環塔樓的思考

1 Weijen Wang (2007) “The Competing
Skyline: Politics, Economy and the Cultural
Identity of the Post-97 Hong Kong”, Stadt
Bauwelt, 175, September, pp50-57.
2 Rem Koolhaas (1978) Delirious New York.
Oxford University Press.
3 Emanuel Christ & Christof Gantenbein
(2012) Typology: Hong Kong, Rome, New York,
Buenos Aires, Review No II. ETH, Park Books.
4 Kevin Lynch (1981) A Theory of Good City
Form. The MIT Press.

The densely-packed towers in Hong Kong along the
harbourfront from Central to Causeway Bay establish the
city’s unique tower typology and vertical urban fabric.
Developed from the successive waterfront reclamations
and subsequent formation of urban blocks, the area’s rich
urban fabric has evolved from transformations of building
lots and architectural types that range from traditional
tenement houses to modern office towers. Generated by
floor-plan efficiency and tightly-crafted building codes
and regulated by plot ratio control, these towers reflect
the interactive urban processes of land economy, town
planning and demands for density.
Under demanding expectations for achieving
maximum efficiency on floor areas, Hong Kong's slender
towers are packed within their urban blocks. Within blocks,
the small land parcels are mostly kept, providing porosity
in the form of urban gaps in between building lots. Over
the decades, the urban form of Hong Kong has constantly
remade itself, not only as intensely opportunistic acts
seeking new resolutions that respond to building economy,
but also as a demonstration of an urban diversity that
has been shaped by the mixture of tower types through
variations in size, height and lot dimension.2
The mapping of tower size and core pattern in
Central and Sheung Wan shows the distribution of
typical tower footprints ranging from 200 to 1,000 square
metres, with a variety of slender pencil towers in between.
Compared to typical sizes of urban blocks in New York
City, Hong Kong’s postwar urban blocks in Sheung Wan,
Wanchai and Mong Kok are around 25% smaller in
dimension, with the footprints of typical towers in those
areas almost half the size of towers in Manhattan.2 Taking
a typical 50m by 100m rectangular block as an example,
an office tower in Hong Kong occupying a 20 by 20m small

lot can have a footprint of 400 square metres, while a
larger office tower taking a 50 by 50m lot will on average
have a 2,000 square-metre footprint. For some smaller
tenement house lots that are 5-10m by 20m, they can
easily be developed into pencil towers with 100-200 square
metre footprints.3
In Central, there is a range of old and new block
sizes moving from the foothills to the waterfront that
has been extended due to harbourfront reclamation.
The larger or medium towers of around 2,000-3,000m2,
such as IFC, Exchange Square, Jardine House, the HSBC
Headquarters and Prince’s Building are all built on lots
developed from reclamation sites. The popular size of
around 1,000m2 such as Alexander House is mostly
distributed within typical postwar urban blocks, along
with the famous pencil towers of around 100m2 primarily
residential except St. John’s Building being an office tower.
While tower size has a lot to do with block
dimensions and the grain of the fabric, core and structure
variations are key to defining the design of individual
towers. Different types of tower infrastructure can be
found within Central’s rich urban fabric, the central core,
the side core and multiple cores, each with their unique
supporting structure, circulation and services systems
that need to satisfy demands required by the different
building sizes and heights.
The twin towers of Paul Rudolph’s Lippo Centre
both have central cores with big peripheral columns
that can take all the façade modulations. Foster’s HSBC
Headquarters has multiple cores at the two sides with
a bridge-like structure supporting a big floor plate with
long span. The tapering triangular form of I M Pei’s Bank
of China Tower maintains a central core while changing
its envelope throughout its height. Smaller towers such
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100m2

1,000m2

2,000m2

as the Entertainment Building and the Hong Kong Club
put the core to one side to gain a larger structure-free floor
plate. This side-core pattern has certainly become the best
strategy for pencil office towers such as St. John’s Building.
Unlike Shenzhen’s instant, planned and fastgrowing skyscrapers in Qianhai, Futian or Deep Bay
that compete for their iconic appearance, Hong Kong’s
towers in Central form a vertical urban fabric that is
tightly woven together to facilitate compact and lively
urban daily life. This vertical fabric of towers grew
out of dynamic negotiations through changing times,
demonstrating an urban process that has given rise to a
good city form – one that is ideally shaped by multiple

3,000m2

values and open and democratic mechanisms.4 While
facing critical social and political challenges in Hong
Kong’s current urban governance, I have full confidence
that the city’s vibrant urban form will continue to play
a leading role in the development of the Greater Bay Area
while sustaining its key significance in the global city
competition for many decades to come.
經由對香港中環城市肌理與塔樓類型與尺度分佈的觀察研究，本文比
較中環大中小不同塔樓尺寸的構成與街廓形式的關係，以及塔樓類型
與尺度和核心筒模式的相關性，進一步探討形成中環緻密多元的垂直
肌理與的城市空間，與民主開放的都市過程的關聯性。
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High-rise as Lifestyle
The Hennessy, H Bonaire, H Queen's and H Code

高層建築 x 生活原素

In 1978, two significant things happened that changed
my understanding of architecture. That year Rem
Koolhaas published Delirious New York, and that
summer, I went to at the time still West Berlin to study
under the German Rationalist architect Mathias Ungers.
Delirious New York, a retroactive manifesto, was
an architecture student’s bible at that time in the
understanding of urbanism and the relationship of high
rise buildings to the city. It talked about mega towers as
“cities within a city”. It depicted on its cover the Empire
State Building sleeping with the Chrysler Building in
a New York high-rise apartment with a Manhattan
skyline. All of a sudden the high-rise buildings took on
personalities and became living beings that had a role
in the urban context rather than just a repetition of
multiple floors above an entrance.
In the summer of 1978, I landed in West Berlin.
Still recovering from its bombed out state from WWII,
the city’s urban fabric was a mixture of old buildings
and ruins, and a major wall was erected splitting East
Germany and the city’s historic centre from West Berlin.
There was major master planning and construction being
carried out to rebuild the city. It was in a city like this
that my professor Mathias Ungers taught me about urban
intervention, the idea that architecture makes urban
gestures towards the city and tells a story about itself as
an urban metaphor.
In Delirious New York, Koolhaas described New
York as a city of hyperdensity, and constructing upwards
as its only solution, creating a “Culture of Congestion”.
Fast forward 40 years, Hong Kong has become a city
in which this “Culture of Congestion” has become our
norm. People are living in tight urban conditions, going
to work, dining and socializing inside super high-rise
towers. Our streets are narrow and packed, our roads and
pavements are congested, and our buildings are vertical
walls that rise up for at least 100 metres. Building
regulations are also very restrictive in the kind of spaces
architects are allowed to create.
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H Queen’s: corner view from
Pottinger Street showing set back
perimeter balconies at high levels
The Hennessy: podium terrace
from Johnston Road showing
ascending sequence of
escalators and red glass stairs
H Bonaire: Podium terrace
designed with integrated planting
to allow different communal
activities
2

Urban intervention in Wan Chai
CL3’s first opportunity to design a tower in Hong Kong
was the Hennessy for Sinoland in 2009. The site was
bounded on the east and west by buildings. Upon visiting
the site I realized the building to the east is lower and
there can be a tremendous view looking above it down
Hennessy Road all the way to Causeway Bay. The owner
pulled the eastern facade 1.5 metres away from the site
boundary to gain a 270 degree view. We made use of
every inch of usable area of the tight site to create urban
spaces, designing an open podium terrace as a wellplanted urban window for tenants to enjoy. A red glass
stair and a series of escalators connect the upper floors
to the three levels of retail spaces below.
From the start we envisioned the Hennessy to
be a lifestyle building. The high floor-to-floor height
of 4.6 metres allows beautiful spaces for restaurants.
The passenger lift was brought all the way to the roof to
connect to a rooftop bar. This came from our experience
designing East, the hotel for Swire properties; the rooftop
bar there is greatly appreciated by the neighbourhood.
In designing the Hennessy, we wanted to break the
mold that we are merely designing facades. Buildings not
only have skins but they contain inner organs. Much like
Koolhaas’ description of the men’s sports club embedded
in Manhattan’s mega towers, our design caters for a
variety of programmes that give life to the building. The
external expression of these functions visibly shaped the
form of my design. Learning from Ungers, the Hennessy
becomes an urban intervention enhancing connectivity
to the vibrant surrounding fabric. In a congested city
like Hong Kong, we would like all open spaces within
a high-rise to be enjoyable, we have therefore designed
them as programmed spaces within the towers.
High life in Ap Lei Chau
H Bonaire is a residential tower built on a 739m2 site
on Ap Lei Chau. A development by Henderson Land, it
consists of 106 residential units with apartment sizes

3

ranging from 30–50 m2. The front entrance is on Ap
Lei Chau Main Street while the view to the water is on
the rear side. We had in mind to design a healthy green
living environment for young families in that area. We
blended the architecture, landscape and interiors into
one, fusing the inside and outside to create a series of
shared and private spaces that interlock.
The design allowed us to rotate the orientation
of the upper part of the building to face the waterfront.
We also exploited the building regulations for setbacks
to create green spaces that can in turn be an extension
of the interior, thus making the inside spaces appear
bigger. Inspired by Piet Mondrian’s abstract paintings,
we created the fenestration from the modulation of
3-dimensional grid forms that also became a device to
break down the building massing to relate to the smaller
scaled neighbourhood fabric. H Bonaire is a continuation
of our exploration of the tower prototype that expresses
its inner functions with an urbanistic gesture.
Lifestyle vernacular in Central
In 2014 we had the great opportunity to work on two
projects both on Pottinger Street for Henderson Land,
H Queen’s and H Code. Although only three blocks
apart, the two projects posed very different challenges.
H Queen’s abuts Queens Road Central and Stanley
Street, allowing for a dual entrance while also bounded
by the historic Pottinger Street on the third side. H Code
consists of high and low blocks and, except for a narrow
frontage on Pottinger Street, is entirely surrounded by
other buildings. Originally conceived as twin projects,
the two sisters took on very different personalities as a
result of the urban conditions that surround them. Like
the buildings in Delirious New York, they take on unique
personalities. Instead of designing generic facades, we
proposed thematic functions for the towers. H Queen’s
has become an art themed building while H Code has
been branded a hip lifestyle building due to its landlocked site. The facades for both buildings were designed
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H Queen’s Stanley Street elevation: glazing
with fritted pattern and BMU doubling up as
external hoist for artwork
(delivered through 3 x 4.5m openings)
Rooftop restaurant with folding sliding glass
partitions, connecting the interior to the city
Gallery view showing artwork against clear
and “white” Low-E curtain wall glazing
H Code’s Pottinger Street frontage
interfacing with its sloping "stone steps"
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to be openable and functional for the particular tenants
they serve. With function driving form, both towers
became catalysts transforming the neighbourhood.
H Queen’s, with its art focus, hosts many art events
and is now famous internationally as a unique tower of
art housing the most important art galleries. Its location
on Pottinger Street, with Tai Kwun on the upper end of
the street, creates a new art district for Hong Kong. H
Code’s mixed-usage is articulated as urban gestures at
different levels: street interface, carved out voids, full
length and corner balconies, and setbacks on the top
floors. While designing H Code, we also took on the
design for an adjacent site on the corner of Cochrane
Street and Ezra Lane developed by CSI. We ended up
designing the street space across the whole block and
urban fabrics that link them. Both sites have major level
changes from one end to the other, so we tailored the
ground design to the stepping sites, creating interesting
dining and bar spaces that interface with the streets.
Designing high-rises in Hong Kong is increasingly
challenging due to the city’s congestion and strict
regulations. Towers need to be carefully designed so
that they can be a positive urban intervention adding to
the chemistry of the dense surrounding fabrics. As land
becomes more scarce and land parcels become smaller,
this poses more difficulties as well as requiring more
thorough studies in order to create programme-driven
projects that can express their inner personalities, ones
that give identity to the high-rise ‘lifestyle vernacular’ of
contemporary Hong Kong.

William Lim is Managing Director of CL3. He graduated from
Cornell University in the U.S., with Bachelor and Master Degrees
in Architecture. After graduating, he worked in Boston as an
architect for five years, before returning to Hong Kong in 1987. He
founded CL3 in 1992.
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Isometric showing H Queen’s, H Code and CSI development
along Pottinger Street
Perspective of CSI development elevation on Cochrane Street
showing mid-level escalator in foreground

在《癲狂紐約》中，庫哈斯將紐約描述為一個高密度的城市，
並以向上建構創造了一種“擁擠文化”。快速發展40年，“擁
擠文化”已成為香港的常態。加上嚴格的規範，在香港設計高
層建築越來越具挑戰性。作為加入密集環境新的催化劑，塔
樓需要精心設計以達到對城市規劃有正面的影響。思聯(CL3)
透過探索文中4個塔樓項目的多元化背景和社區，使每個塔樓
都最終呈現了各自的獨特個性。
9
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The Beacon

碧薈: 像素塔樓

Pixelated Towers in Mong Kok

1
2

3

The Beacon: rhythmic undulations of
modular bay windows
Facade operations of Roger Anger.
Left: Apartments at 209, Rue des
Pyrénée, Paris (1960). Right: Les
trois tours in Grenoble by Anger
and Pierre Puccinelli, 1967. “The
Three Towers” are award-winning,
28-storey residential towers, the
tallest in Europe at the time.
The Beacon: oblique view from
Argyle street

1

Liberating the curtain wall

We often remember our city’s
skyscrapers for their iconic forms
and silhouettes. Cloaked with
continuous curtain wall facades, the
buildings’ interior articulation is
often lost on observing pedestrians.
Roger Anger, an influential
French architect of the 1950s-60s,
described this phenomenon as
the “dictatorship of the curtain
wall”, with which he criticises the
overemphasis of functionalism and
standardization in the architecture
of post-war Paris.1 To counter the
“monotony and loss of human
scale in the built environment”,
many of his high-rise housing
projects focused on the design of
facade patterning in relation to the
building’s spatial planning.2
In the Mong Kok district,
traditional residential buildings used
to be montaged with personalized
metal cages and balconies that tell
stories of the residents living behind

them. Since these “illegal additions”
were sanitized in the mid-1990s,
the composite building typology
has gradually been replaced by
pencil towers wrapped around in
monolithic standardized facades,
offering little room for individual
expression. In the mix of both
old and new typologies along Sai
Yee Street stands The Beacon: a
boutique hotel by Aedas that boasts
a memorable pixelated façade.
Completed in 2017, The Beacon's
modular articulation resonates with
Roger Anger’s 'deep skin' tectonics;
it acknowledges that life at a human
scale exists behind the undulating
‘pixels’ - each inhabited by different
guests on their temporary sojourns,
all demanding not to be buried
behind a homogeneous curtain wall.

3

Pencil tower with a twist
Aedas Executive Director Cary
Lau explains that the project’s
architectural language draws

2

inspiration from organic façade
undulations of old post-war
residential buildings in Mong Kok.
These illegal additions maximize the
area and view of individual units,
resulting in irregular protrusions
on the buildings’ elevations. The
Beacon reinterprets these banished
structures with modern materials
like glass and steel, tactically
rotating the modules at an angle
to maximize unobstructed views
for every unit. The tower’s formal
complexity is achieved by repeating
a controlled shifting of modules
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Vanished illegal facades
The Beacon, podium transition with
green wall
The Beacon, oblique city view from
bay window, Skypark visible on the
left
The Beacon, view of backyard
terrace showing surrounding
tenement blocks
T.O.P. corner of pixelated podium
facade showing link bridge to
opposite podium (left)
The Beacon, plans and section

5

that also create a black and white
checkered look.
Unlike the traditional housing
typology however, The Beacon
insists on breaking free from the
surrounding congestion and urban
grid. Despite sitting on a tiny 614m2
site in one of the most densely
populated neighbourhoods on
the planet; the tower is set back
from the street and neighbouring
buildings, creating breathing space
and providing a rare opportunity
for greenery. As pedestrians walk
along tightly packed storefronts
that occupy most of Mong Kok’s
streetscape, they unexpectedly
encounter a lush green facade. The
exterior of the hotel podium is a

multi-storey vertical green wall that
dissolves into protruding units,
offering a transitional experience
between the busy street life and
the calming feeling of a home from
home. This extends from the street
entrance into the efficient interior,
where guests arrive at the third floor
lobby equipped with a lounge, gym,
dance studio and backyard terrace
before transiting to their own rooms.
Deconstruct to re-imagine
In another attempt to resist the
monotony of form and materiality
found in our city’s skyscrapers,
T.O.P This is Our Place reinterprets
a different element of Mong Kok’s
vibrant street life: the colourful

street signs that characterize and
give life to every street and alley.
The project transforms a
1980s former government complex
into a modern office and retailentertainment hub, completed
in 2018. A similar language of
pixelation is used boldly on the
podium level to transition to the
tower, except this time as a play of
materiality and colours. Colourful
spectral aluminium panels protrude
at varying angles, shimmering
under the sunlight and glowing
during the night. Visually, they
are as though a deconstructed
reinterpretation of the neon signs
that hang perpendicular to the
nearby buildings - challenging
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Typical Floor Layout

6

Third Floor Layout

7

8
9
Ground Floor Layout

these traditional methods of wayfinding by providing a less explicit
but arguably more atmospheric
navigation experience.
Cary Lau explains that “great
design can be delivered by a deep
social and cultural understanding of
the communities we design for” and
that the challenge is to be creative
in the face of stringent building
regulations. Inspired by site context
and local culture and aided by
computational design, both The
Beacon and T.O.P This is Our Place
have demonstrated ways through
which towers can be liberated from
conventional facade treatments,
while establishing new relationships
between architecture and the city.

They show how Hong Kong’s next
generation of pencil tower designs
can push boundaries and reinterpret
the city’s architectural norms.
Text Kimberley Lau 劉琛原

1 "Research On Beauty | Roger Anger's Response To
High-Rise Housing Trends In Post-War Paris". Academy
of Fine Arts Vienna, 2019, https://www.akbild.ac.at/
portal_en/organisation/activities/lectures_events/2010/
akbild_event.2010-10-28.7353187325. Accessed 19 June
2019.
2 "2017 Norden Fund Awarded to “Pikionis’ Pathway:
Paving The Acropolis” and “Deep Skins: Roger Anger’S
Façade Operations”". Archinect, 2019, https://archinect.
com/news/bustler/5817/2017-norden-fund-awardedto-pikionis-pathway-paving-the-acropolis-and-deepskins-roger-anger-s-fa-ade-operations. Accessed 19
June 2019.
3 Now demolished, these additions have been famously
documented in Jerzy Wojtowicz’s 1984 book, Illegal
facades: architecture Hong Kong made.

位於旺角洗衣街，2017年完工的精品酒店「碧
薈」，其立面由具有像素化的立體黑白網格構
成。凱達環球執行董事柳景康解釋，設計靈感
是來自戰後民居自發性的違章立面擴建。碧
薈的立面由前後交錯的模組單元組成的，讓
每個客房擁有獨立景觀。同區另一項目T.O.P.
(This is Our Place)，借用典型霓虹招牌的形
象來重新詮釋旺角的街道生活。於2018年開
幕，T.O.P.將前政府大樓改建為辦公樓和商場，
而平台的彩色鋁板設計亦呈現像素化的形態。
這兩棟位於旺角核心商業區的建築，能夠展示
香港高樓作為一種建築類型的當代演繹與創
意設計的可能性。
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New Tower Designs
Freespace in the City

新塔樓設計: 自由空間

Skypark
Communal roof garden with
Sky Stair
2 Urban block design: carving
out plaza and internal street
(before & after)
3 View of atrium from
entrance plaza, with natural
roof lighting
4 Podium massing
comparision: conventional
and new design with natural
ventilation and greenery
1

1

Due to the shortage of land and the small lot sizes, the
high-rise “pencil tower” is becoming the most common
building type in urban Hong Kong. With such a dense
verticality, visual and physical comfort in the city is
affected at all levels. On the streets, pedestrians often feel
“suffocated” by the wall effect and monotonous podium
bulks on both sides of the street, which is made worse by
a lack of open space and greenery in urban centres. Inside
the buildings and above ground, most users or residents
can only enjoy very limited views outside their windows
due to neighbouring tall buildings. Visual obstruction
as well as poor air ventilation become a general concern
in terms of city planning and architectural design. At
rooftop level, most commercial and residential buildings
have their topmost floors filled up with mechanical
equipment and undesignated maintenance space. How
can individual building design improve on the streetscape
at ground level, the cityscape above ground, and the
urban skyline at upper levels?
1. New urban streetscape
The freeing up of ground floor space for pedestrians by
using different design approaches is explored in SKYPARK,
a mixed-use redevelopment project led by Urban Renewal
Authority (URA) and New World Development Company

Limited at a prominent junction in Mong Kok. SKYPARK
comprises a retail mall (THE FOREST) and a 21-storey
residential tower, replacing a cluster of old tenement
buildings on site. Its podium design demonstrates several
ways to improve the surrounding streetscape. (Fig. 2)

2
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Enhancing site context: plaza and internal street
To preserve and enhance the street shopping culture
along the renowned sportswear themed “Sneaker Street”,
SKYPARK’s podium massing is massaged and set back to
create a plaza at the street junction leading to an internal
street. The plaza receives pedestrians along “Sneaker
Street” and Nelson Street from the Mong Kok MTR
station, and has become a gathering spot and landmark
for both visitors and local residents. The internal
street, which extends from and to the plaza, enhances
the outdoor experience within the podium as well as
reshapes the surrounding street pattern. (Figs. 2&5)
Extending street experience above ground
Escalators directly connect the plaza to THE FOREST’s
first floor atrium, drawing pedestrian flow and continuing
the street experience upwards. With no doors or glazing
separating the ground and first floors, the mall atrium is
opened up, and the interior space of the upper floors is in
the sight line of the plaza and “Sneaker Street”. This also
means more direct exposure for commercial activities
throughout the podium mall. (Fig. 3)
Breaking down the podium massing
Conventional mall designs in Hong Kong usually
maximize the full site coverage at podium level, making
the building very bulky at street level. At SKYPARK
however, THE FOREST mall design breaks down the
monolithic podium into smaller blocks, creating a more
approachable human-scale experience for pedestrians.
This in turn creates a more environmentally friendly
building with more external interfaces that have natural
lighting and more outdoor greenery. The mall’s envelope
and layout design enable a naturally ventilated operation
mode in autumn and winter, making THE FOREST a
sustainable pioneer of retail mall design in Hong Kong.

Elevating the podium massing
Ground floor space along the street is the most valuable
commercial space. Typical full-coverage podiums
tend to hinder natural ventilation at street level, thus
making the street experience unpleasant for pedestrians.
K11 ATELIER at 728 King’s Road in North Point
demonstrates an alternative approach by freeing up the
ground and first floors abutting the street, creating a
“floating” podium with a big covered area below. The
glazed entrance lobby is set back under the covered
area to allow a more transparent and natural ventilated

3

4

space for pedestrians. This improved streetscape also
offers more direct visual connections to the surrounding
streets.
At K11 ATELIER, the “floating” box is an
exhibition hall enveloped with lush vertical greenery
on the outer skin. An innovative patent design
CEILINGGREENTM is used for the soffit underneath
the box to improve the visual and air quality of the
redevelopment as well as the micro-environment of
its surroundings. This unconventional approach also
re-shapes the streetscape at King’s Road and Healthy
Street East, giving another definition to podium design
in Hong Kong. (Fig. 6)
Carving out a public passage
The Jubilee College of The Open University of Hong
Kong in Kowloon is designed and constructed with
an environmentally friendly approach. The building's
ground floor is partially opened up and integrated with a
well-paved landscape path to encourage pedestrian flow
from Princess Margaret Road to Chung Hau Street. A
wind corridor is introduced from ground to second floor
to facilitate natural cross-ventilation, while minimizing
the impact of the surrounding wind environment.
Open staircases face and visually connect to the central
courtyard, where an existing tree is also preserved at its
original location to enhance its visual and air quality.
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6
5 Jubilee College, Open University of Hong
Kong: with existing tree in central courtyard
6 K11 ATELIER at King's Road 728: 3D green
facade with planted balconies and terraces
and green walls to enrich visual quality
7 K11 ATELIER: Ventilated ground and 3D facade
in dialogue with surrounding buildings
8 SKYPARK Roof garden, view towards
Langham Place (left background)
9 Evening view of Sky stair
10 Diagram of freespace throughout building
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In Hong Kong, overlooking between adjacent tall
buildings is usually unavoidable. Windows, walls, airconditioning units and balconies are common elements
that we often see from our apartments or offices. Visual
comfort of the living or working space can be a major
factor affecting our mental health. So, apart from
introducing sky gardens and podium gardens, what else
can we do to enrich the visual quality of our cityscape?

Massing design and green feature installations
In the massing design of The Jubilee College, the U-shape
building form maximizes window views and daylight
penetration to all facilities. The building embraces a
communal courtyard at the centre, and a preserved
tree has become the green signature of the campus. A
number of project specific green installations are also
introduced, such as the city’s tallest green wall facing
Princess Margaret Road, the largest extent of BIPV in
Hong Kong on the south-west curtain wall façade and a
row of wind turbines at the second floor communal area
for education purposes. A sunlight tracking lighting
device is also installed to introduce natural daylight to
the central courtyard and to ensure sufficient sunlight
reaches the signature tree. (Fig.4)

A three-dimensional green façade
At K11 ATELIER, rather than repeat the plain curtain
wall, the concept for the tower façade is a stacking of
“glass cubes” that shift in and out to create a threedimensional form. The resulting projections and
recesses of wall surfaces and terraces create potential
interfaces for vertical greenery or shrubs in planters.
The modulated façade with lush planted greenery
will create visual comfort for tenants, occupants of
surrounding buildings as well as pedestrians. (Fig. 5)

Extensive use of green planters
ARTISAN GARDEN, a mixed-use redevelopment by
URA and New World Development Company Limited at
68 Kowloon City Road, introduces extensive projecting
planters for trees and shrubs at high levels of the residential
tower. This enhances the visual appearance of the building
with greenery as well as reduces the visual impact of tower
massing in the old district. Moreover, planters at each floor
lobby enrich the visual comfort of passing residents or those
waiting on the typical floor lobbies.

2. New urban cityscape
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3. New urban skyline

Communal roof space for public enjoyment
K11 ATELIER utilizes the building’s main roof as a
communal space for different functions and activities
for office tenants. It is a breathtaking space with an
excellent harbour view and extensive greenery. Organic
farm, jogging trail and covered seating are offered to
tenants for their wellness. Different green features like
PVT panels and a wind turbine have also been installed
to promote a sustainable architecture.
Sky Oasis as Com-living space
At SKYPARK, the small residential unit size is
compensated with a rooftop communal living space
for the small-sized family. All tenants can also enjoy
a bonus shared living space in which the ‘com-living
concept’ is explored. This ‘com-living space’ includes a
sky club house with communal facilities and a rooftop
garden, which are inter-connected and integrated with
an iconic sky stair. On the most valuable floor with the
best open view, this is a dream-like location, a great
place where tenants can gather to socialise or have
picnics and barbeques in the sky above Mong Kok, one
of the busiest districts in the world. (Figs. 7-8)
On the roof, mechanical plant rooms are centrally
located and they are strategically broken down into 4
smaller blocks. This intentionally creates several pocket
spaces that can be enjoyed by different group of residents
at the same time. The rooftop landscape design provides an
integrated and family-inspired environment, promoting the
values of living within a green, healthy and hygienic urban

10

setting. (Fig.9)
Remarkable in terms of social, environmental and
visual amenities, this “Sky Oasis” redefines the urban
living style while improving the skyline of the district
with breathtaking rooftop landscape. The SKYPARK
demonstrates a pioneer model of redevelopment in Mong
Kok, and if other redevelopment projects in this old urban
district can likewise introduce similar design principles,
a refreshingly different skyline and new cityscape can be
created. Can such collaboration of different architectural
strategies for new tower designs work towards a
sustainable future of Hong Kong?

單調而龐大的基座與塔樓類型充斥著香港的都市景觀，這令人質疑其
是否香港城市發展的唯一方案。在充分優化空間效率的前提下，「自由
空間」是一個探索更佳居住空間的概念。「自由空間」能見於較先導的
城市項目，包括於建築量體與表面加入綠化，和在地面與頂層空間展示
其可能性。
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When Typical Plan meets
the Ground
當標準層與地面連接

1
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2

In his short essay “Typical
Plan”1, Rem Koolhaas declared
Typical Plan as a “zero-degree
architecture, architecture stripped
of all traces of uniqueness and
specificity.” Being an abstract
“plan without qualities”, Typical
Plan promotes indeterminacy, to
make “no choices – postpones it,

keeps it open forever.” Typical Plan
favours generality over specificity.
Concentrated extrusions of
Typical Plan produced towers, and
accumulations of towers created
the 20th century urban condition in
America, one that favours quantity
over quality.
21st century towers appear to

be continuing the dogmatic idea of
“Typical Plan”, and for good reasons:
by making no predetermined
choices for its occupants, Typical
Plan can cope with the ever more
rapid evolution of workplace culture.
It is a delay tactic that enables the
needs of a volatile market to be met.
However, the 21st century is
also about self-identity, specificity,
uniqueness and differentiation.
Repetition, neutrality and emptiness
– all the qualities that the “Typical
Plan” is meant to fulfill – appear
to be outdated. Faced with this
dilemma of maximum flexibility and
high degree of specificity, Typical
Plan needs to be masked to sustain
the fierce battle in the real estate
market. At its core, it is the same
Typical Plan. However, when Typical
Plan meets the world of specificity,
continuity and connectivity, it needs
to transform itself. By exploring
ways that it meets the ground, a
tower of Typical Plan transforms
itself into “Atypical Plans” that
interface with the ground.
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View of Victoria Dockside
from Tsim Sha Tsui East
(Courtesy of New World Development)
Victoria Dockside section
Typical Plan and Ground Floor Plan of
Victoria Dockside
ICC Hong Kong Section
ICC Hong Kong circulation B2-L7
View of ICC connection to mall
(Photographer: Grischa
Rueschendorf, courtesy of KPF)
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Atypical Plan is effectively a
Typical Plan overlaid with highly
specific spatial conditions that
respond to context, topography,
movement, ventilation and views.
Atypical Plan has the mission
to channel circulation from all
directions to a single location:
the ‘heart’ of Typical Plan. Front
of house, back of house, vehicles,
bicycles, goods, trash, VIPs, guests,
staff, east, west, north, south,
basement, footbridge, egress, every
route eventually points to the
‘heart’. Unlike Typical Plan which
is non-descriptive and open-ended,
Atypical Plan is specific and allows
little room for improvisation. It is
a frozen variation of Typical Plan.
When Typical Plan is about deprogramming, Atypical Plan is about
full-on programming. Every square
inch of Atypical Plan is planned, like
in a planned economy. Spaces are
compartmentalized for individual

functions and carefully curated to
be connected or isolated. Boundaries
between functions can be hard, but
they can be soft too. Spatial clarity
is not only preferred but required.
It is a privatized public space with
control in place (Figs. 2 & 3).
Typical Plan repeats to form
a section, creating vertical rhythm
for the tower. Atypical Plan on the
other hand disrupts this rhythm,
establishing a hierarchy to the
otherwise endless repetition of
Typical Plan. The notion of filling a
tower with an array of programmes
is a logical consequence as towers
get taller – thanks to the nondescriptive, highly adaptable Typical
Plan that makes this evolution
possible. As Typical Plan transitions
to the ground, it transforms into
a three-dimensional puzzle where
multiple floors are required to
negotiate ever-more complex
circulations (Figs. 4 & 5).

While “Typical Plan has
made the city unrecognizable, an
unidentifiable object”, Atypical
Plan is the last frontier that
enables our city to be defined with
character once again. It connects
Typical Plan with the city – the
world of multifaceted logics.
Atypical Plan reconciles, channels
and internalizes these logics into
the order of Typical Plan. The
spatial order of Atypical Plan is
well defined, but its experience is
transient. It plays a crucial role in
bridging the Typical Plan and the
city, and is essential in introducing a
sense of identity.
In a world of accelerating
urbanisation, the demand for
architecture to cope with the
constant unknown of the future
is greater than ever. Typical
Plan proves itself too perfect a
solution to be challenged. Typical
Plan is physically proliferating
as indeterminacy increases. The
challenge facing Atypical Plan to
act as mediator between Typical
Plan and the city is becoming more
critical than ever. Atypical Plan
becomes a vehicle to channel, to
define and to negotiate with the city.

Florence Chan, AIA, HKIA, is a Director at KPF
with a special interest in super-tall building
design. Her completed projects include the
600-metre-high Ping An Finance Center in
Shenzhen, the 530-metre-high CTF Guangzhou
and, most recently, Victoria Dockside in Hong
Kong. Florence also serves as Adjunct Assistant
Professor at the School of Architecture, The
Chinese University of Hong Kong and as Board
Member of Council on Tall Buildings and Urban
Habitat Hong Kong Chapter.

1 Rem Koolhaas (1995) “Typical Plan” in S, M, L, XL.
The Monacelli Press, Inc, New York. pp.335-350.
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受 Rem Koolhaas 在 S、M、L、XL 中的短
文“Typical Plan”的啟發，本文探討了標準層
與城市之間的界面 - 即塔樓的底部。雖然標準
層和塔樓底部由同一個核心筒貫穿，但標準層
強調的靈活與開放空間與塔樓底部強調的緊
湊佈局截然不同。文章進一步帶出塔樓設計
的成功將取決於塔樓底部與周邊環境的整合。
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The Murray
Adapting an environmental tower

活化環保高樓 美利酒店
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Murray Building, 1970
Carparking between arches
The Murray, reinvented as
luxury hotel
Remodelled entrance court
with flourishing old tree,
contemporary sculpture
and bridge through arches.
Beaconsfield House,
Central, now demolished
Aberdeen Police Training
School

2

The Murray Building, a former government administrative tower in Central that housed key bureaus
including the Public Works Department1, has been
transformed by Foster + Partners (2013-17) into a
336-room luxury hotel. Vacated upon the relocation
of government offices to their new home at Tamar, the
27-storey building underwent this major conversion as
part of the Conserving Central conservation initiative
marking the 20th anniversary of the Hong Kong SAR.
Now rebranded as The Murray, Foster + Partners’
thoughtful repurposing of a local modernist icon works
on multiple levels. From opening up the tower to the
public and reconnecting it to the city, to retaining
the bold external façades and clever space planning
and adding new internal functions and infrastructure
upgrades, the half-century old building has acquired
a lasting new legacy by adapting to contemporary
demands of a changing city.
Modernism acclimatized
Completed in 1969, the then tallest government building
was originally designed by British architect Ron Phillips,
who adapted his predilection for Bauhaus principles
of simple, functional beauty to cope with Hong Kong’s

3

subtropical environment. Other public buildings
designed by Phillips include City Hall, which he
partnered with Alan Fitch, the Aberdeen Police Training
School and the now-demolished Beaconsfield House in
Central. In this series of projects, Phillips developed
façade elements such as horizontal concrete louvres,
setback openable glazing and undercill apertures for
air conditioners that dealt with local environmental
acclimatization with an austere 1960s modernist
architectural vocabulary.2
The Murray building comprises an upper oblong
tower with a regular square-grid façade sitting on
a base formed by majestic four-storey high arches.
While clean lines and geometric abstraction give the
building its assertive appearance, Phillips developed
the architecture as practical responses to 1) energy
conservation; 2) questionable road access; and 3)
retention of a sizeable hundred-year-old tree. 3 He
explained that the tower combineds the “building
structure and facade as one element formed by way
of angled fins which were oriented on each face of the
building to reduce direct sunlight upon windows which
were recessed.” To access the narrow site between
Cotton Tree Drive and Garden Road and opposite the
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Peak Tram terminus, Phillips proposed “a penetrable
base for vehicular movement”. For Phillips, the selfsupporting arch was the most logical structure to bring
the tower’s rectilinear rigour to the ground and allow
vehicle access to the inclined island plot. The generous
arches also shelter a slip road ramping to the carpark
with visible drop-offs.
Environmental pioneer
The building’s siting was such that all the perimeter
inset blade walls run along the north-south axis, thus
acting as optimum vertical brise-soleils. Screened from
direct solar gain, the recessed windows can be left open
throughout the day for natural ventilation, reducing the
need for air-conditioning. The protective sunshades’
ingenious cardinal orientation meant the Murray
Building was a pioneer in energy-saving passive design
way before sustainability became a mainstream concern.
It was not until much later – in 1994 – that the building
won an Energy Efficient Building Award. Throughout
their project Foster + Partners consulted Phillips. Colin
Ward, Senior Partner responsible for the conversion was
impressed by Phillips’ environmental foresightedness:

5

“Fifty years ago Ron Phillips was already
showing us how we should be building
for a subtropical climate. If you look at
new buildings that have been built, we are
actually building greenhouses in Hong
Kong. It’s insanity. Even now, the glazing
coatings we used for the Murray upgrade
were much less than those you need in new
glass buildings.” 4
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7 Clockwise from top: Podium floor
plan; Level 23 plan; East-west
section; North elevation
8 Angled north-south inset blade
walls as sun-shade
9 Frontal framed views in guest room
10 View of St John's Cathedral through
podium arch (Photo: Sam Chan)
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Framing views
The Murray’s interior renovation centres on converting
former office spaces into different-sized guest rooms
and facilities. Aligning internal partitions to the
diagonal external fins means that guest rooms can be
orthogonally oriented to the inset window bays and
planned according to their modular rhythm. Original
windows have been enlarged to the ceiling so that upon
entry framed views of the city are presented frontally
with square profiles. This diagonal organizing principle
creates triangular thresholds along the corridor leading to
the central core, while for internal room layouts, it allows
for more differentiated space planning and suites that are
more like apartments than generic hotel rooms. Corner
suites are larger and take advantage of dual-aspect views
of the harbour, the Peak and nearby gardens.
Reconnecting to the city
Foster + Partners also opened up the former government
building to the general public. Public routes at the
lower levels traversing the site are connected via the
ramp, bridges and terrace. A historic old tree5 has been
liberated by cutting out a large void from the podium
deck, making it the centrepiece of the arrival forecourt.
One can walk across a bridge through the void to enter
the hotel, overlook the reception lobby and leave via
the café on the other side. Or one can ascend via the
retained carpark ramp wrapping around the sequence of
arches to encounter framed views of St. John’s Cathedral
and the former Central Government Office complex.
Eventually, Ward hopes The Murray can achieve the
public accessibility and popularity of the Mandarin
hotel and become a landmark, living heritage site and
integrated public space belonging to the city.

Reviving towers
The Murray, with its adaptive reuse of an existing tower
in a CBD site, shows how thoughtulf redevelopment can
reduce urban disruption, demolition, construction waste
and carbon consumption. According to Ward, projects
like The Murray should be scoring well on sustainable
design benchmarks, yet international standards still do
not sufficiently recognise the environmental benefits
of redeveloping existing building stock. For now,
from Phillips’ progressive design to Foster + Partners’
sensitive revival, The Murray, whose distinctive presence
remains in its acclimatized form forever generating crisp
shadows, can be seen as a genuine gesture of renewal
and a refreshingly sensible take in the face of increasing
environmental challenges.
Text Thomas Chung / Sam Chan 鍾宏亮 / 陳偉森
1 Sir Norman Foster visited the top of the Murray Building in the early 2000s,
where he presented his winning ‘glass canopy’ scheme for the first West
Kowloon concept plan competition.
2 From email correspondences with Ron Phillips, 15 May - 4 June 2019.
3 ibid.
4 In an interview on 14 June 2019, Colin Ward spoke fondly of Ron Phillips.
Ward recalled a conversation with the nonagenarian architect on the
inspiration for the Murray building’s angled blade walls: “At that time, (Phillips)
observed that his kids were always playing under the shade as it was very
hot outside. Ron thought it would be good to be working in the shade as well.
Hence the idea of sun shading as the main cooling strategy for his office
buildings, in the days when no air conditioning was available.”
5 The hundred-year-old Pink and White Shower Tree.

於1969年落成的美利大廈於2013-2017年被活化為提供336間
高級酒店房的香港美利酒店。 當初由現年90多歲的英國建築師
Ron Phillips 設計，曾是香港最高政府建築物的美利大廈是多年
來本地現代風格的地標性建築，是次活化可被視為其歷經半世
紀後的重新定義。 Foster + Partners 的再利用設計包括多個層
面，其中最特別之處為融合多個原設計特點，在截然不同的功能
要求下仍發揮積極作用，延續簡潔與實用俱備的設計。
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Enduring Super-frame
Renewing the YWCA Kowloon Centre

延續巨型框架: 更新基督
教女青年會九龍大樓

		
The Hong Kong Young Women’s Christian
Association expanded its services to the Kowloon
peninsula to answer social needs of the time – providing
home shelters for newly arrived women in the 1970s
and 80s. The tower’s upper floors offered 183 residential
rooms, while its lower floors housed offices and lecture
rooms and the adjacent low block included an auditorium
and a chapel for social involvement activities. To fulfil
the service gaps of the community, the Kowloon Centre
adjusted its programmes to suit changing needs, in
particular regarding the issue of an aging community.

1

The HKYWCA Kowloon Centre in Ho Man Tin is a
20-storey building completed in 1971 by engineerarchitect Szeto Wai. Reflecting the “brutalist” aesthetic
of the time, the tower’s fair-faced concrete outer frame
stood out from the black “Sandtex” trowelled wall
panels, while ribbed and different hammered techniques
were applied to the low block for a more textured look.
Glazed windows lining the dark façade accentuated the
visual clarity of the external structure (Fig.2). Szeto’s
design recalled the 80-storey tower thesis by Myron
Goldsmith at IIT in which the latter manifested the
“effects of scale” on tall building structural research
in 1952 (Fig.3). Having studied under Mies and Nervi,
Goldsmith’s bold idea produced highly efficient open
plans as all floors were held by a detached super-frame
on the periphery. The Kowloon Centre adopted a
similar visual and structural language with its floors
suspended from reinforced girders at every third floor
(Fig.5). Although Szeto’s building was only a quarter of
the height of Goldsmith’s proposal and had typically
partitioned floors, it was undoubtedly a daring attempt
to realise a structurally innovative tower in Hong Kong.

		
Renovate to accommodate
In 2015, AD+RG’s sympathetic renovation upgraded
the existing tower to meet future demands. The project
not only aimed at meeting new standards of hostel
and social services, but also at renewing the building’s
relationship with the urbanized environment and
improving its energy performance.
		
Renamed as the HKYWCA Jockey Club Social
Service Building, the tower has been transformed into a
“Community Wellness Services Building” providing care
services for families, the elderly and young people on the
first to fourth floors. Facilities include an Elderly Day
Care and Active Ageing Centre, a Youth Development
Centre and a Family Wellness Centre. The upper floors
were converted into a serviced hotel in the 1990s, and
now are used as a hostel to generate revenue and further
promote community inclusiveness. To accommodate
current users and functions, respectful alterations
were made at the existing drop-off and loading point,
segregating the entrances for the hostel and the social
services block, and improving vertical circulation and
other building services facilities (Fig.4).
		
Sustainable intervention
AD+RG’s design is also highly environmentally aware
when intervening in the existing building, especially
with its strategies for water and energy saving. An
automatic irrigation system with rain sensors provides
water to the site's landscape and green roof area. An
automatic building control system, artificial lighting
control and LED lights reduce energy consumption.
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In the hostel and gym areas, PAU and EAF ventilation
systems are incorporated with a heat recovery wheel.
One objective of the renovation was to respect Szeto's
design while enhancing its sustainability performance.
The original fair-faced façades appeared homogeneous,
and the small window openings gave minimal response
to orientation and seasonal climatic changes. The
building now has a green wall and roof near the main
entrance and at the podium respectively, rendering
greenery more visible and enjoyable. Tinted glass is used
for most windows, while vertical fins have been applied
to strategic areas as sun-shading devices as well as
acting as architectural features.
		
Returning to the envelope aesthetic
Dealing with the building's envelope leads us back to
its aesthetic relationship with its context. Before the
renovation, due to repainting the façade had lost the
original contrast between the structural frame and black
wall panels. The spacing between window openings
also appeared uncontemporary, creating a feeling of
weightiness and solidity.
		
In the renovated tower, instead of using colour
to illustrate the skin-versus-bones contrast, the wall
panels have been replaced with more extensive glazing
and minimum divisions, while the frame is painted in

“pearl white” to maintain its lightness and modesty.
The contrast is now articulated by having a glimmering
white structure set against dark-tinted reflective
glazing. As a result, the tower resembles an early
rendering of Szeto’s original proposal from which the
first constructed building slightly differed. With a more
urbanized and busy context today, the building has been
rejuvenated with a fresh and modest image (Fig.1).
Text Jasmine Chan 陳樂瑤
1 View of renovated building from Man Fuk Road
2 View of original facade
3 Perspective, section and plan for 80-storey superframe project, Myron Goldsmith, 1952
4 New programme arrangement
5 Typical hostel plan (top), long section (bottom)

基督教女青年會九龍會所建於1971年，其建築設
計極具當年流行一時的粗獷現代風格。建築師司
徒惠採用巨型框架設計，淺色混凝土框架、黑色外
牆與玻璃窗戶形成強烈對比。會所於2015年委任
AD+RG修復，除了為配合社會需求調整內部功能
和規劃，亦加入環境持續性概念。與昔日截然不同
的基地環境和建造科技被重新審視，令建築外部的
美學效果得以更新，以清新謙柔之態融合環境。
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福斯特的滙豐
總行大廈

Foster's HSBC HQ

HSBC in construction, “oil
rig” as braced platform with
cranes. © Ian Lambot
2 Statue Square replanned as
grand civic space (1981).
© Birkin Haward
3 Competition scheme with
‘phased regeneration’ to
retain 1935 building: (left)
model, (right) section of
Statue Square, Des Veoux
Road and Queen’s Road.
4 Building section option
studies, October 1979.
5 Design strategy for
structure, space, circulation
and services that allows
change, addition and
expansion.
(Figs 2-5 © Foster + Partners)
1

1

2

Opened in 1986, Norman Foster's Hong Kong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation headquarters was once the most
expensive building in the world (HK$ 5.2 bn). Asked
to create “the best bank building in the world”, Foster
radically reinvented the tower type through total design,
producing an emblem for HSBC that also anchored Hong
Kong's self-belief in its post-1997 future. The high-tech grey
exterior reinforces the Bank as an efficient machine for
global finance, computerised building performance meant
it was also a pioneer in “smart building”1. The building's
public ground floor plaza, once famed for sheltering
domestic helpers at weekends, has become much more
managed nowadays after the Occupy Central campaign
in 2011. Forty years on from its initial conception, Foster's

Bank remains an undisputed architectural tour de force that
secured enduring status for both its architect and the city.
The Bank: One Queen’s Road Central
Headquartered at the prestigious site between Queen’s
Road and the Praya since 1886, the HSBC (simply called
“the Bank”) was founded in 1865 to better finance
flourishing British imperial trades along the China coast.
Its influential role in government finance and currency note
issuing made it the foremost banking institution of Hong
Kong and later of Asia. After the 1929 Wall Street crash, the
second headquarters building on that same but expanded
site replaced its outdated predecessor in 1935. The 220-ft
Art Deco monolith was the “tallest building between Cairo
to San Francisco”2, with forbidding granite façades and
a legendary banking hall that boasted a barrel-vaulted
mosaic ceiling. By 1965, that building fronted a civic set
piece on reclaimed land that included Statue Square, the
former Legco building, the Hong Kong Club and other public
buildings, honouring an agreement to preserve in perpetuity
the open space corridor between the Bank and the harbour.
By the late 1970s, advances in banking technology and
practices facilitated the Bank’s worldwide expansion. HSBC’s
decision to redevelop their headquarters coincided with the
beginnings of public discussions regarding the run-up to
the 1997 handover. Being Hong Kong’s economic symbol
and quasi-political power, it needed to reassure citizens
of its continuing commitment to the capitalist city that it
was its home. In June 1979, then new chairman Michael
Sandberg organized an invited competition for a new
headquarters to keep HSBC at the top for another 50 years.
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“A Tall Office Building Artistically Considered”
Of the seven shortlisted firms (which included Harry
Seidler, SOM, P&T), Foster’s team was the least qualified.
After the August briefing session however, Foster's was the
only team who stayed on for three weeks. They studied
the bank’s detailed operations, even commissioning a feng
shui master for advice.3 Foster’s bold entry included such
intelligent options as “phased regeneration”, but it was his
willingness to work with the Bank that eventually won him
the commission in November 1979 without a second round.
Major design moves were already there in the winning
“deep truss” scheme – vertical circulation and services
placed at two sides to avoid central cores and column grids; a
bridge-like structure hanging stacks of floor plates that also
freed up the ground plane; frontal symmetry as corporate
monument. Foster went through some ‘inauspicious’ chevron
schemes before settling on the final “coat-hanger” design.
Four pairs of quadruple-columned masts support
massive coat-hanger trusses that suspend groups of double
aspect office floors (33m clear span). These giant trusses
also create double height sky lobbies that separate the
flexible floor plates into five “vertical villages” at decreasing
intervals upwards4. Doubling up as refuge terraces, these
communal floors are reached by banks of high-speed lifts
located beyond the mega-masts, while escalators zig-zag
within each of these “neighbourhoods” to provide more
varied experiences when journeying through the building.
The building's suspension structure opens up the
entire ground floor as a continuously paved plaza flowing
down from Queen’s Road to Des Voeux Road and beyond
to Statue Square. This generous urban gesture of giving
back public space to the city enabled a plot ratio increase
from 1:15 to 1:18 and a concomitant height increase. As a
result, the three bays in plan rise up 35 (front), 28 (rear) and
47 (middle) storeys to a 180m height, creating a stepped
sectional profile that both satisfies sunlight set-back
regulations and reflects the bank’s internal organization.
The building’s three main elements are the “cage”
above ground, the “cave or vault” below ground, and the
plaza level which separates them while connecting to

4
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the city. A pair of long escalators angled for propitious
feng shui takes visitors from the public plaza up into
the retail banking hall’s 10-storey atrium, above which
sits the 25-storey “village clusters” of administrative
departments and executive levels. On the top floors the
plans set back, allowing for more private VIP dining and
senior management offices, topped by a rooftop helipad.
A giant automated heliotrophic “sunscoop” reflects south
light via internal mirrors down to the glass underbelly of
the atrium.5 Foster originally imagined the reflected light
percolating into the basement vaults through the plaza’s
translucent glass floor, although the latter was not realized.
Almost everything was custom-designed, from the
aluminium cladding and external louvres, to the glazing
system, toilets, benches and handrails. Prefabricated
elements were manufactured as subcontracted packages
in Europe, America and Japan and assembled on site
according to a tightly coordinated schedule.6 Industry
collaborations went beyond conventional practices; mockup
and prototype iterations were perfected to ensure the
highest quality control, greatest speed and unsurpassed
precision during installation. After a design process that
lasted well over two years, the management contract
procurement completed the 99,000 m² building designed for
3,500 employees in just over three years by November 1985.
“A Building for the Pacific Century”
Foster’s HSBC headquarters embodied structural
expressiveness, maximum transparency and optimum
6 © Helmut Jacoby, Foster Associates. Courtesy Norman Foster Foundation.

7 Entrance perspective rendering. © Helmut Jacoby, Foster Associates. Courtesy Norman Foster Foundation.
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8 © Simon McCartney, Illumination Physics. Lighting design: Admir Jukanovic

section of Jean Prouvé’s tower ministry of National
Education project (1970), ideas for flexible truss floors and
cascading escalators from Climatroffice (1971) and the
Willis Faber building (1975), and structural “core shafts”
from the LTE Transportation Interchange project (1977).
In 1983, Foster was asked by Tao Ho in 1983 – who
was editing the inaugural issue of his Vision magazine –
to summarise the HSBC project. He replied that “it was
an attempt to try to re-evaluate the nature of a high-rise
building in the context of Hong Kong.” The building was
undoubtedly a breakthrough, especially in the way it related
architecture with technology. Kenneth Frampton noted
the “megastructural exoskeleton” as a way to modulate
the high-rise form and admired its conceptual prowess
and organizational method. Yet he was critical of Foster’s
reluctance to deal with the project’s “non-instrumental
aspects”, remarking on the irony of the building’s
tectonics as the “ultimate Constructivist manifestation”,
now employed to create a corporate monument to multinational capitalism. Vittorio Lampugnani, for whom the
role accorded to technology in architectural invention
is at best equivocal, questioned Foster’s exhibitionism,
and called for redirecting technology to serve a more
humanistic architecture. Francois Chaslin highlighted
“the great paradox in Foster’s work” as the tendency to
resolve contradictions between functional, technical
and psychosocial problems with a self-controlled, utopian
architecture, one that is calm, efficient and in perfect decorum,
exhibiting a “puritanical perfectionism” and “metallic
coldness” that are arguably both its strength and weakness.7
Over the years, various of the building’s floors have
been reconfigured and equipment as been upgraded,
testifying to the design’s flexibility. Since 2003, the
harbour-facing facade has been lit up with colour to
partake in the city's nightly light show. In 2015, for HSBC’s
150th anniversary, a synchronised media wall was added
to the façade, while the interior “nave” has been relit in
saturated colours,8 perhaps also to illuminate the drama
and spectacle of the human transactions within.
1
2
3
4

9 Domestic helpers filling the plaza under the glazed catenary membrane

flexibility of a highly serviced space. Together with Richard
Roger’s Lloyd’s building in London, completed in the
same year, it made the 1960s dream of a prefabricated,
plug-in architecture real. As bespoke assemblages of
an industrial process, both achieved the high-tech look
with consummate craftsmanship, and were regarded as
“cathedrals” of contemporary commerce.
For Foster, acknowledged influences and references
range from Buckminster Fuller’s ideas of technologically
enabled flexibility, his own Yale project for an inventive
tilted tower he did in Paul Rudolph’s studio (1961), the

5
6
7
8

Chris Abel, “Modern Architecture in the Second Machine Age” in A+U, May 1988, p.19.
Ian Lambot & Gillian Chambers, One Queen’s Road Central, 1986, p.62.
Foster followed the advice of geomancer Koo Pak Ling's sketch to have an open
base, with an angled entrance being the most favourable.
The intended foreshortening of the building’s exterior view makes the building
appear taller than it actually is - an ancient visual trick.
The sunscoop never fully worked, and atrium floors are partly artificially lit during the day.
The global kit of parts included 30,000 tonnes of steel modules from Glasgow
shipbuilders, service pods from Japan, floor panels from America, and numerous
components from Germany, Italy and Holland.
Critiques by Frampton, Lampugnani, Chaslin and many others are collated in On
Foster, Foster on, David Jenkins (ed), Prestel, 2000.
Thomas Schielke, “From Productivism to Scenography: The Relighting of Norman
Foster's Hongkong and Shanghai Bank”, July 2016.

諾曼·福斯特的匯豐銀行大廈位於中環皇后大道一號，是當時世界上最
昂貴的建築（52億港元）。被委託設計“世界上最好的銀行”，福斯特根
本地重塑了塔式建築，為匯豐第四代總行大樓創建了高技派（HighTech）的標誌性先驅建築，有助穩定了香港對1997年後未來的自信。其
新穎元素包括 大膽坦露「衣架」型 懸吊式桁架結構，大量預製配件，靈
活辦公空間以及電腦化建築性能管理。大樓底部完全開敞，在2011年
的佔中運動前地面廣場曾經以為家庭傭工提供週末聚集地點而聞名。
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Paul Rudolph in
Hong Kong 1984-1996

保羅·魯道夫在港歲月

1

2018 marked the centennial year of the American architect
Paul Rudolph’s birth. Rudolph’s early life and career are
well recorded in architectural history, often studied and
reviewed under the category of “Brutalism”. However, as the
“isms” of architecture increasingly fade into oblivion, and
today’s architecture gradually evolves towards conceptual
and idea-driven designs, Paul Rudolph’s practice of
architecture as a social art remains strikingly relevant.
His three projects in Hong Kong – the Bond Centre, the
Harbour Road office and hotel tower complex, and the
Plantation Road residences – are fine examples of crosscultural explorations in urbanism, carried out long before
the age of globalization and technological dominance.

Twin towers: Bond Centre
From 1980 to 1996, Paul Rudolph worked in many
Asian cities. He started designing in Japan, from where
he moved to Singapore, then Indonesia, and lastly to
colonial Hong Kong. From 1984 to 1988, Rudolph worked
on the Bond Centre, now known as the Lippo Centre, his
only completed work in Hong Kong.
The site is located in Admiralty on Hong Kong Island,
which at the time was no more than a traffic interchange
containing a mass transit and bus terminus linking Central
with Wan Chai. When Admiralty was re-planned in the
1970s for commercial use, plots were auctioned off for
private commercial development. Sales included specific
conditions delineated in the lease which, in the Bond
Centre’s case, included provision for a major new telephone
exchange occupying two floors of the podium, and a mass
transit cash transfer office in the basement.
The site was acquired by a major Hong Kong
developer in 1981. An economic recession in 1982, arising
after business confidence collapsed due to fears about the
future transfer of Hong Kong’s sovereignty from Britain
to China, led to it being relinquished and returned to the
government, despite foundations having already been
completed. Auctioned for a second time in 1984, the site
was acquired by a consortium comprising international
companies from Singapore, Japan, China and Hong Kong.
Paul Rudolph was commissioned to design the project,
ensuring it both fulfilled the land sale conditions and
could use the already-built foundations. Rudolph’s first
proposal in March 1985 was for two office towers instead
of the previous scheme’s one hotel tower and one office
tower. Rudolph insisted that both towers be almost the
same size so as to achieve a more efficient use of floor area
and a balanced architectural composition, even though
this would involve the additional expense of reinforcing
the existing foundations.
Urban architecture
The design of the office floors was based on 12 basic
plans, each rotated 45 degrees in sequence, to evolve
the next plan-form. Cantilever extensions off a basic
octagonal floor plan can be seen to be turning,
somewhat resembling the sails of a windmill, resulted
in a total of 58 different plans within the building’s 76
office floors. The use of cantilevered floor extensions to
break down the exterior facade of the towers provided
an element of scale to the outside of the building. The
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one-storey projections were referred to as “sky-floors”
whose volumes, when viewed from outside, had their
floors, roofs, and walls exposed, establishing a tangible
human scale in three dimensions. In a lecture Rudolph
later gave at Yale on the topic of “DNA of Architecture”
he described these one-storey structures as “important
humanizing and scale-giving elements of twentieth
century Architecture”. Rudolph’s guiding principles,
as outlined in another key speech of his, “Site, Space,
Scale, Structure, Function, and Spirit” are also
embodied throughout the Bond Centre’s design.
Rudolph recognized that the Bond Centre’s site
would be one of the focal points in the Admiralty area,
commanding a civic importance in Hong Kong’s urban
fabric. He dedicated ample publicly accessible space on
the building’s lower podium levels, considering these
spaces to be the most important part of the building as
they defined the relationship of the whole building to its
surroundings.
The south side of the podium, facing the dual
carriageway of Queensway, a major traffic route linking
Central and Wan Chai, is the only side of the building
where the overall relationship between the towers and the
podium can be clearly seen. The south facade is therefore
perceived as the symbolic entrance to the building, with
a “superhuman” scale used to celebrate the power of its
structure. The podium floors and walls are drawn back
to reveal the main structural columns and supporting
central cores. Separating the towers above from the podium
levels and starting them at different heights also serves to

3

enhance a sense of support and drama. As Rudolph wrote
in his project notes, “The large columns disappear into the
mass of offices at different heights giving the columns an
additional energy. They appear to be rather like hydraulic
pumps propelling the building into the sky.”
On the north side, a more intimate approach was
developed to reflect the more confined conditions found
there. Originally designed as a natural “green room” to
screen off the adjacent bus terminus, Rudolph was also
aware that the north-facing driveway and landscaped
courtyard would be largely in shadow for most of the year.
He therefore used mirror-finish stainless steel extensively
for all the details on this elevation. Many options were
considered for the glazed canopy over the entrance
of the north lobby, the main entrance for passengers
arriving from vehicles and the bus terminal. Unlike the
superhuman scale of the southern elevation, the building’s
north side has a more modest and practical approach.
As his design developed, Rudolph explored the
characteristics and uses of a range of different materials,
including the opposing mixture of transparent and
reflective glass, granite in its honed, polished, or splitedged forms, and aluminum and stainless steel in both
painted and polished finishes. Throughout the detail
design process in 1986, Rudolph spent much of his time
in Hong Kong, drawing hundreds of hand sketches onsite in order to personally experience its actual lighting
conditions. Despite its remoteness from his New York
home, Hong Kong became an arena for Rudolph to display
his virtuosity and demonstrate his design principles.
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Bond Centre
Rendering of penultimate scheme
with acute angled projections
on towers, external waterfall and
cascading pools.
Final scheme for 'sky-floor'
projections and staggered
configurations for the twin towers
(projected roof signs unrealised)
First proposal in March 1985 with
multiple linking bridges, exposed
structure and rooftop services
Rendering of south side podium
facing Queensway
First floor podium plan showing
octagonal planning and footbridge
connections and stairs
Twin tower plan variations (in total
58 variations within 76 office floors)
North entry steps and canopy (hand
sketch by Paul Rudolph)
Section & elevation sketches, alternative designs for north entry canopy
with a suspended sail-like construction
(hand sketch by Paul Rudolph)

6

5
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Scale
After sketching all important details full-size, Rudolph
would then have full-size mock-ups constructed on
site, sometimes using temporary materials, which he
would then review before considering further options.
During his stays in Hong Kong, Rudolph would sketch
as much as he could, verifying site dimensions, working
out corner details, paving patterns, granite stair nosing
profiles, cladding panel divisions, elevator cab finishes,
ceiling patterns, counter details and everything else,
studying many options until final decisions were made.
Of the “six determinants” of Rudolph’s design
principles, scale was the element which he most wanted
the computer to acknowledge. For him, scale-giving
elements that could express how a building related to
humans, much like motifs in music or poetry, were used
to express the significance of architecture in relation to
people and urbanism. Developments in technology greatly
expanded the potential to visualize space and scale, yet
Rudolph believed that architects must retain a grasp
of human scale in order to preserve the fundamental
connection between architecture and humanity.
Culture and context
Rudolph once commented that the ubiquitous concrete
boxes and utilitarian-looking glass-curtain walled
buildings of the city were built out of necessity, but they
could form a plain canvas for the signature buildings that
mark its important moments. Paying tribute to Norman
Foster’s Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank and I. M. Pei’s
Bank of China, Rudolph incorporated a viewing platform
on the south-west facing terrace of the Bond Centre’s
podium that looked towards these two iconic buildings.
The presence of a gold curtain wall building to its
north-west was another point of interest and reference
for Rudolph who saw its colour as an honest expression of

8

the economic aspirations and prevalent attitudes of the
city. For the Bond Centre however, he chose grey reflective
glass as reflective of the city’s character, relating to the
building’s natural surroundings – sky, sea and hills – as
well as its urban neighbours by his controlled use of mass,
volume, texture, and scale. The natural, ever-changing
light of tropical Hong Kong is exploited in the towers’
appearance as faceted cut-stones of jewellery. Its glass
cladding is carefully arranged and angled both to reflect
light and, by allowing it to penetrate and flow through the
building, to interrelate its spaces.
The construction of the Bond Centre, including
completing its foundations, took just over 28 months.
The project was completed in 1987, with its official
opening on August 8, 1988, during an auspicious Year
of the Dragon. Over the following years, a politically
unsettled time for the city, Rudolph continued to visit
Hong Kong from time to time, when he worked on the
Harbour Road competition project.
Harbour Road Tower
Rudolph’s Harbour Road design proposal was prepared
at the invitation of two major Hong Kong developers for
a waterfront site in a newly reclaimed part of Wan Chai,
close to the Hong Kong Exhibition and Convention
Centre. The site, according to Rudolph, lent itself to
a “focal” building, and the proposed design “grows
logically from the site”. His proposed design featured a
beautiful tapering structure that combined the airiness
of a Chinese garden pavilion and the monumentality of a
mountain pagoda. Summarizing his scheme, he wrote:
“The site affects profoundly the surrounding
buildings because of the density of Hong Kong at the area.
The building works best urbanistically if it is as open as
possible at the base allowing light and air for neighbors as
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well as for the building itself. This means extending the
building vertically. The image of the building (from outside
and at great distances) is best given a memorable silhouette
and frame at the base with ever decreasing horizontal
dimensions as the building soars into sky. The apparent
bulk of the building could be decreased by the introduction
of open ‘refuge floors’ plus the use of faceted and sloping
glass. Light, air, dematerialization of the bulk, clarity of
circulation, clarity of structure, variety of spaces formed in
accordance with use, plus simplicity of use of materials, and
detailing will ensure a dynamic building for people to use,
to remember, and to add to the beauty of Hong Kong.”
The unbuilt commercial and hotel tower’s design,
incorporating Rudolph’s understanding of Chinese
architectural references and sensibilities, remains one of
his most memorable designs (and images) for the city.
The ultimate journey
In 1994, Wee Ee Chao, a long-term client of Rudolph’s, for
whom he also designed a residence in Singapore, bought
a lot on Plantation Road on Victoria Peak. Rudolph was
commissioned to design three residences on the site. He
was excited about the commission, travelling many times to
Hong Kong in 1994 to visit the narrow sloping site. Although
steep topography was a major design constraint, Rudolph
came up with several design options that placed the family
houses at different levels to maximize their views.
As these schemes were all deemed too costly to
construct, Rudolph reworked the project to having the
three residences in a single apartment block. Each flat
had its own terraces and swimming pool, constructed
on multidirectional projecting cantilevers that allowed
for spectacular views from most rooms and in all
directions. The scheme was submitted with a model,
and eventually passed the stringent statutory controls,
receiving approval in 1996 to proceed. That year, although
Rudolph’s health was failing, he continued to visit Hong
Kong, revising the scheme and working on more details.
In October that, Paul Rudolph made his last trip to
Hong Kong. Celebrating his 78th birthday quietly with a
group of architects, he asked to see the drawings of the
Chek Lap Kok Hong Kong International Airport, due to
be opened after the 1997 handover. Arrangements were
made for him to visit Norman Foster’s architectural
office in Hong Kong, where he studied each drawing with
enthusiasm and admiration.
The visit left him with one small thought, which
he shared as he departed for the last time from the old
Kai Tak airport. He believed that a modern, efficient
airport would soon be the norm in every major city. If an
“international” airport was not designed specifically to the
character and sensibility of each city, it would be all too
easy to lose the sense of arrival and place. Rudolph never
returned to Hong Kong, and so was never able to visit the
new Hong Kong lnternational Airport at Chek Lap Kok,
which eventually opened in 1998, a year after his passing.
From 1984 to 1996, as many as four times a year,
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Harbour Road tower project
Model photo, 1989
Section through lift core (ink on vellum)
Key plans
Paul Rudolph’s last birthday dinner
on 23 October 1996 at an Austrian
restaurant in Central, Hong Kong.
(left to right) Donald Choi, Stephen Ku,
Paul Rudolph, Nora Leung, Tang Wai Kin

over the course of twelve years, Rudolph had flown
into Hong Kong’s old Kai Tak airport. Each time he
marveled at the dramatic experience of flying past
rugged mountains and dense skyscrapers. His urbanistic
approach to design, his sensitivity to local cultures and
his consideration of human tradition and history lay
at the root of his architectural commitment to respect
the diversity of humanity. Fortunately, Paul Rudolph’s
architecture continues to live and breathe in the urban
fabric of the city he came to know so well.
Nora Leung is a founding partner of Chau Ku & Leung Architects. In the
1980s, she worked for Wong & Ouyang and assisted Paul Rudolph in
the construction of the Bond Centre. She developed a close friendship
and professional relationship with Rudolph, collaborating with him
on subsequent projects in Hong Kong and Asia. In 1989, she authored
Experiencing Bond Centre, a seminal work that illuminates Rudolph’s
Asian projects. She served as a member of the Board of the Paul
Rudolph Heritage Foundation until 2017 and curated the recent
exhibition Paul Rudolph: The Hong Kong Journey at the Center for
Architecture in New York City (November 2018 – March 2019).
Credit: This article is excerpted from a longer essay by the HKIA
Journal editors. The full text of the original essay by Nora Leung can be
found in the exhibition catalogue Paul Rudolph: The Hong Kong Journey
published by the Paul Rudolph Heritage Foundation. It is reprinted here
in a condensed format with permission for noncommercial research
and educational use. All other uses, reproduction and distribution,
including commercial reprints, selling or licensing copies or access,
or posting on open internet sites are prohibited. For exceptions,
permission may be sought from the Paul Rudolph Heritage Foundation.
Acknowledgement: Images and drawings courtesy Nora Leung and
the Paul Rudolph Heritage Foundation.

美國建築師 Paul Rudolph 的生平早已詳錄在建築史上，而他的
作品通常被歸類為「粗獷主義」。在「主義」已幾乎消逝的今天，
建築轉向為概念而生的設計。即便如此， Rudolph 以社會藝術
為名的建築實踐依然適切。在全球化普及之前，他已於香港的
三個項目──金鐘力寶大廈(前稱奔達中心)、灣仔港灣道高樓
項目及山頂種植道住宅項目中提倡跨文化探索。
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A Tower of Art for All
Tao Ho's Hong Kong Arts Centre

民間藝術之塔：何弢的香港藝術中心

1

The first inkling of the idea that eventually gave rise
to the Hong Kong Arts Centre arguably occurred to its
architect, the late Tao Ho, during his stay in America,
when he dreamt of “building a Bauhaus Institute of Hong
Kong, which would be a multi-arts centre that organically
integrates into an educational structure”1. Ho did not stop
after initiating, designing and building the award-winning
Arts Centre which opened in 1977. He was a forerunner in
proposing using reclaimed land in West Kowloon for a new
cultural and arts district in the 1980s – an idea that is now
being implemented. To date the Arts Centre continues
Ho’s vision by offering exhibitions, screenings and
performances that foster exchange, stimulate innovation
and showcase homegrown talents abroad.

Acknowledgements: Images
and original drawings courtesy
Hong Kong Arts Centre and
Tao Ho Foundation.

Beginnings
Back in the 1960s, Hong Kong’s arts facilities were limited
to City Hall and a handful of institutional venues. In 1969,
the then University Grants Committee Secretary S F (Bill)
Bailey got together with academic Lo King-man and
designer architect Tao Ho, both active in the local
cultural scene, to form a core group calling for a nongovernment public art and performance organization.
The idea for a people’s art centre had first been discussed
in 1968. Right from the start, this community-led arts
centre was aimed at serving the majority local Chinese
population. Conceived not merely as a passive platform
and venue but as a place of cultural interaction between
the art forms from both east and west, it would attract
international artists and nurture local talent, ultimately
aiming to cultivate a whole ecology of culture and arts.
In 1971, after consultation with eminent local and
foreign figures and art circles, and with widespread
public support, Hong Kong Arts Centre Ltd was formally
incorporated as a non-profit body. Its founders then
formally requested the Hong Kong Government to consider
granting the Centre a site.2 The new organization was
chaired by Bailey, with Lo looking after the administration
and Shanghai-born Tao Ho, a recently returned Harvardeducated architect, was eventually entrusted to design and
oversee the centre’s construction. As an art lover, Ho, who
also chairing the body’s Visual Arts Committee, travelled
the world to bring Western masterpieces, including work
by Monet, Pollock and others, to Hong Kong. It was in 1972
at the Hong Kong Art Centre’s inaugural exhibition that
Ho met governor Murray Maclehose and suggested the idea
of constructing a home for the organization.3 After much
lobbying of civil servants and petitioning from arts groups,4
the government finally approved in principle to granting a
30m by 30m lot on a 75-year non-renewable lease at the new
Wanchai waterfront reclamation for an arts centre.
Envisioned as an independently run, self-financed
facility, the Hong Kong Arts Centre was asked to raise
half of the HK$28 million set-up costs before construction
could commence. Naming donations came from a number
of local art-lovers and wealthy families, including Sir
Run Run Shaw (auditorium), Madame Chow Kwan Suk Yi
(Shouson theatre), the Pao family (galleries), the MacAulays
(studio) and Lady Kotewall (library). In addition to private
generosity, funding would also come from rental of venues
and offices and membership fees. Solely owned by its
members and managed with arts groups representatives,
the Arts Centre began life as a self-governing body.
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Structure and geometry
Within walking distance of the Wanchai Ferry and close
to the newly opened Hung Hom cross-harbour tunnel,
the new centre was accessible even before the days of the
MTR. Its corner site of just over 900m 2 (10,000 ft 2) enjoys
panoramic harbour views and ready access to the newly
reclaimed waterfront that had been permanently zoned
as an open park. Two pedestrian bridges extending over
the road were planned, one of them with a wide open
deck for outdoor activities over the adjoining roads, part
of a larger unrealized vision of connecting the centre to
the waterfront cultural precinct.
The architectural idea begins with a continuous
L-shaped service core that backs onto abutting buildings
on two sides. Staircases, lifts, toilets, mechanical
equipment and storerooms are enclosed by structural
walls. Two slender fin columns containing mechanical
and electrical infrastructures sit at radiating angles in
the middle of the otherwise column-free the plan. In
between these three vertical elements are placed various
auditoria and public function areas that face the harbour.
A triangular geometry dominates, organizing the space
planning and column profiles, and also shaping the
structural waffle slabs, ceiling grid modules and the
perimeter truss beams.
Given the tight site, the only way to accommodate
the Arts Centre’s expanded ambition was through
vertical stacking of mixed facilities. Its 19 floors comprise
three auditoria (a 200-seat recital hall and a l00-seat
studio theatre with a rehearsal room in the basement
levels, and a 463-seat proscenium theatre on the ground
to third floors. Its fourth and fifth floors hold four splitlevel exhibition galleries; its sixth and seventh floors
have restaurants; its eighth to 14th floors offer rentable
office space (apart from the 11th floor, which is home the
centre’s own officies), photographic dark rooms and
practice rooms; its 15th floor hosts a members’ club; its
16th floor has artist studios and a manager’s flat.

5

6
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6

Hong Kong Arts Centre, just completed, 1977
A young Tao Ho working with consultants
Sketch (left) and model (right) showing connecting bridges to
Wanchai waterfront vision (unrealised)
Reusable prefabricated fibre glass shuttering for concrete
waffle slab - pioneering construction technology at the time
Foyer atrium with vent shaft and gradated coloured carpet
Entrance foyer with tip of "elephant trunk" in "Tao Ho yellow"
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UB Recital Hall

GF Entrance

5F Gallery

8

2nd Main Theatre (Stalls) & Deck

9-14F Typical

16F Manager & Visiting Artists

9

7 Site plan from Architectural
Review, January 1979, p363.
8 Section, early scheme, 1972
9 Plans
10 Partial sectional model
11 Pencil sketch, view of lobby
12 Split-level galleries
13 Pagoda (left) and ancient
city gate (right), chinese
architectural references,
from Architectural Review,
January 1979, p363.
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The groundbreaking architectural feats of this
ingeniously stacked tower of art in achieving an
“impossible brief” were well noted by critics abroad at
the time. Features which came in for praise include how
the raked section of the main auditorium nestled into the
split level galleries above and how the fly-tower worked its
way into the office lightwell6 (necessitated by regulations
preventing the main auditorium seating below to be
built over7). Among the building’s ideas were a façade
composition featuring proportions likened to musical
ideas, internal functions (auditorium, gallery, office,
foyer) that can be discerned from their external form and
how decorative motifs derived from structure features
(such as the triangular pattern of spandrel trusses in the
ceiling grid). Chinese architectural references also were
incorporated into elevation treatments, notably the pagoda
in the building’s solid base with horizontal repetitions
and textured articulation above and the ancient city gate in
the vertical slit in plain volumes topped with an elaborate
roof.8 One can even speculate on the depth of design
references of the building's idea to the served/servant,
structure/space parti of Louis Kahn’s Richards Medical
building, especially when seen from the corner view.
Colour
While geometric design represents for Tao Ho the
angular clarity of universal order, it needs also to be
complemented by passionate colour in order to offer
a connection with the world of ambience and feeling.
Externally, the building’s outward solemnity of horizontal
layers of textured raw concrete painted dark metallic
grey are vertically cut through by bright red strips of
the service fin walls running the building’s full-height.
Internally, the brilliant use of colours originally included
red, green and brown for the three auditoria and blue for
its toilets. The foyer carpeting was a virtuoso weave of
ten hues in altering ratios that resulted in the colour of
the central open staircase changed gradually from red to
green as one ascended its five floors.9 The entire stairwell
was dominated by a vertically suspended air duct in
vivid “Tao Ho yellow”, another instance of function as
ornament, making the whole effect unforgettable.10
Fifty years no change
On 14 January 1977, after many trials and tribulations, the
construction of the Hong Kong Arts Centre was finally
completed. Plagued by a lack of funds, progress had come
to a stop once at the eighth floor, only continuing after
a government loan was secured. Ten months to the day
after it was completed, Governor MacLehose officially
opened the Arts Centre. Inaugurated the same year as the
Pompidou Centre in Paris, Richard Rogers was invited to
Hong Kong as guest speaker. Barry Will, who was also a
key collaborator of Ho in realizing the building, recalled
Rogers being stunned by the centre, whose entire budget
was less than the sum of the overspend at Pompidou.
Recalling Roger’s comments recently, the centre’s current
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director, Connie Lam, remembers her amazement and
gratitude that this imaginative, complex yet economically
designed “Home of Arts” could ever have been realized.11
In its first decade, the Arts Centre witnessed many
avant-garde and experimental art activities. These
included Frog King’s pioneering performance art in the
inauguration show, local theatre group Zuni Icosahedron’s
formation the launch of “Popular Culture” seminars and
influential local cultural media.12 In 2017 celebrating
its fourth decade, the Arts Centre installed a “Tao Ho
Corner” to commemorate its architect’s pioneering spirit
and achievements. Still one of Hong Kong’s leading arts
venues, the Arts Centre continues to thrive and evolve, its
progressive cultural mission unchanged from what Tao Ho
first conceived of more than fifty years ago.
“The Arts Centre is a remarkable and complex
building. Perhaps the most remarkable fact is that it is here
at all. But it is and it is working and gradually all the original
hopes and demands of the building by its progenitors are
being realised.”13

1 Quoted in “Tao Ho and HKAC”, Tao Ho Corner, Hong Kong Arts Centre, 2017.
2 In 1969, the first idea for premises was a single-floor conversion or renovation
of an old cinema. “Arts Centre Hong Kong”, Architectural Review, Jan 1979, p362.
3 Sponsored by the Bank of America, Tao Ho organized the exhibition of Huang
Chu-Su (黄居素) paintings along a corridor of St George’s Building on Ice House
street. Before 1977, Ho had already organized over 10 art themed exhibitions in
the name of the Arts Centre locally or abroad.
4 The then Chief Secretary Sir David Aker Jones had also mentioned this
initiative to the governor many times.
5 Tao Ho, The Hong Kong Arts Centre, HKAC, October 1972.
6 Sherban Cantacuzino, Architectural Review, January 1979, p363.
7 Michael Outhwaite, “Hong Kong Arts Centre”, TABS Stage Lighting
International, Spring 1978, pp8-11.
8 Cantacuzino, op.cit.
9 Tao Ho personally worked with Tai Ping Carpets to develop a unique blending
method to achieve the seamless colour gradation by using a limited amount of
colours. Barry Will once joked that even when there was funding shortage for
construction, Tao Ho would still be working out the carpet colour composition.
10 In the various necessary renovations over the years, both the yellow
‘elephant’s trunk’ and colourful carpets have been retired or upgraded.
11 Connie Lam at Dr Tao Ho Memorial Symposium, HKAC, 17 August 2019.
12 Tao Ho Special Issue, Ming Pao Weekly, 24 February 2014, p64.
13 Michael Outhwaite, op.cit.

Acknowledgement: Images and drawings courtesy Hong Kong Arts
Centre and the TaoHo Foundation.

建立香港的包浩斯學院 - 一所融於教學的多元藝術中心 - 是建
築師何弢在美國留學時的夢想。這概念終轉化為於1977年開幕
的香港藝術中心。何弢早在1980年代提議發展西九龍的填海土
地為文化藝術區；而今身處灣仔的藝術中心依然作為舉辦各類
展覽、放映會和演出的場地。建築藝術中心的過程並不容易，建
成後卻深得各界的熱愛，終讓此不變的願景紮根香港。
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In Memoriam
Past President Dr Tao Ho (1936 - 2019)

一代建築師 : 何弢博士

My life is nothing but a passing
instance in the ever changing
cosmic evolution.
Tao Ho, 1985

With great sadness, we mourn the passing of Dr Tao
Ho, our dear “Tao”, on March 29 2019. Embodying
multiple roles of architect, planner, graphic designer,
artist and humanist, Tao is truly a present-day
Renaissance man. His achievements are prodigious,
and much admired within the profession and beyond.
Born in Shanghai, Tao spent part of his early
years in Nanjing and then Hong Kong before studying
in America. After graduating from Williams College
in 1960, Tao went on to study architecture and urban
design under J.L. Sert at Harvard, where he received
his Master of Architecture degree. He then worked for
The Architects Collaborative, as personal assistant to
Walter Gropius and Sigfried Giedion, before returning
to Hong Kong in 1964 and set up his multidisciplinary
practice, Taoho Design, four years later.
In 1965, Tao found time to introduce the
Bauhaus Basic Design course to Hong Kong, before
co-initiating and designing the award-winning
Hong Kong Arts Centre. In 1979, he was conferred
an Honorary Doctor degree of Humane Letters from
Williams College for his efforts in promoting cultural
activities in Hong Kong. Tao also received professional
accolades from memorable projects like St. Stephen’s
College extension, 6A Bowen Road apartments and
Black's Link residences.
Tao’s interests extended to painting, sculpting
and artistic design; his prolific creativity and
wide range of art works brought him numerous
international prizes and honours. Among his
masterpieces, he will be most widely remembered

for designing the Hong Kong SAR Bauhinia flag
and emblem, which were first displayed publicly on
1 July 1997. The works of Taoho Design, with their
unparalleled visions combining eastern and western
design elements, have constantly been the subject of
exhibitions in Hong Kong, Asia and Europe.
Besides tirelessly aiding a reforming China since
the 1980s, Tao was also passionate about augmenting
cultural discourse in Hong Kong; he was the first to
come up with the West Kowloon Cultural District idea.
In four decades of art and architectural explorations,
Tao had trained and inspired an entire generation of
architects and designers, before his family lovingly
cared for him during his long illness.
On 17 August 2019, the Institute organized
a public Memorial Symposium to celebrate Tao’s
extraordinary life and remember his rich architectural
and cultural legacies to the city in order to ensure that
his creative spirit lives on.
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The Eternal Present
Dr Tao Ho is remembered by many as
a great speaker, teacher and mentor
who had the exceptional gift of
communication through simple, yet
penetrating and inspiring language.
He was exemplary in practising
what he preached, as manifest in his
prolific and iconic works. He chose
not to follow the trend but, instead,
strove to bring his inexhaustible
innovations to perfection. A true
follower of Walter Gropius, he was
faithful to the spirit of Bauhaus in
his perseverance with mind, heart
and hand in a holistic approach
to design, Ganzheit, by which
he pursued the eternal present,
ewige Gegenwart,* that became
the hallmark of his artistic and
architectonic explorations.
That his memory is so fondly
treasured, both in Hong Kong and
mainland China, attests to his
tremendous efforts in naturalising
modern architecture on Chinese
soil: a task he accomplished with
distinction and without remorse,
particularly in convincing local
municipalities, most notably
Hangzhou, to preserve their cultural
heritage and townscapes while
embracing massive urban renewal.
I can never forget his bonhomie
and the childlike smiles he always
wore on his face, even at times of
frustration and resignation, which
were instantly contagious, to everyone
in his captivating presence.
John PL Wong 王寶龍
Past President HKIA
*Quoted from Prof Arnold Koerte’s talk to
HKICON on 17. 04. 2019: Gropius and the
Bauhaus Legacy at TAC (The Architects
Collaborative)

「熱情」的規則

何弢博士是一位分水嶺的人物。他在
則界出現之前和之後，香港建築界的
文化是兩回事。
何弢未在香港則界活躍之前，
則樓很少以「設計」作為公司賣點。建
築設計行業祇會被視為一門生意, 而
非一個為城市建設作出貢獻的使命。
香港則師以前是相對自我和封閉。何
弢來了之後，我們才較積極與周邊不
同的地區和國家聯繫及交流。我們
本來是很「禮貌」及沈默的，何博士來
後，這種風氣開始改變。透過他創辦
的“Vision”
，這香港第一本真正的建築
雜誌提供了一個建築評論的平台。後
來在中央圖書館的事件上，何博士帶
頭在社會上評論公共建築，引起公眾
的關注。香港建築文化這個時期巨大
的轉變，何弢的確扮演了一個牽頭和
激勵的角色。
在建築創作上, 何弢的作品帶給
我們多方面的啟發。他讓我們看到香
港賦挑戰性的條件並不是一個障礙，
而是一個機遇，我們因此可以做出與世
界各地不同的建築形態, 典型的例子就
是他往高空發展的藝術中心。他的建築
是言而有物的，而不是為了表面的華
麗而創作。其中一個令我印象深刻的建
築是他一個早期設計，為香港地鐵公司
寫字樓的活化及加建。何弢把舊的建築
部分很樸實地鬆上白油，加建的部分則
用大尺度鮮黃色金屬板整棟包起來呈

現出裝置藝術的面貌, 新舊兩部並放一
起，是創新的結合。那個年代還沒有貝
律銘的羅浮宮，沒有倫敦Tate Modern
現代美術館，所以這個項目對我來說是
建築活化重用所未見過的構想。
如果要用一個字去概括何弢對業
界的貢獻，我覺得是
「熱情」
: 他對建築，
對美好追求，對生命的熱情。在2000
年一個講建築界的質量文化 (qualitydriven culture) 的研討會中，我很自豪
地發現我和何弢博士都有同一個觀點，
就是質量文化不可能單靠立例或監管,
追求質量文化是需要自發的。而自發只
有是出自對品質和完美追求的熱情。我
相信
「熱情」
就是何弢博士給予我們業
界最大的一個遺贈。
嚴迅奇博士
嚴迅奇建築師事務所主持
Dr Rocco Yim BBS JP
Principal, Rocco Design Architects
Associates
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歷史夾縫中的理想主義者

2019年3月29日收到何弢安詳辭世的
訊息，我剛在前往希臘雅典衛城巴特
農神殿的遺跡的途中，這處正是讀西
方建築史的每一位學生朝聖之地，當
刻心情忐忑，勾起與何弢多年的無限
回憶。
何弢的一生，處於歷史時勢的夾
縫中，面對世界劇變，作為一個有良知
的中國的知識份子，一個有理想、完美
主義的藝術工作者，他在兩種身份的
張力之間爭扎前行，展現出建築師的
平衡智慧，滿足自己又忠於歷史，創出
一番非凡事業；懷念故人，亦師亦友，
只有敬重和感恩。
龍炳頤
何弢建築設計前副合夥人
David Lung
Former Associate Partner
Taoho Design Architects

Photo credit: Raymond Fung (1972)

Harvard flair
I still remember the first time I met
Tao was in a tiny little class room
inside a grade B office building in
Central, attending the evening class
of “Fundamentals in Art & Design”
in 1969. I was a beginner in art &
architecture, whilst Tao lectured me
in this HKU Extra-Mural Studies, a
course run by Jon A. Prescott (HKIA
President 1971-72). Tao was among
other renowned artists/designers/
architects who were invited to teach
there, including Cheung Yi, Hon
Chi Fun, Wucius Wong, Lawrence
Tam. The course covered subjects
including History of Art, Fine Art,
life drawing, oil painting, Chinese
painting, lithography, graphic art,
architecture, interior design etc.
I remember Tao taught us
graphic design. His enthusiasm in
art with his Harvard flair impressed
me a lot. Tao, together with other
enthusiastic teachers, educated us
on the fundamentals of “What is
Art” and “What is design”. Their
explanations on the Bauhaus
concept of “Form follows Function”,
amongst other philosophies, laid the
foundation in learning for the new
generation of Hong Kong artists and
designers.
In 1972, Jon successfully
obtained, with the help of Lady

Good architecture is like a piece of beautifully composed
music crystallized in space that elevates our spirits
beyond the limitation of time.
Tao Ho, 1978

MacLehose, the generosity of the
Hong Kong Government to grant
a piece of land in the Wan Chai
reclamation for the construction
of the Hong Kong Art Centre, a
building long dreamed of by Jon and
his Art & Design school members.
Tao Ho & Barry Will were the two
most active members assisting Jon
on this project. Even I, as a newly
graduated student from the art
school, was invited to attend the
kick-off meeting for this meaningful
Art Centre Project to be built for
Hong Kong. We should greatly
appreciate Tao’s contribution to
the development of the Arts here in
Hong Kong.
Tong Chun Wan 唐振寰
FHKIA RIBA
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突破定位

The Seeker

Mentor for life

超 凡抱負役 於人
如水如石塑人生
文化修 為中西貫
地標創作木鐸騰
二豎 纏 身 十 七載
壽終安寝樂歸麈
立德立言無缺憾
究尋美善真榮神

To me, Dr Tao Ho is the most
何弢的設計不是講求形態、平面或立
respectable architect in Hong Kong.
面，而是精神上的定位突破，這是很刺
During my 8 years working
激的。記得做一個博物館設計競賽時，
for him, through his philosophy,
何生經常會先一邊探討天文地理、歷
perseverance and friendship with
史文化，一邊聽歌和喝啤酒。我們在溫
many influential people around the
world, I gradually understood the
哥華做 Expo ’86 香港館設計時，只有
value of life. He might not have a big
一個星期，聊了三天後還是沒有任何
office, or offer high salaries, but in
頭緒。何弢當時靈機一觸，通過包裹
every project, he tried to create the
把他的概念傳達給我們。那個DHL盒
best for his end-users and the public.
子有黃色底紙，上面寫著四個紅色字
He even created projects when he
「
Made in Hong Kong 」
。因為設計
thought they were necessary for
Hong Kong – the Arts Centre was
需要代表香港，所以我們就想到弄一
one of them. His idea for an art and
個白色的竹棚在外圍，掛在上白色人
cultural hub in the 1990s eventually
體模型配合。结果這個概念只用了我
led to the birth of the West Kowloon
們40分鐘。
Cultural District.
His architecture was never
很多人有所不知，其實何弢對中國城
restricted by any limitations. He
wished his architecture would
市規劃亦有很大的影響。1986年，中
contribute to the growth of
國政府委任了他做幾個城市的規劃，
humanity while conserving our
包括杭州、廈門和青島。到達杭州後，
environment, culture and heritage.
何弢一如以往，先觀察了兩天，近看、
He once told me, if we were unable
遠看、上山，四周視察。他之後感歎道，
to explore and breakthrough the
西湖應該是中國最美的人造景觀設
rules created by ourselves, human
beings would still be living in caves,
計。我們本來是要研究怎樣在西湖旁
believing that the world was flat.
邊發展建築物，而何弢想到的方案則
He advocated architecture for
是什麼都不要做，因為不想破壞西湖
all. He wished more people understood
原有的景象。最後，何弢花了一個星期
how architecture could influence
用他流利的普通話，上海話和四川話
our lives, not only functionally or
financially, but its artistic and cultural 去說服政府部門和著名的建築師去支
implications on society. He talked on
持他一物不建的方案。我認為何弢保
radio about architecture and many
留西湖這個赋前瞻性的設計方針，在
other topics, aiming to let more people 往後的一百，五百，甚至一千年，都會
become aware of architecture and his
對中國有著很大的影響。
philosophy.
Although he stayed in bed for
周德年
17 years, his presence constantly
reminds us not to lose our vision
周德年建築師設計公司董事
or give up, no matter how bad the
Thomas Chow
circumstances are.
Director, Thomas Chow Architects
Dr Tao Ho, your efforts will be
well remembered by the people, may
you rest in peace.

I worked for TaoHo for 2.5 years
(1971-73) on the Hong Kong
International School (HKIS) and the
Hong Kong Arts Centre (HKAC).
As mentor, he let me browse
books on masters in arts and
architecture. As immediate boss,
he imparted learnings like Maki's
‘group form’. On presentation skills,
he said, “Every day I put on monkey
suit and act”.
In 1972 he organized an
international posters exhibition
at St. George's Building. I was
most impressed by his respectful
handling of the art poster of Fuller's
dome covering up a city. This
signified lifelong struggle for better
environment in Hong Kong and
other cities.
I saw him being a charismatic
environmentalist, theorist, story-teller,
pragmatist, educationalist, biophile,
activist ; ‘dreaming’ like Pegasus flying
on a balancing swallow; carving voids
through solids for LIGHT and LIFE ;
indeed, a Renaissance man with great
metabolism for Re-VISION and
Re-CREATION.
He believed in “Beauty is
Truth; Truth, Beauty”. He showed
affinity towards existentialists, like
Martin Buber (re: I and Thou), Paul
Tillich (re: In Search of Absolutes), and
Le Corbusier whom he adored.
「 弢 」means “arrow case”,
but actually he was hunter himself,
seeking to capture everything
particularly the Absolute. His
patience echoed with Corbu's saying:
“Creation is a Patient Search”!
Alexander H C Ng 吳克正
FHKIA, Former Architect,
Taoho Design Architects

Agnes Ng 吳家賢
Former Director
Taoho Design Architects
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Arts for the people

The vision of Dr Tao Ho went beyond
his own age and is still shaping the
arts and cultural landscape of Hong
Kong today. With determination and
boldness, Dr Ho, together with Mr
Bill Bailey and Prof Lo King-man,
overcame many obstacles and made
his vision of building an arts centre “of
the people, for the people and by the
people” come true.
Dr Ho’s talent and charisma
are indeed remarkable but it was his
passion for humanity that truly marks
his legacy. He built for people, he
planned for people and he dreamed
for people. His spirit inspired many
including the Hong Kong Arts Centre
(HKAC). We are forever in debt to Dr
Tao Ho, not only because he was one
of the founders and the chief architect
of HKAC but his influence and legacy
as “Hong Kong’s Renaissance Man” to
the Hong Kong art scene.
Connie Lam
Executive Director
Hong Kong Arts Centre

Remembering Tao Ho
Tao Ho’s illustrious design career
will have been appreciated by all who
knew him. I recall first meeting him in
Hong Kong in the context of Arcasia
where we saw the importance of local
architects with global experience
doing their best for the relevance of
the Modern Movement in their own
domain, Tao Ho significantly in Hong
Kong, where I hope his influence
pervades. We were also friendly with
Sumet Jumsai who had imbibed
Cambridge and Le Corbusier, whereas
Tao was steeped in Cambridge,
Massachusetts with Gropius and TAC,
and Harvard. I shared a prior contact
with Gropius from MIT, and also the
Bauhaus succession via Gyorgy Kepes.
Latterly we were in a close
encounter with Buckminster Fuller,
and both Tao and Sumet came to
Penang to relate with Fuller at our
Campuan meetings on World affairs.
My penultimate meeting with Tao
was in Hong Kong when he inducted
me to Shanghai hairy crabs - and to
his fledgling efforts on the cello! Irene
invited me to see him when he was
already quite incapacitated, a sad
visit when I hope he did receive my
personal words...
Lim Chong Keat
12 June 2019, Juanda, Surabaya

APAC Founder

Tao Ho, William Lim (Singapore),
Fumihiko Maki and Koichi
Nagashima (Japan) and myself came
together and founded Asian Planning
& Architectural Consultants Ltd.,
or better known as APAC in the late
1970s. The aim was to counteract the
then prevalent Western domination
in professional practice. Tao Ho
and l became close friends and
we had much in common besides
architecture. In fact we both painted
and loved poetry.
Since then, we met on several
occasions in Hong Kong, Bangkok,
Singapore, Bali and Beijing. And at
one point, Tao Ho proposed me as the
recipient of the Crystal Award from
the World Economic Forum at Davos
(1999). My last visit to see Tao Ho was
last June and on that occasion we both
cried and smile to reminisce the past.
I pray that Tao now rests in peace.
Dr Sumet Jumsai
Sumet Jumsai Architects (SJA)
10 April 2019, Bangkok
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「亂中有序」的大雜家

1997年之前，何弢夫人邀請我到何府
作客，意外發現何弢這位知音，天文地
理，無所不談，人文科學，學識無邊。在
千載難逢的機會下，我力邀何博士加入
《講東講西》主持節目，他爽快一口答
應。後來何弢在上海開設建築事務所，
我們便透過長途電話越洋廣播。何弢
對我的啟發是良師益友，我們亦是世
交，我的叔公劉子平和何弢的父親兄
弟何仲賢是朋友，我亦曾到府上拜訪。
何弢長我十二年，同屬鼠，也是
九龍塘學校早屆學長。受到當年的校
風教育，他是設計師，建築家（好友薦
他主理中大建築系不果）
，同時亦是「
大雜家」
。介紹「天地出版社」為他出
版了《何弢築夢》
（為灣仔總店重新設
計舖位）
，又有「次文化堂」出版《講東
講西》上下二冊，早年錄音轉成文字
版本。
何弢常常都說「亂中有序」
，他的
「亂」不是日常生活中的「亂」
。
「亂」是
他人在視覺上的亂，在何弢眼中，有其
序、規矩、想法、邏輯和排序，這是他的
價值觀和世界觀，由他的學養和經驗
上建立的，他人無法輕易一窺他的秩
序，我是很佩服的。他的建築作品、繪
畫、雕塑創作，都是與別不同的，就是
因為他有自己獨立的思考和看法，賦
予不一樣的意義和價值觀，正正是這
點，為人所欣賞。
中風後，妻子羅玉琪悉心照顧，
雖未能回復行動，但表達意思十分暢
順。常常坐輪椅在平台上吸收新鮮空
氣。據說，他除了每周定時與女兒及外
孫們「床上玩樂」外，還能聽歌曲、看影
碟，何太說，他念念不忘《講東講西》
，
還要聽有份播出的錄音帶以為樂。
何弢主懷安息了。以陶傑的說
法，靈魂卒之自由了。願他在天國永享
快樂吧。
劉天賜
跨傳媒工作者，作家

撲蝶的童心

念何弢的生平略述，長長數頁，道不盡
他六十多歲以前的忙碌與貢獻。
串串的活動與展覽紀錄，敘述的
是一顆跳動的童心。畢卡素曾說：
「每
個孩童都是個藝術家，問題是長大了
以後，如何可以持續。」這點對何弢來
說，一點都不困難。這位徹頭徹尾的
頑童，過度活躍，相當「擾民」
，但又從
不吝嗇分享他創作的喜悅。他人在這
裡，心早已飛去撲蝶了；自得其樂，自
有其嚮往。每當大家都替他擔心的時
候，他的眼神繼續閃爍，飽滿的微笑露
出幾顆乳齒，告訴人憂慮都是多餘的；
因為每一條頭髮，上帝都經已數過了。
創作是他一生的作為，藝術就是他本
人自己；不論成果，只在乎旅程。
他生命的最後歲月裡，是個蝴蝶
鐘；外殼像機器在擺動，但心靈依舊活
潑。他的作品接連自己的生命，載著
一點點危險，卻又如此誠實，充滿好
奇。但願他在彼岸登山涉水之時，以
他絢麗的顏色，繼續動漫。
文潔華
香港浸會大學
電影學院人文學講座教授
Eva Man Kit Wah
Chair Professor in Humanities
Hong Kong Baptist University

懷念恩師

我自小喜歡塗鴉，對藝術一竅不通。
自從1968年報名入讀 香港大學校外
課程（現在簡稱 SPACE)之藝術與設
計文憑後，如置身大觀園。
此課程為期三年，當時由白士覺
先生 (Mr Jon Prescott) 主理, 他的教
學理念是:「先生的責任，在於解決學
生問題；並非為了樹立門派而教學。」
同期的老師還有王無邪先生、張義先
生，韓志勳先生，Mr Martin Bradley
及何弢博士…等。
感謝何弢恩師早於60年代末
引入包浩斯 (Bauhaus) 概念教學 ,對
我啟發良多, 得益不淺，更奠定了我
的繪畫基礎。同時認識了Mr Martin
Bradley，是我第一次真正見到洋人怎
樣畫洋畫，他的「真如 Isness」理念，亦
對我影響深遠。
後來何弢恩師又建築設計了香
港藝術中心，據說他在藝術中心的設
計上，強調了三角形的張力作用。當
藝術中心建成之後，又使我和它結下
不解之緣，亦一幸事。
恩師何弢的教學態度非常嚴謹，
一絲不苟的精神對我影響至大！我與
何弢的關係亦師亦友, 假如觀眾認為
我的作品有可取之處的話 ,應歸功於
他。簡而言之：如果沒有何弢的指導,
今天就沒有陳餘生了。
由於有何弢博士及多位良師指
導，以創新思維教學，乃至該課程於70
年代造就了不少香港藝術家，為香港
當代藝術注入了不少新血。
陳餘生 MBE BBS
2019年8月於香港
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Dr Tao Ho Memorial Symposium 何弢博士紀念講座
Saturday 17 August 2019
9:45am - 12:30pm, Louis Koo Cinema, Hong Kong Arts Centre
Introduction & MC
Corrin Chan 陳翠兒
Vice President, HKIA
Welcoming remarks
Felix Li 李國興
President, HKIA
Opening remarks
Connie Lam 林淑儀
Executive Director
Hong Kong Arts Centre
Speakers
John PL Wong 王寶龍
Past President, HKIA 2003
Lau Tin Chi 劉天賜
Cross-media worker, writer
Dr Rocco Yim 嚴迅奇博士
Principal, Rocco Design Architects
Associates
David Lung 龍炳頤
Former Associate Partner
Taoho Design Architects
Moderator
Patrick Lau 劉秀成
Past President, HKIA 2001-02
Panelists
Agnes Ng 吳家賢
Former Director
Taoho Design Architects
Thomas Chow 周德年
Director, Thomas Chow Architects
Raymond Fung 馮永基
Former Architect
Taoho Design Architects
Alexander Ng 吳克正
FHKIA, Former Architect
Taoho Design Architects
Hung Hin Cheung 熊憲章
Former model maker
Taoho Design Architects
Organising Committee

Corrin Chan (chair) 陳翠兒, Helen
Leung 梁喜蓮, Thomas Cheung
張廣揚, Thomas Chung 鍾宏亮,
Cindy Yeung Shan Yan 楊倩恩

On a midsummer Saturday morning,
a full house gathered to honour Dr
Tao Ho – a brilliant star in the history
of Hong Kong architecture. The HKIA
organized the symposium to reflect on
Tao’s remarkable life, his pioneering
works and his philosophy of life. The
event was supported by the Hong
Kong Arts Centre and the Hong Kong
Architecture Centre.
Vice President Corrin Chan
introduced Tao as a multi-talented
“dreamer” who brought new thinking
to Hong Kong architecture, building
many award-winning works including
the symposium venue. President Felix
Li recalled how Tao's championing of
design set an example for posterity.
Arts Centre executive director
Connie Lam shared her admiration
for Tao’s humanistic spirit – his
commitment as visionary forerunner
for art and culture and consummate
belief in “achieving one’s dreams
against all odds”, an attitude that
the Arts Centre has inherited and
continues to persevere with.
John Wong, the first of four
speakers, framed the historical and
architectural contexts of Hong Kong
and abroad that Tao worked in.
Besides anecdotal reminisces and
affectionately calling Tao「弢哥」
(brother Tao), he charted Tao’s journey
from Shanghai, studying at Pui Ching
School in 1950s Hong Kong, to his

time in America, in particular his time
with Jose Luis Sert and Walter Gropius
at Harvard, his return to 1960s Hong
Kong and the completion of the Arts
Centre as the epitome of his innovative
works in the 70s.
Renowned broadcaster Lau Tin
Chi recounted his co-hosting of the
popular RHTK radio show “Free as
the wind”《講東講西》with Tao. He
also admitted learning much from
Tao’s motto of “order from chaos”,
elaborating how Tao’s creativity and
independent thinking led him to
distill his own life philosophy so as to
produce uniquely original works.
Dr Rocco Yim examined Tao’s
instrumental role in transforming
Hong Kong’s architectural profession
and culture: from office naming to
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promote “design”, connecting the
Institute outwards with organisations
like ARCASIA and UIA to generating
architectural discourse via the
magazine Vision and publicly speaking
out, as HKIA President, on the
Central Library controversy to open
debate on public architecture. Rocco
explained how certain of Tao’s works
have deeply impressed him for their
guiding and inspirational value: the
uprecedented way to combine new and
old in his early MTR headquarters,
the powerful use of graphic design
and colour to rejuvenate the Hong
Kong International School and the
bold use of material and tectonics at
St. Stephen’s College. For Rocco, Tao
should be remembered for his inner
drive for quality and his “passion” for
architecture and goodness in life.
Professor David Lung, Tao’s
long-time partner and close friend,
offered a profound and intimate
account that situated Tao’s lifelong
identity struggle – between that of a
conscientious Chinese intellectual
and an idealist artist searching for
perfection – within his own family
background as well as the grander
historical and political landscapes
of 20th Century China. To truly
comprehend Tao’s spirituality, one
needs to delve deeply into all the
places Tao had been to and interpret
his life and works within the context of
3rd generation US-educated Chinese
architects and their ambitions.
With his Harvard circle of
friends, Tao founded APAC (Asia
Planning and Architectural Colla-

boration) in the 1970s – a cultural
platform to rethink identity for Asian
architecture. Edited video interviews
with Fumihiko Maki, Koichi &
Catharine Nagashima in Tokyo
and with Sumet Jumsai in Bangkok
retracing APAC’s history were shown.
Professor Patrick Lau, himself
inspired by Tao’s works, moderated a
panel sharing with key past colleagues
who have worked in Tao’s practice.
Agnes Ng saw Tao as her mentor
for life, and was most grateful for
Tao’s wisdom. She praised his childlike passion and zest for life, his
kind-hearted generosity and caring
for society and the environment.
Thomas Chow felt working on
competitions such as the Vancouver
Expo’86 with Tao was exciting yet very
challenging, as Tao would only conjure
up an idea at the last minute. In the
1980s, he witnessed how Tao was a
major influence in urban design and
planning for many Chinese cities such
as Hangzhou, Qingdao and Xiamen.
Raymond Fung, who was moved by
the whole occasion, apologised for

only working one year at Tao’s office
but appreciated the life-changing
experience there, when he absorbed
Tao’s spirit and sense of social mission
to Hong Kong. Hung Hin Cheung
worked as Tao’s trusted modelmaker
for almost 20 years since joining in
1993. Tao had high expectations but
also respected all colleagues as equals,
and was a scholarly boss who taught
everyone a lot. Alexander Ng helped
Tao with the Hong Kong International
School, especially the colourful
staircase, and made conceptual
models for the Arts Centre. He learnt
much from Tao’s adeptness to client
changes, and enjoyed going to work at
Tao’s rooftop office during 1971-73.
Julia Lau, Luo Yi and Bernard Lim
(with Gaylord Chan’s message) spoke
from the audience, and VP Corrin
concluded by inviting Tao to perform
his magic on screen for the finale.
Acknowledgement: The TaoHo Foundation, Mrs
Irene Ho and Ms Noelle Ho generously provided
original material on Dr Ho. Special thanks to Jadie
Luo for her overall assistance on the event.
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Ewen Fegan Will / Shane Waters / John PL Wong

In Memoriam
Professor Barry Fegan Will (1945 - 2019)

懷念 : 韋栢利教授

HKIA President, 1999-2000
ARB Chairman, 1991-1992

Professor Barry F Will, who served as HKIA president
from 1999 to 2000 and ARB chairman from 1991 to 1992,
passed away peacefully on 29 August 2019 at Gleneagles
Hong Kong Hospital. He is survived by his wife, Dr Hwai
Ping Sheng, son, Ewen, daughter-in-law, Jasie, and three
grandchildren, Layla, Blake and Riley.
Born in Australia on 14 May 1945, Barry’s childhood
revolved around fishing for yabbies in the waterhole of his
home in the Queensland bush, helping the family to grow
and pick vegetables, riding bikes, climbing gumtrees, and
watching kookaburras, magpies, lizards, wallabies, as well
as the occasional snake or bushfire. Reflective of the lean
times immediately after WWII, Barry did not have many
toys, but was surrounded by books and motivated by a love
of learning and knowledge that was fuelled by his mother
Wilma. There was a library of books in his home which was
in constant use, and Barry and his younger sister Shane
were also frequently taken to a Brisbane City Council
library, about 15 km from home, to read and borrow books.
In addition, the children were treated to regular visits to
places like the city’s Museum and Art Gallery, where Barry
eagerly absorbed much information and at a great rate.
Even as a young child, Barry was always drawing with
a lead pencil. He was very good at it and won a number of
competitions, sometimes using coloured pencils and tints
from a paint box to add to the effect. Barry excelled in art
and technical drawing and showed an interest in creative
design from a young age. He built all his architecture
models on the kitchen table and left all sorts of things for

his parents to “MIND – don’t throw away” when he left
Australia in 1971. When his mother died in 2011 she was
still looking after his 1968 BArch thesis “Of Souterrains
and Submersibles”, his 1970 MUS thesis “The Pedestrian
Renaissance”, a large collection of artefacts from his time as
a cadet architect in the Trobian Islands, Papua New Guinea,
and assorted drawing boards and set squares.
Barry attended the University of Queensland
and graduated with a Bachelor of Architecture and a
Master of Urban Studies. When he started university, he
had a motor scooter – which was quite impractical for
carrying around things like design models! In 1971, he
came to Hong Kong after being appointed lecturer in the
University of Hong Kong's Department of Architecture.
He would eventually serve as dean of the Faculty of
Architecture from 1990 to 1998.
As recalled by Elizabeth Cheng, a former assistant
director of the Architectural Services Department, when
Barry arrived in Hong Kong to take up his teaching
post, students had already checked him out and were
surprised that he was only 26, not much older than the
average graduate and by far the youngest member of the
teaching staff. He soon built up good rapport with his
students as a caring elder brother. Barry often invited
students over to his home in Robert Black College for
dinner, a totally unexpected experience for young people
accustomed to the faculty’s frigid, hierarchical culture
under which teaching staff maintained a distance from
their students, and one that many students of that time
still recount with relish.
While on sabbatical leave from HKU, between
1973 and 1988, he taught at a number of schools overseas:
University of Edinburgh, UK, Rice University, University
of Houston and Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
USA, and Peihua Institute, Shenzhen, PRC. These spells
outside Hong Kong granted him invaluable insight
into the varieties of architectural education found
worldwide, including traditions from outside the British
Commonwealth.
Students affectionately called him “Wai Lo,”
a homophonic rendering of the family name Will in
Cantonese, whose characters – 威佬 – carry the meaning
of “mighty fellow”. His earlier students still remember
his overpowering, bearded figure going around on an
incongruently light motor scooter or squeezed into a
Mini Cooper sedan. Later, he changed to more powerful
motorbikes and sports cars. He was a regular each year
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at the Macau Grand Prix, serving as a volunteer official
marshal. In his deparment, he formed a sports-loving trio
with fellow motor-racing aficionados Ian Campbell and
Andrew Shillinglaw. Andrew, the only surviving member
of the threesome, jokingly used to call his other two pals
the “Celtic duo” because of their physical appearances and
temperaments.
In 1976, Professor Eric Lye Kum Chew arrived
to take up the post of head of the Department of
Architecture – a watershed event in the department’s
history. Barry and Eric had got to know each other
earlier when the latter had been a visiting professor the
year before. The two got along well, working together
seamlessly to reform the department’s curriculum and
teaching protocols in order to keep them abreast with
international trends. Barry had the advantage of knowing
the administration of the then Faculty of Engineering
and Architecture inside out and assisted Eric in
successfully revamping the system and educating a whole
new generation of architects, who would, in time, take the
architectural scene of Hong Kong to new heights.
Shortly after his arrival in Hong Kong, Barry became
active in the affairs of the then Hong Kong Society of
Architects. He was instrumental in relaunching it as The
Hong Kong Institute of Architects in 1972, playing an
important role in rewriting its constitution and rules.
Later, he was a strong campaigner for legislation to protect
the title of “Architect” which culminated in the Architects
Registration Ordinance of 1990. His public duties included
service as co-opted member of the Planning Development
Conservation Committee of the Urban Renewal Authority,
from 2001 to 2008, and as chairman of the Authorized
Person Registration Committee, from 2001 to 2003.
Over the years, Barry was actively engaged in private
practice as executive director of WCWP International Ltd.
Carlwin Martirez, an associate at WCWP, recalls that his
ability to draw was legendary: “He taught, communicated
and inspired by drawing. Even in casual conversations he

had that itch to sketch something to support his story and
it was often to comical effect. Small, fine sketches in pens,
soft pencils and coloured pencils on yellow tracing paper,
Barry's drawings were always appealing and seductive. He
loved to draw, and he appreciated all who had that talent.
But he was really the one who I looked up to when it came
to drawing.”
After retiring from HKU, having served as founding
dean of the Faculty of Architecture from 1990 to 1998,
Barry continued to be closely involved in architectural
education. He served as an adjunct professor/honorary
professor at his former university and as an external
reviewer for the MArch programme at the Chinese
University of Hong Kong. His long teaching career earned
him great respect and admiration among the generations
of Hong Kong architects who studied under him.
In later years, he was often spotted speeding back
and forth between his home on Hong Kong Island and his
office in West Kowloon in his iconic yellow Lotus Elise. As
well as being an outgoing, charismatic figure, however, he
was also a gentle, gregarious and engaging person, with
a great sense of humour. He got on easily with colleagues
and students,many of whom became life-long friends. His
disarming laughter, heart-warming back-slapping and
brilliant rhetoric gave him the irresistible advantage in
accomplishing the most difficult and delicate tasks he was
entrusted to.
Those who had the chance to work with him,
whether at the universities he served, in his practice, or
at the HKIA, will remember him as a man of prodigious
memory, able to recall details of events, personalities
and organisational nuances instantly and with the
utmost precision. His encyclopaedic knowledge and wide
international exposure allowed everyone to feel confident
they could turn to him for help on almost any subjects.
He was an advocate of international cooperation in the
promotion of architectural excellence, with an extensive
knowledge of professional practice in countries of the

Left column: (top row left to right) Barry aged 12; Barry in 1972; Barry in his HKU office
(bottom row) HKU Department of Architecture faculty with Professor Eric Lye, 1978
Right column: Bamboo pavilon in HKU, Barry and HKU students
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Stephen Poon
Past President, HKIA

Pacific Rim and beyond. He put this experience to work by
serving as ARCASIA chairman from 2003-2004. He also
contributed enormously to fostering better interaction
between the HKIA and countries in the region, helping
the institute establish itself as a hub of international
connectivity in the architectural profession.
In his later years, Barry devoted time and resources
to raising the HKIA/ARB accreditation system to an
international level by revamping its rules and terms of
reference to match the requirements of the Canberra
Accord. That the HKIA is now a signatory of the Accord
owes much to his relentless efforts and guidance,
particularly as a member of the HKIA/ARB Joint
Taskforce. Under his leadership from 2012 to 2017, he
led accreditation and revalidation visits to local tertiary
institutions demonstrating the reliability and practicality
of the institute’s accreditation system and setting an
example to other accreditors to follow.
Even after he fell ill, his strength of will and unfailing
sense of duty allowed him to continue bearing his many
responsibilities. Until a couple of months before his death,
he continued to attend meetings, analysing problems and
arguing with unequivocal clarity for open-mindedness
in approaching new challenges. We will forever miss his
charming smile and selfless dedication.

Tributes
Below are excerpts from four eulogies delivered at the
memorial service for Barry held on 9 October 2019, at Loke
Yew Hall, HKU.

My Architects Registration No is 009. Barry’s was, and still
is, 002.
Barry and I were contemporaries. He chaired the
Architects Registration Board in 1991 and 1992. I was
president of the Hong Kong Institute of Architects during
the same period. Before that, we worked together with
Christopher “Kit” Haffner, our late president, on the
drafting of the Architects Registration Ordnance. In his
usual way, Barry did most of the paperwork, while we did
most of the talking. Barry was always very thorough. Even
our legal advisor was amazed by the meticulous way draft
papers were prepared. Of course, in his usual way, Barry did
argue a lot with the legal advisor, winning some of the time.
Barry and I went together on many trips to mainland
China, for the purpose of fostering understanding and
friendship with our counterparts on the mainland. In his
later years, Barry turned his attention to perfecting our
professional accreditation system. He was instrumental
in making the Hong Kong Institute of Architects one of
the signatories in the Canberra Accord. This will go a long
way to maintaining our status quo among the worldwide
community of Architects.
Barry, for our generation of Architects and many
more to come, I can’t say how much we are indebted to
you. I would like to take this opportunity to express our
gratitude to Dr Sheng and all of Barry’s offspring. Without
your forbearance, Barry could not have devoted so much of
his time to the Architects Registration Board and the Hong
Kong Institute of Architects.

David Lung
Dean & Professor, Faculty of Science & Engineering
Chu Hai College of Higher Education
Barry and I were colleagues for over a decade at HKU, but
I first came to know Barry before my HKU days, when I
worked for Taoho Design. “Wai Lo”, as he was called, came
to the office perhaps once a week, holding the title of “job
captain” for the then about-to-be-completed Hong Kong
Arts Centre. We continued to develop our friendship since
then.

Top: HKIA 55th Anniversary Conference, 2011. Left: ARCASIA Forum 12 Dhaka, 2003; middle: HKIA Interview, 2006; right: External reviewer for CUHK School of Architecture
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Honorary Secretary 1999-2000, HKIA

HKIA Chu Hai College of Education Validation Visit, 2017

After completion of the Arts Centre, “Wai Lo” left
Taoho Design and returned to his association with David
Woo, who designed the award-winning Tai Po Mok Sau
Tsang Secondary School. Once a week, I went to Barry’s
office in Central and attended his private tuition sessions
given to HKU graduates registered for the professional
exams in 1980. I learned about the Building Regulations,
the Fire Code, and local professional practice for the first
time, all from Barry.
At HKU, he and the then head of school, Professor
Eric Lye, were an odd couple. Under the guidance of
Eric, Barry played a vital role in building up the School
of Architecture as it devolved from the Engineering
Faculty in the late 1970s. The newly established school
then branched off to different disciplines and eventually
transformed itself into the Faculty of Architecture, of
which Barry was founding dean from 1990 to 1998. The
faculty now provides programmes in architecture, real
estates and construction, urban planning, urban design,
landscape architecture and architectural conservation,
largely owing to Barry’s foresight.
Back in the mid-1980s, when the government decided
to allot more funding support to enlarge the architecture
intake of students at HKU, Eric formed a committee, with
Barry as one of its members, to weigh the pros and cons
of having a large annual cohort of architectural graduates
from a single institution. The faculty decided to decline
the government’s offer and recommended instead that the
Chinese University start a new school of architecture in 1990.
Around 2010, when Chu Hai College of Higher
Education decided to seek accreditation for its architectural
course to be, as the third such professional programme
in Hong Kong, Barry played a significant role in leading a
group of dedicated HKIA representatives to meet with Chu
Hai’s faculty members over a number of years before this
goal was finally achieved in 2018.
Barry dedicated his entire life to building up
Hong Kong’s skyline. He was, if I may say so, a guru in
architectural education in Hong Kong. I witnessed how
he worked with love and care for other people, especially
his students, and with his vision and commitment to the
profession, and his passion and dedication to his firm
and his colleagues. I owe Barry a great deal, for having
had him as a good and trusted friend, and a lifetime
mentor for over forty years.

My association with BFW, a Queenslander.
ARCASIA We were both present at the ARCASIA
“ACA Lahore” event in 1992 in order to prepare for “Forum
7” which HKIA was due to host in 1993 (This was also
attended by Rita Cheung, Robert Lam and Li Sau Lung).
We all shared a dayroom with Barry while transiting the
old Bangkok Airport, waiting for our early connecting flight
back to Hong Kong. It was at that occasion we all noted that
Barry was a heavy sleeper! While we were in Lahore, we
visited the Bazaar in the Old City when we came to know
that Barry was a passionate collector of antiques.
I first met Hwai Ping, one day in Lan Kwai Fong.
Barry introduced me to her announcing proudly that
we were both involved in ARCASIA; to which Hwai Ping
replied, “I feel sorry for you!” We both laughed. And at that
moment I said to Barry, “I like this lady!”
UIA Barry helped the Architectural Society of China
(ASC) in lobbying UIA (International Union of Architects)
member sections to vote in favour of hosting the “UIA
World Congress 1999” in Beijing. This was China’s first
significant architectural event where it launched itself onto
the international stage. Barry also supported the first UIA
work programme “Architecture for All” seminar, after the
successful “ARCASIA Forum 11” held in Singapore in 2000”.
HKIA/ARB Barry was HKIA President when I served
as his Honorary Secretary. We had, uncannily, very similar
signatures. We often jested that one of us should sign all
the HKIA certificates and documents, thus saving the other
much time and effort! As president, he was instrumental
in successfully concluding an agreement with ASC on the
recognition of HKIA membership as prerequisite for the
“PRC Class 1 Registered Architect” qualification. Ironically,
Barry was himself unable to obtain this qualification due to
the fact that the tests were conducted in putonghua – thus,
allowing us to shared another commonality!
Personal Barry was often seen walking his two
huge white Siberian huskies in evenings and on weekends,
near his Mid-levels home. His love of sailing and taking
part in “Hash House Harriers” (non-competitive running
on the trails of Hong Kong), shared by Ian Campbell and
Andrew Shillinglaw, were well known amongst friends. His
passion for fast cars saw him serving as an official marshal
at the Macau Grand Prix and as governor of the Hong Kong
Automobile Association. His yellow Lotus caused him some
embarrassment several times. Hwai Ping refused to ride in
it while wearing her cheongsam for formal occasions, while
Kazuo Iwamura and Barry found themselves unable to get
out of this low-floor sports car when it was parked on a steep
slope at the HKU Campus. The two “old” guys eventually
managed to climb out after struggling for several minutes,
fortunately without either of them having a hernia.
Bazza, Queensland and Australia will miss you!
“Death, be not proud!”
– Excerpt from John Donne, A Holy Sonnet
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Clement H Chu, Director
WCWP International Limited
I would like to celebrate Barry’s life at WCWP with one
word, “FAR”.
F stands for flexibility;
A stands for adaptability;
R stands for respect.
As we all know, Barry was an especially gifted
person with diverse interests in virtually everything:
from astrology to fashions, through cars (especially)
and Cantonese pop music, to opera and classical
music. Besides being a passionate teacher and an active
participant in HKIA and ARB affairs, he was also a
prominent practitioner throughout his time in Hong
Kong. While teaching at and after his departure from
HKU, he always believed that practical experience was
absolutely crucial to the overall education of an architect.
However, teaching and practising simultaneously
may not always be compatible in terms of time
management. Especially for someone like Barry, who
also had so many other commitments and interests, 24
hours a day was simply not enough. Unfortunately, time
management was anything but his best trait, which was
always problematic for the people working for him in
the office. Before computerised draughting and imaging
technology emerged, we all thought that the fax machine
was the greatest invention ever, as it was the only sure
mode of getting a response from him, although we could
never be sure by when!
Before Hwai Ping and Ewen moved back to Hong
Kong permanently, meeting Barry in the office at daytime
during the week was almost impossible, so we had to
“adapt” to his busy schedules. Often, that would mean
working a double-shift. It was not unusual for us to have to
wait until 10 pm or midnight for him to return to the office
to look at design schemes. It was also not unusual for us to
have to redesign the schemes from scratch after the review,
simply because he didn’t agree with the original concept
or design development. But once he was back in the office,
he would spend hours and hours to design or draw with us,
and the team always learned a lot from him through these
interaction.

Ewen Fegan Will / Shane Waters / John PL Wong
I recall one cold, winter evening in 1986, the night
before we had to make a presentation to a client, we had to
completely redesign the master layout plan of a 400-room
hotel project in Suzhou. After Barry had already amended
the schemes for the hundredth time, we had to redo all the
drawings by hand overnight. He turned around and asked
me how ‘bad’ my freehand drawing was. I said, as ‘bad’ as
yours. He then gave me a quick tutorial on how to draw
landscapes, straight lines, shadows, etc. The next thing we
knew, the two of us were squiggling away through the whole
night, completing the drawings while revising the scheme
simultaneously. We accomplished this enormous task by
imitating his drawing and colouring techniques, and came
out winning the project in the end – demonstrating how
teamwork, adaptability and flexibility are equally important.
Another story that I wish to share happened shortly
after the SARS outbreak in 2003. Our office was invited
to prepare a strategic master plan for a proposed tri-city
development project in Zhoukou (周口), Henan. Arranged
through our contact in Beijing, we flew in from Shenzhen
with the understanding that two separate rooms would be
reserved for Barry and me. After checking in at the hotel
reception, we were led (or, should I say, pushed by the
crowd) into Barry’s room, which was a huge executive suite
with a private meeting room, a living and dining room, and
an en-suite servant’s room inside the entrance but separate
from the main suite by another set of doors for privacy. By
now, I presume readers should have guessed where my
“separate” bedroom was.
Barry was truly embarrassed over the entire incident
and was desperately trying to explain to the hosts who I
was before dinner started, while they were busy asking
me to sit with the drivers. It was fruitless, as none of the
hosts spoke any English and Barry was obviously having
difficulty understanding the local dialect. In the end I
was “allowed” to sit next to Barry as his translator, while
playing along with the game as the obedient servant.
In the office, the secretaries and administrative staff
like to call Barry the “Big Boss”, not only because it means
“大老板” in Chinese, but also because he was physically tall
and big. Most other staff members simply call him Barry. As
for me, I rarely called him by his first name, either publicly
or privately, during the past 34½ years when we were at
work together and over the 27 years when we were partners,
until the last year or so. It was probably a habit that I picked
up from day one but, in my heart, it represented a sense of
respect for the greatest man I have ever known in my life.
Thank you, Barry, for hiring me as your design
assistant back in November 1984. The experience and
opportunity you offered me in the past three and a half
decades have been most memorable indeed. You will
always remain in my heart as my greatest mentor, the
best of friends and an irreplaceable partner.
Even though you may be FAR, FAR away, as the
spiritual leader of WCWP, your wisdom, your visions,
your desire to excel and be proficient in our trade will
forever remain in our hearts.
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Pei's Figurating Towers
A towering figure: Ieoh Ming Pei (1917 - 2019)

建築巨人貝聿銘 : 賦形塔樓

2

1

I M Pei already stood out in his
university days. His MIT bachelor
thesis Standardized Propaganda Units
for war time and peace time China (1940)
displayed his sharpness of mind in
grasping architecture as a synthesis of
ideology, spatio-material design and
empirical technical resolution. In his
master thesis at Harvard titled Museum
of Chinese Art for Shanghai (1946),
highly praised by Walter Gropius, Pei
found his ambition in architecture
– to challenge internationalizing
imperatives of modernist doctrines
while giving form to cultural and
contextual specificities.
An early unbuilt tower project
was the Hyperboloid (1954-57)
– a futuristic 450m office tower and
transit hub to replace New York’s
Grand Central Terminal (Fig.2).
Produced when Pei worked for
developer William Zeckendorf, the
80-storey hourglass-shaped tower
had a circular footprint and the
form of a hyperbolic paraboloid with
a structural diagrid surface. Such

double-curved forms had been used in
shell concrete construction, but was
unprecedented for an office tower.
I M Pei & Partners were
commissioned to design standard
FAA air traffic control towers
(1962-65) and 16 of them were built
(Fig.3). Meticulously designed as base
building, a tapering tower shaft and
a prefabricated pentagonal cab at the
top, the towers maximized formal
clarity, function and constructability.
In 1982, Pei, who had only one
built project in Hong Kong – the
now-demolished 30-storey Sunning
Plaza, accepted the Bank of China
tower (1990) commission, in honour
of his elderly father who had founded
the Hong Kong branch back in 1918.
Pei’s 72-storey tower, with its precise
angular geometry and daring spacetruss structure, was instantly iconic
(Fig.1). A gleaming obelisk reflecting
“the aspirations of the Chinese people”,
Pei knew his tower had to symbolize a
modernizing China’s presence in and
commitment to Hong Kong, as well as
outdo its British-designed neighbour.
Working with one fifth of Norman
Foster’s HSBC budget, Pei provided
almost double the usable floor area,
using half the steel of a conventional
Hong Kong high-rise. The tower’s
square plan is diagonally split into four
triangular shafts that rise sequentially

3
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to a tapered summit. Visible diagonal
cross-bracing connected through cast
joints with corner columns to create a
3D structural system that satisfies the
stringent local wind-load requirements.
Pei’s goal to “make the high-rise more
organic” was to at once fuse form and
function, maximise structural and
economic efficiency and accommodate
multiple levels of figuration – growing
bamboo shoots (hope and renewal)
or a sharp-edged vertical blade
(precisionist modernity and bad
fengshui) – with the expressive clarity
of a singular geometry.
For the Shinji Shumeikai
bell tower (1990) near Kyoto, Pei’s
inspiration came from a personal
travel memento – the bachi (traditional
plectrum) (Fig.4). Resonating as a
monumental bachi set in landscape,
the tower’s narrow base splays into
a flattened top to house a carillon of
fifty handmade bells that summon
worshippers daily to an adjacent temple.
As figures of geometry, nature or
culture, Pei’s towers combine formal
intuition and compositional balance
with structural audacity and technical
empiricism. A towering figure in 20th
century architecture, Pei’s touch
remained supple and versatile to the end,
attuning well to context and purpose.
Text Thomas Chung 鍾宏亮
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Design with
Flow

易威遠

華南適應性住宅設計

A Resilient Family House Typology Development in South China

1

3

1
2
3

Thermodynamic diagram between the proposed
family house in Foshan, South China, and its
environment. Adapted from Braham 2016
Paradigm shifts on time and architecture:
Cultural concepts; physical artifact; changing
contexts. Adapted from Laboy & Fannon 2016
Social-ecological resilience involves both
physical capacity to resist short-term disruptions
and social capacity for long-term adaptation.

2

In the Anthropocene, the scale,
speed and connectivity of human
actions interact with the dynamics
of the Earth system in new ways.
Analyzing situations of incremental
change and assuming a relatively
stable environment is no longer
fruitful to understand the world
and improve our own predicament.
We are seeing that any prediction of
the probable building performance
on the long time frames inherent in
climate change comes with very large
uncertainties, while assessing the
consequences of predicted change
is problematic. Quantification of
the risks posed by these changes
is possible but comes only with
too many restrictions. The rapidly
changing context of our climate and
the social-ecological environment
completely challenges the way we

design dwellings for the future. As
design decisions made today would
lock in potentials and impacts of a
project to our living environment in
decades to come, the need to explore
appropriate forms of design thinking
and design language has never been
more imminent. In this research,
literature review on contemporary
resilience theories is carried out,
with their relevancy towards the
uncertain future appraised.
Limitations of the
current design practice will then
be examined based on emerging
resilient concepts. Principles of
ecosystems, based on systems
thinking, provide insights to bridge
the gap. A series of fifteen design
approaches for social-ecological
resilience are proposed. This research
also serves as the groundwork

required for the actual design and
construction of a single-family house
in the suburban area of Foshan,
Guangdong, which is considered
as one of the most fundamental
building typologies forming the basic
unit of any resilient communities.
Examples of how concepts can be
translated into practice shall be
illustrated through this project.
人類行為的規模丶速度和連通性正以新
的方式與地球系統相互作用，而快速變化
的氣候環境和社會生態環境在在直接及
簡接挑戰我們既有的設計模式。這項研究
旨在以廣東佛山一項單體住宅之前期設
計為起步，通過對生態仿生學之觀察及統
思維之應用，探索建立氣候韌性適切的設
計思維和語言。
The Research is supported and funded by HKIA
CPD Research Fund.

CPD Resarch Funded Project

Kenneth Poon

潘錦堯
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Improving Environment
of Elderly Homes
如何改善香港老人院舍的環境

2

Research team
Kenneth K Y Poon (HKIA) 潘錦堯
Dr. Ailin Iwan 余莉美博士
Dr. Lilian W W Zhang 張維衛博士
Jimmy Y W Chan (HKIA) 陳宇和
Shona Tang 唐笑		
Dr. Sailor Cai 蔡雨陽博士
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According to “Hong Kong 2030+”
published by the Development
Bureau and Planning Department,
there is a significant increment of
21% in aging population (65+ years
and above) from year 2014 to 2064,
averaging 0.42% per year. This
will create huge needs for quality
housing for the aging population.
Traditionally, aging parents were
being taken care of at home by
younger family members. In the
face of difficult situations such as
the soaring property value, limited
space and lack of expertise in caring
for the specific needs of the elderly,
we have seen an increasing number
of the elderly sent to the Elderly
Homes (or EHs) in recent decade.
The purpose of this
proposed interdisciplinary research
(architecture, education, and

wider corridor
wavy handrail
indoor planting

3

public health) is to identify the
EH design factors that can affect
the wellbeing of EH residents.
Specifically, this study will explore
factors that can affect residents’
physical, psychological, emotional
and socializing wellbeing. Our
team collected data from three
EHs belong to reputable NonGovernmental-Organizations
(NGOs). Relevant literature was
reviewed to provide foundation and
to structure our study. We adopted
mixed-method research where:
1) Questionnaires were sent to all
residents who were still mentally
alert and able to participate;
2) Focus group interviews were
conducted with front-line working
staff and superintendent of the

elderly homes; and
3) Experts in the field of aging were
interviewed. We hope this research
can provide empirical data and
practical suggestions to improve
EHs physical environment in order
to enhance design quality of EHs.
近年越來越多的長者被送進老人院，主要
基於房屋價格飆升，小康家庭難以負擔更
寬敞生活空間，照顧長者特殊需求也倍感
吃力。此研究探索香港老人院舍設計對長
者健康和前線工作人員身體，心理，情緒
和社交能力的因素。我們從長者問卷及與
工作人員的焦點小組訪談收集數據，並以
學術文獻提供基礎，期望藉此跨學科方法
能夠為優化院舍設計提供實證數據和實
用建議。
The Research is supported and funded by HKIA
CPD Research Fund.

Events 活動

2019
14 Feb
—23 Jun

16th Venice Biennale International
Architecture Exhibition (Hong Kong
Exhibition and Response Exhibition)
in Tai Kwun, the City Gallery and Hong
Kong Heritage Discovery Centre

第十六屆威尼斯國際建築雙年展 (香港展及回應展)
於大館、展城館及香港文物探知館舉行展覽

18 Feb

HKIA Spring Reception 2019
香港建築師學會新春酒會 2019

12 Mar

HKIA Media Luncheon

3 Jun
—28 Jun

“meta/physical – Boundaries of Hong
Kong” Exhibition at London Festival of
Architecture 2019
2019 年倫敦建築嘉年華香港展覽「實則虛之」

21 Jun
—25 Jun
27 Jul

The Architects Regional Council
Asia (ARCASIA) Committee on Social
Responsibility Roundtable
亞洲建築師協會社會責任委員會香港圓桌會議

“Island__Peninsula” HKIA Architecture
Exhibition in Los Angeles

9 Oct

In Memory of Professor Barry Fegan Will

HKIA Cross-Strait Architectural Design
Symposium and Awards 2019

3 Nov

HKIA Annual Dinner 2019

The Recreation and Sports Club
for Hong Kong Professional Bodies
(“RSCP”) Annual Dinner cum Singing
Contest 2019

Dec 19
—Mar 20

2019 Bi-City Biennale of Urbanism\
Architecture (Hong Kong)

2019

Mar, Jun, 1st, 2nd and 3rd Quarterly General
Sep, Dec Meetings and Annual General Meeting

香港建築師學傳媒午宴

2019年香港建築師學會兩岸四地建築論壇及大獎

New Members Certificate Presentation
Ceremony 2019
新會員證書頒發儀式 2019

Throughout the whole year
→

13 Sep
—15 Sep

Dr Tao Ho Memorial Symposium

原會長何弢博士紀念講座

19 Sep
—2 Oct

香港專業團體康體會（康體會）周年聚餐及歌唱比賽

3 Aug

17 Aug

HKIA Annual Awards 2018 / 19
香港建築師學會 2018 / 19 年年獎

HKIA Young Architect Award 2018
青年建築師獎 2018
HKIA Student Medal 2019
傑出學生獎 2019

香港建築師學會洛杉磯建築展覽「島與半島」

原會長韋栢利紀念活動

香港建築師學會周年聚餐 2019

港深城市\建築雙城雙年展（香港）2019

第一、二、三季季度大會及周年大會

HKIA Idea Design Competition 2019 –
Entrance Gateway Design for Victoria
Park Lunar New Year Fair 2020

香港建築師學會概念設計比賽2019 – 2020年維多利
亞公園農曆年宵花巿入口拱型門

HKIA Architect Community Project Fund
建築師社區項目基金

HKIA Continuing Professional
Development Research Fund
持續專業進修研究基金
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